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This book is a study of light fields in the ocean.	 This is
a basic problem of ocean optics.	 For this purpose, these
twenty six separate studies have been collected. 	 The material
has been grouped into three sections:
1.) Theoretical and experimental studies rf the field of
•	 solar radiation in the ocean.
2) Study of stationary and nonstationary light fields
'_created in the sea by artificial sources.
3) — Use of optical methods to study biological and hydro-
dynamic characteristics of the sea.
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FOREWORD
	 /5**
Study of light fields in the ocean is a basic problem of ocean optics. Al-
though a light field in a turbid medium with assignea conditions of irradiation and
prir,iary hydro-optical characteristics can be computed formally and cxmpletely, this
calculation for the case of seawater actually encounters great difficulties. This
is not only associated with the fact that there is currently no effective method
for solving tt,e equations of trans port for a very extended indicatrix and nonuniform
turbid medium. The main reason is that in order to compute light fields in the sea
with applicable accuracy and detail, it is necessary to know the priiary hydro-
optical characteristics and wave action with accuracy that is not currently access-
ible. The situation is cc.uplicated even ore by the fact that we have a poor know-
ledge of the polarization matrix of the scattering '.•n the ocean, aria without its
consideration it is impossible to accurately determine not only the oonuition of
*P. P. S:iirsiiov Institute of Oceanology, USSR Acaaa(y of Sciences.
""umbers in margin indicate pagination in original foreign text.
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polarization of the light beam, but also its energetics. Direct measu.,:enients of
tl,w brightness and polarization characteristics of the light field in the ocean,
processes of transformation of the light stream on the surface of ► he ocean, anal-
ysis of tlx:se phenomena in relation to the factors which form then are therefore
of great importance. This collection refers precisely to this circle of questions.
It contains results of theoretical and experimntal studies of light dispersion in
ocean water and on the boundary between the ocean and the atmosphere. The articles
were written by colleagues from the P. P. Shirshov Institute of Oceanology of the
USSR Academy of Sciences, the Marine Hydrophysical. Institute of the USSR Acaumry of
Sciences, the V. I. Lenin All-Union Electrical L.ngineering Lnstitute, and other orga-
nizations involvW in questions of ocean optics.
alie material has been grouped into three sections.
1. Theoretical and experimental studies of the field of solar radiation in the
ocean.
2. Study of stationary and nonstationary light fields createa in tiie sea by
artificial sources.
3. Use of optical methods to study biological and Hydrodynamic characteristics
of the sea.
This collection is of undoubted importance not only for scientific workers, 	 /b
engineers, graduate students and students involved in ocean optics, optics of turbid
nx-.dia, long-range methods of studying natural waters, but also for all individuals
interested in oceanography and its numerous applications.
K. S. Shif rin, Beau of the Laboratory
of Optics of the Ocean and Atmosphere,
Professor, Doctor of Physical and Math-
ematical ;sciences
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1. THEORETICAL AND WERIMnAL STUDY OF THE FIELD OF SOLAR RADIATION /7
IN ME' OCEAN (ORAL AND REGIONAL ASPECTS)
ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION OF BRIGME'SS IN A MMI124 WITH
FMMNDE.D SCATTERING INDICATRIX .
	
A. V. BYALKO
This work obtains an approximate analytical solution to the transport
equation for a deep-sea regime. It is used as the basis to find an expression
for the nonstationary distribution of brightness in a mediiIIn when it is
illuminated by a momentary light pulse.
1. I`JTI ODUCTION
For certain media, in particular, for aerosols and seawater, the volumetric
scattering function o(y) is distinguished by excessive extension forward, governed
diffraction on large particles. The a(0) /a(Tr) ratio in the sea has an order of
104 [17. This circumstance impairs the application of standard methods for solving
the transport equation [21 which use expansion according to Legendre polynomials,
since in this case harmonics with very high numbers must be taken into account.
Precise analytical solution to the transport equation is apparently impossible.
With the current development of computer equipment there is no basic difficulty in
obtaining precise numerical solutions. However, an inevitable shortcoming in these
solutions in this case is their limited generality, associated with the large number
of functions and parameters of the task. In fact, we will determine the dimensionality
of the oo plete transport problem in a uniform semi-infinite medium, that is the
number of variables on which the brighness of radiation depends. These are depth z,
zenith angle 0, azimuth ^, wavelength Y, and boundary condition, the initial angle
of radiation incidence 0 01 a total of five for the stationary problem, and together
with time, a total of six for the nonstationary. This high dimensionality of the
task plus the need to fix one function, the scattering indicatrix of the medium,
in the numerical calculation makes it very difficult to extract practical infor-
mation from individual a.:curate numerical solutions.
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This same circumstance to a considerable measure depreciates the approximate
solutions whose result is oonplicated and requires the use of computers for com-
parison with the experiment.
These difficulties result in the need to simplify the task and reduce the
number of variables through reducing the generality. It is well known [2] that the / g
transport equation has an asymptotic solution for the case of a deep-sea regime.
This solution does not depend on the boundary conditions, that is, on the angle of
incidence. It possesses a cylindrical synmetry, that is, goes not depend on the
azimuth ^. Thus, the dimensionality of the task is reduced to three in the stationary,
ana four in the nonstationary cases. In addition, the variable z is separated from
0 . The wavelength X is usually a functional parameter of bae task, since in calcu-
lating radiation transport in the sea, the scattering processes with change in wave-
length (fluorescence) are generally ignored. There are accurate numerical solutions
for model extended indicatrixes [3, 41, and an approximate analytical solution [5]
for a random extendea indicatrix. The solution that will be found in this work, is
similar in degree of approximation of the solution of V. V. Scbolev [5], but it
differs in form, having further application in mind. According to the theorem of
AIinin, a temporal Laplace transform from nonstationary response to a momentary im-
pulse can be obtained for a certain stationary solution. Conversion of the .Unlace
transform is really only possible for a limited set of analytical functions. There
are currently no reliable methods for numerical conversion. The asymptotic solu-
tion of the transport equation which will be found here makes it possible to use
Minin's method to obtain a fairly simple analytical solution to the nonstationary
task in a deep--sea regime. 'she accuracy of the stationary solution will be eval-
uated by eemparing it with certain numerical solutions for model indicatrixes [3,
4]. The physical meaning and degree of approximateness of the nonstationary solution
t	 are discussed in the conclusion.
2. Al'I'IY):;I'+','1'I'[: SOWTIGN 'R) '111E TWSI° Rr I:iQUATIQN
FOR N14 k X 17 ,14DED SCATIT ING INDICIITRIX
The transport equation for radiation brightness B(z, n) without consideration
for polarization and thu fluorescence phenomena looks like:
ieii) dL =
	
((7+x)8+ i 00B(z, W)do'	 (2.1)
Here n n (y i do	 and K --respectively the indicators of scattering and absorption--
functions of length, a -single vector directed on the z-axis, Y = arco^s (nn') --scat-
tering angle. In the case of cylindrical symmetry, brightness B depends on the
zenith angle 0 = arcoos (ne) .
M. Wang and E. Guth (u) nave obtained from this equation differential equation
of the Fokker-Planck type, by -using expansion aeeordirg to smallness of the scattering
angle Y.
	
.^
	
I	 uB	 Li	 oB j
s	 i	 dz	 a	 Ju L	 0;1
	 (2.2)
	
Here It — cos@ — ne; q— 	 r o(y) sinly/2sinydy	 /9
A necessary condition for the applicability of this approximation is the small-
ness of the parameter q. Its physical meaning for the extended indicatrixes is the
average square of the scattering angle q''<y2>/4.
For real indicatrixes of Seawater, because of their drastic extension forward,
q has an order of 13-4.
We will discuss the question of the steady-state deep-sea distribution of bright-
ness, if the indicatrix is sharply extended forward. With each act of scattering,
redistribution of the brightness body occurs, diffusion of radiation over the angles.
In this case, the average square of the angle within which distribution was estab -
lished which is close to equilibrium, rises linearly, increasing with each act of
5
the following equation for the function f(x)
i 2120-11	 d_( I ^( ) I
f
	 1 W
^Ci'q(I--s')	 ^^	 0 =x	 0	 >(1- \')
scattering with a quantity on the order of <c y'> `4, therefore, the deep-sea
regime for all directions occurs with a number of acts of scattering greater than
q-1 , and correspondingly, tlx,. depth at which the asymptotic regime is implemented,
must satisfy the inequality	 =z-(60-'
	
(2.3)
with an acutely-directou indicatrix, that is, with small q, as will be seen
below, the deep-sea booty of brightness is very extended. 'Ibis wakes it possible to
consider that the asyriltotic distribution within tiie zenith angle ()was established
after - i+' (-) 'q'- '	 acts of scattering, that is at depth	 i>z„= H^(qo ► -'• `1'he dist-
ribution which was establishod at smaller angles, will further be weakly aistorted,
since the relative quantity of light energy that is redistributed at great depth in
a direction close to the naair is small.
Ek wil? search for tie asymptotic solution to motion (2.2) in the form
B tz, µ) _S(x) exp (- z_n --const exp (—az+ flX)),
here x - cos (4/2; It - W-1	 and ax still unknown deep-sea indicator of attenuation,
a certain function of tie parame.t(xs of the task q, « and x. In order to find(,, we
can use the precise correlation which is easily obtained by integrating For the angles
of the original equation (2.1):
	
U X I B (z,µ) dN / j B (z, is) µder.	 (2.4)
We hypothesize (aixi uiis is confirmed after the solution is obtained) that the
characteristic change in this function q)(x) by magnitude is much greater than
am	 .	 This means that the "asymptotic brightness body" is very extended.
We will make the substitution *(x) —G f /(x) dx into equation (1.2); we then obtain, /10
Wb will now consider that the large quanti^, 7
 of the function V (x) is defined
as the parameter G which is large as ompared to one, while the characteristic
quantity f(x) and its derivative are on the order of one Then in the right side
of equation (2.5), the first Uerm is on the order of rnie , the others are small,
while the left side in the denominator contains the product G 2q, which we will con-
sider to be equal to one.
We will select the value of parameter G such that in the left side of equation
(2.5) the part which is whole for x will be equal in accuracy to one.
G: — a'
	
(2.6)
aq
Since the function ^'(x) was expressed as the product of two new unknowns, the
unambiguity of the determination is introduced only by condition (2.6). At this
stage, G is expressed throuca the unknown deep-sea indicator a . However, after
solving the equation, a witli the help of (2.4) will be found in the form of an expan-
sion of G-1 . This will make it possible to ccnpute the actual parameter G through
primary hydro-optical characteristics.
We wi.11 present the quantity --A , , with regard for (2.4) as an expansion of
tine small parameter G-1 with indefinite coefficients
(I--;c ^ f x^l--x) exp (x)) d `•	 va'—
 — 11
(2.7)
2a
	
	 G	 G
cxp(V(x)) dx
After substituting expansion (2.7), with regard for (2.6) into equation (2.5),
it will adopt the appearance.
I3x-' _	 a,
+	 G	 Iv + G	 x(I- ^')	 gill -^1)
Here terms on the order of G-1 are emitted, therefore the solution to this equation
must be sought in the form of an exponential series G -1 , limited to the first order:
7
N
(2.8)
IM - I f,.(\) t G /I(\) f
In the zero approximatwn we have f 02 - 1; f0
 = 1. The solution with negative sign
results in a negative value of a , which is mt of interest for the semi-infinite
modium.
After substituting Cie zero approximation into correlation (2.7)-- (^ (x) - Gonst /11
+ x) , we eotpute the coefficient with the first term of the expansion: a l =l. By
using this value in (2.8), we find the following approximation for f(x):
	
f I W -- .	 I	 I
*,	 ''x
The area of applicability for x of the obtained solution is found from the
requirement of smallness of the first term in the expansion as compared to zero:
Gx == G c	 1
	 (2.9)
Thus, the solution is correct for a fairly .large region of angles and is inapplic-
able only for the directions close to the nadir. Witurning to the distribution of
brightness, that is, by computing the indefinite integral for the function W(x), we
obtain:
B	 c'o^,f.t	 „- 4x1—G (I C"­ u ) uz
1	
(2.10)
	
(I i Co,	 I I cos 2
By using function fl (x) we can ampute the coefficient a 2 in the expansion (2.7)
al = 4. This yields tfie, following link between G and a :	 — ( ^
s	 \	 0 Y
After uniting t is formula with the definition of G (2.b) , we will express G , (Y
and consequently, the solution to (2.10) of the transport equation through the
primary hydro-optical characteristics:
1q
	 (2.11)
u =x ^1 4 	 2Aq	 1q
i	 8
d.taly)
	
rt+i
-	 (I +cos ),) (3.1)
M
I ter€: A- (I 4- X 	 --parawte-: of survival of the quantum.
It was thus found that in the small-angular approximation, distribution of
urightness in the seep-sets r%ina, ana tie deep-sea indicator of attenuation a
depend on one tocmbination of primary hydro-optical characteristics qA / 1 - A°a<V'>/4i•.
It is 'AWrtant that precisely this parameter was empirically introuuuea (7) as
Uie oombination of constantz wAch aetermines tie light fiela in the deep-sea regime,
as well as the field cif the isotro pic source.
The parameter G in tt ie case A # 1, is actually much larger bimi c)ne	 oecause
of the smallness of q for very extended indicatrixes. Tie derivative of the function /12
w(x) in this case is therefore a large quantity, that is, the asymptotic form of the
brightness body is actually very extended, as was assumed in obtaining the solution.
3. COMPARISON OF ThE OBTAINED SOLUTION WITH OTM-M
1^ fAL.OP,LiTICAL SOLUTIONS FOR DIOML INDICATRIXES
We will compare the solution (2.10) depending on (2.11) with certain results of
numerical calcu.iations for model extended indicatrixes. The work of V.Sobolev DJ
has obtained a solution for indicatrixes of the type
The most expendea of tie calculated indicatrixes teas the parameter n = 4. Public-
ation (31 solved the inverse problem,: the values of the parameter of the creep- sea
regime f (I--.%)-i were initial, but they were usea to conpute the probability of
X
survival of the photon A anc, the coeffic:.ents in Legendre's polyncmials. In partic-
ular, it was found for r = 3.4 that A = U.656 and the distribution of brightness in
the ,eep•sea regime looked like:
S (0) W	 1 .4- 0,7?bcos0+0.1 116P2 (cos 0)+0.06P 3 (cos 0)	 (3.2)
1 --0.4 cos A
9
We obtain the quantities of parameters for the solution to this work for the
satyrs value A.
q M 11 i 2 . 0,167; G = ', 342; = -2,903,
Comparison of the brightness distribution of (3.2) and (2.10) with G = 4.b42
demonstrat.ca that discrepancy between the precise solution ana tie given approximation
in the entire range of angles G cos! < I is in limits of theoretical. error G ' l = 20%.
Computation of the parameter of seep-sea regime
11 -0 A) ^ -I -A+ 1 2 q (I -A) +(I .2 .	 (3.3)
for this same indicatrix results in the value
	 0.418 instead of the precise 0.4.
In order to be convinces that the error in formula (3.3) which was obtained
based on the solution to (2.11) of this work, is uniform in the entire range of
	 /13
change in A , this relationship was compared with results of accurate calculations
for honey -Greenstein indicatrixes (4] :
a	 (4"2Q cos y +Q*)"'
	 (3.4)
The most extended of t,iu calculated indicatrixes corresponds to Uie parameter
q = 0.95. Tile value q for time indicatrix (3.4) equals 	 q t^ -0,025, Comparison
of the relati.c.-rsizip (3.3) with the results of tnese calculations snows that the
relative error in formula t3.3) is uniform in the entire range 0 <A< 1.
Thus, Loth formula (2.10) for brightness distribution and formula (2.11) for
the deep-sea indicator of attenuation are approximate analytical expressions whicr:
have relative error on the order G-1 . The basically possible refinement of these
formulas, that is, finding the following terms in the expansion for G" 2 , is hardly
r'
stifled, since the formulas in this case will become so cumbersome that the possi_.
lity of rapid assessment is lost.
4. 'y CMORAL DISTRILANIONS OF DRICUINLSS
'I11e Lriyhtt'iess uistributions during irradiation of the nacdivan by a stmam of
radiation that varies ii, tine are providmi by solution to the nonstationaq trans-
port exluation. W will introduce t iu,
 diumisionless ueptlr optical thicl.Iaess , = z
(v+x) mu Cie dia»ealsionless time u = ct ( o + x ) /c--sjXXX- i of light in { he IreVcaim) .
'I1ae nonstationary transport etjuat:..ion of Wese variables looks like:
( i t du +COSH 
a 
)B (u, T, H) -A j B (u, T. H')°^^ (1o'.
OT
	(4. )
If the solution to the stationary task is kncxvn, then the solution to the temp-
oral c(luation with Cite san c7e onratry which represents a response of the nac chum to
the hum itary impulse of radiation, is provided ►.,.Y the theorem of I. N. hainin 18).
in the stationary solution it is necessary w re- placx^ I by	 I (1	 a-	 p) , and A by ,1 (1	 + p) _a .
'.then the inverse transfonn of Laplace is made for the parancter p. lt11e function of
Green whic1l is thus ob ta.ine_6 makes it possible to solve the nonstationary tusk with
r,an(c)n boundary c-ondi t ious .
We will use the obtained stationary solution to .tind tentxaral distributions of
brightness of ocep-sea mxji.nae: wi*-h acutely • -directL,6 in6icatrix. 6, will write the
solution to (i.7) for small zeiit..n aalgles after standardizincl it for the incidumt
stream wi til the use of explicit expressions of tlae paranx:ter C anu tale ueep indicator
of attenuation thromjh the proVal^ility of survival of UK-photon ,\.
H(r,0)	 I'., 1 6 	 I^K(1^.\ ►^ .^,^^ i, xh	 2 (I -coN0/2)	 (4.2)
: i i i f	 H':)	 : ux 4^2
n 
.l 
1	 \) ! .\c/ (I	 co-; H/2)	 T I I -A+  I 2y.\ (I 	 A
wo will in ake the inc:icateci replacenent and will thus obtain the Laplace trans- /14
form fray, the response to U -&- ncmltary inpulsea
B^,(t,H1 = Q^,(H) It.)+• t '9T- +  1 - ,\)/.\yjexP	 T(P+ _ ,\) +
I 11
r
here we will inttx)duce the oesignati.ons
	
1,1 0 1 1 cos	 r'),())'.
121x,1 1 1
	-^ '^.1q	 y'N/.^q(.\	 cosH/2); r",(.\q)
In .:ulfillinq the inverse Laplaou transform, we obtain the distriLULions of
Ibrightness which depend on titre, witn irradiation of the medium by a numentary pulse:
(A.3)
21 n
X exp ^- (I	 ^) a
	
-- It---Il^u -- ,l
Ilse tent oral asymptotics of the solution coincide with the asymptotics for a
suni°infinite mediutn whicii is found in the diffuse approximation [9] .
The function R( i t 0 ) characterizes the cur vature of the anterior front of the
arriving impulse wid the energy of the received signal. With an increase in depth
or zenith angle, the receivcxi impulse becomes more gently sloping. The tivnx:nt of
arrival of the maximum signal L ),,I x 1 + 112/6 .
Tbimiula (3.3) provides tie approximate aistribution of brightness in the deep--
sea ivxjime from the impulse broaa light beam. Strictly speaking, in order to justify
tic use of Minin theor(m^ for the asymptotic deep-sea regime, one slhoula first of all
show that the nonstationary equation has a certain asymptotic solution. In this
work, this circumstance is a hypothesis. It is important to compare formula (3.3)
with tie experimental data. In the work of this collection [10], by using tic 	 /15
results of measuring the shape of the pulse of underwater irradiation from a laser
source, Green's function was computed, Chat is, the response to the momentary pulse
for a broad directed light beam. Integration by angles in order to obtain the under-
water irradiation from) (3.9) is difficult in a general form. Ore will use the fact
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that for the small anglesof o wi ►ich make the main contribution to the integral of
underwater irradiation, the second terns for R(i,c) ) is much smaller than the first,
and thus, R practically does not depend on the angle ():
	
R ­ I 2A,jr. Since in (10]
the results are presenteu for norming for the maximum, we will act in a similar manner.
Then, returning to the dimunsional quantities, we obtain for the underwater irra-
diation in the deep-sea regime
(i•'r-=_)_
	 CX i	 x Cr	 i7y21
For comparisons with results of [10], the indicators of absorption and scattering
were assumed to be the saw: N =o +- x -- 0,1 .1 m -1 ; A = a/e - 0,75,	 the coefficient q was
selected as o.]ual to 0.0214 from the condition of coincidence of the moment of the
maximum for the depth 100 m. This value q corresponds to
	
= 0,0851"
	 This
agrees fairly well with the characteristic quantity.
	 0,1 for the inuicatrix of
the opei i part of the Indian Ocean. Graphs of the pulses which were nonmed for the
iiuxitimuml are presented for aepths 50, 75 and 100 m in the figure.
:5	 j	 \'
Figure. Approximate Analytical Functions
of Green, Nbmentary Pulse of Broad
Directional Beam for Depths: 1--
z = 100 m, 2--z = 75 m, 3--z = 50 m,
with e = 0.14 m- 1 , 1 = 0.75, q = 0.0214
(c=pa.re with Figure G of publication
[10] of this collection). The pulses
were nornied for the maximum. The time
axis is in ns and dimensionless vari-
able u = ,- ct.
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SPBC7M+L CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FIELD OF SOLAR RADIATION
IN THE SEA AND ABOVE ITS SURFACE. V. N. PELEVIN
Correlations are established between the spectral characteristics of a
light field in the ocean and above its surface. Index of vertical atten-
uation ay X, coefficient of diffuse reflection RX and coefficient of bright-
ness of the sew surface PX.
It is shown that knowledge of the optical water type index m = 100
a+500 is sufficient to evaluate the spectral courses and values of RX and pX.
On the other hand, measurement of one value RX or pX in the blue spectrum
region or the pX l /pX 2 ratio (similarily for R 1 /R2 ) for both radiation wave-
lengths selected in the short wavelength and long wavelength spectral
regions, makes it possible to evaluate the optical water type index m, the
spectral attenuation of solar light over the entire spectrum, and other
characteristics of light fields in the ocean. The described relationships
comprise the basis for constructing a one-parametric model of the field of
solar radiation in the ocean and above its surface.
Statistical relationships are found in a number of cases between diff-
erent optical characteristics of the field of solar radiation in the sea, or
values of one quantity, but taken in different parts of the spectrum. Thize
relationships are not very sensitive to the illumination conditions of the
sea surface and are mainly governed by the optical properties of sea water
together with the substances dissolved and suspended in it. The existence
of these relationships afford the possibility of evaluating the importance
of a number of unknown characteristics and their expected spectral courses
from a limited number of known quantities, sometimes one
15
numerical quantity. For example, N. Yerlov [1] drrw attention to the fact that
the values of the vertical attenuation index tt 4\ (2) for different .a are not inter-
dependent. This pernutted him to suggest classification of ocean water according
to spectral attenuation of the solar radiation flux [1, 3]. More detailed measure-
ments [4, 51 permitted a.)rrections to be made .n the attenuation curves suggested
by Yerlov, and in the final analysis, to suggest a new, refined classification of
ocean water according to slx:ctral attenuation of solar radiation in the near-surface
mass of ocean water [6). In particular, the drastic discreteness (gradation) was
eliminated in the distribution of ocean water according to optical types. An index
of water type dual to a y 5U0 was introduced (witii decimal base for ,r 4\ ) . It was
used to evaluate the exwcteu course of a
ye 
for the given water for the entire
visible spectrum of radiation accoraing to a nomogram given in [b], witi evaluation
of dispersion in different parts of the spectrum. Table 13 of [7] presents the
	 /17
values of ti for water characterized by the index m = 100 y 500 . rhie table comp-
letely corresponds to the indicated ncmogram. The index values change: smoothly over
tt-,e water area in the Pacific Ocean. The index changes in the interval from 1.1 to
9.0.
Publication [7] gives an evaluation of the spectral distribution of underwater
irradiance at different depths, as well as attenuation of the entire flux of solar
radiation with depth and thickness of the photosynthetically active layer of sea
water depending on the value of the optical index of water type.
`Phis work will examine the spectral distribution of other quantities, the
coefficient of diffuse reflection of light by the sea R a, and the coefficient of
brightness of the sea surface at the nadir c) A [2), as well as the interrelationship
of these two quantities with the index of water type according to the n p-ntioned new
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classification. Experimemtal data were used (4, 51 that were obtained by instru-
ments with resolution for the spectrum no less than G - 8 nm. Processing of the
data indicated that die values of the coefficient Ra , its spectral course in the
surfa(v layer of the ocean water with high sun (h-, 45*) correlate well with the
index of water type. Figure 1 plots the values of Ra with x = 430 nm, and for the
interval 510 - 530 nm from measurements in different regions o f the Pacific, Atlantic
and Indian Oceans. The corresponding values of the water type index are plotted on
the x-axis. It is apparent from Figure 1 that in the transition from very clean
water to more turbid (to an index equal to 3.0) R510-530 rises, while R430 dea eases
intensively. For even more turbid waters with an index greater than 3.O,R51U-530
is maintained unchanged on the average with large aispersion of the R values, while
8430 (blue area of the spectrum) continue to diminisn stably. The curves given in
Figure 1 are intersected with a index value 4 - 4.5, in clean waters 8430' 8510-530,
while in turbid waters the opposite correlation is observed.
An explanation for these relationships can be seen in the following. The co-
efficient of diffuse reflection R, 	 ^ 	 [9, 81 , where [IX --, index of back-
scatteriaR into the hemisphere 2 71 , xk--absorption index. In clean water, light absorp-
tion loin the blue region of the spectrum is low. This governs the high values of
R in this spectral region. Light absorption by clean water in the longer wave-
length region of the spectrum rises, while scattering in clean water approaches the
Rayleigh, i.e., drastically diminishes with an increase in wavelength. `These circum-
stances jointly result in tie fact that R510-530—R340- [sic).
Increase in the water type index in this wager area is associated with the
appearance of a noticeable quantity of suspended and dissolved material, primarily
of organic origin. In this case absorption in the blue region of the spectrum by
chlorophyll, and otner pigments of phytoplankton, pheopnytin and dissolved substances
17
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Figure 1. Dependence of Coefficient of Diffuse
Reflection R N
 with a = 430 nm (1)
and x= 510 - 530 nm (2) on Water `type
Index m = 100(14 500'
of organic origin ("yellow substance"). As a result R X is intensively reduced in
the blue spectral region with an increase in the wat3r type index. In tae green
spectrdl region, different factors influencing the A value compensate for each
other to a considerable degree. Light absorption UMW yicments of phytop?ankton ana
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"ye'.low substance" i1i the green region increases to a considerably lower aegree than
in the blue. At the same time, scattering, and in particular, tile back-scattering
index 1 rises over the entire spectrum with an increase in concentration of
18
suspension, therefore 8510-530 rises with an increase in the water type index. In
very turbid waters, nonselective light absorption by "dirty" or "gray" suspension
[10] plays a large role. The different contribution from this factor to the quan-
tity w, in different waters governs the high dispersion of 8510-530 in turbid waters.
In order to evaluate the spectral course of R in a broad interval of a , the
average values of R  were coMuted according to samAings eorresponaing to narrow
intervals of the water type index and referring to the most diverse ocean waters,
see Figure 2. For the samplings (each numbering from 8 to 12 spectral curves) the
standard deviations its R \ from the average are plotted on bath sides of the figure.
The figure caption indicates the corresponding intervals of the water type index m =
100 kx +500
It is apparent from Figure 2 how strongly R 'N differs in the blue spectral
region (this circwnstance is well known, see for exurple [1]. An important fact
that should be taken into consideration is the syster.4itic decrease in the curves R^
in the spectral zone near 430 nm which is created by t^iu blue band of absorption "
chlorophyll and its accompanying pigments (for the first observations and explana-
tion of this phenomenon see [n]).
The values R \ in the green spectral region di far less for different waters.
This corresponds to what has been said above. In the longer wavelength yellow spec--
tral region, a systematic rise in R \ is observed with an increase in tiie water type
index (see also [111).
The data presented in Figure 2 nukes it possible to fulfill the task set above,
to evaluate the values of R in different spectral regions according to the known
quantity m = 100 k, 4 500 , with evaluation of the expected dispersion of the result.
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Figure 2. Dependence of R\ on lk. Average R k are given from
samplings which differ in the values of the water
type index m: 1--values of index m = 1.17 - 1.35,
2--1.5 - 1.6, 3---2.0 - 2.5, 4-•••2.7 - 3.7, 5•--5.8 -
6.4, b-- 8.8 - 10.5.
By using the same graph, one can solve the inverse task, to evaluate the water type
index from the values R, in the blue spectral region, or in relation to Rx Treas-
ured in two spectral intervals. The necessary further set of experimental data
will make it possible to pinpoint the course of the curves in Figure 2 and the
values of dispersions.
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The spectral course of the brightness coefficient of the sea PA
where B lm -brightness of the radiation emerging from the sea mass (during obser-
vation above the water surface at the nadir), SO--brightness of the white horizontal
diffuser illuminated by the sun and light of the sky, corresponds in general features
to tite spectral course of R X under the surface of tie sea, but these two amounts
quantitatively differ. We will use the correlation presented in [81:
i ). --0,53 K- I Rk .	 (1)
where	 K^ .^ 1 H (E),y)/R o. o) •c0i0t1i,,	 (2)
In (o,fl --subsurfaoe distribution of brightness (integration is done for the lower
hemisphere, i.e., for ascending radiation). The coefficient K does not differ strongly
from ane
	
With isotropic ascending radiation K = 1. Publication [81 nas recotr-
r,nnded that Uie following aipirical relationsh';p be ujud in the interval 0.007
0.07 to assess the value of h
K - 1+ LIE
	
(3)
Vie standard deviation of K in calcu.Lations for (3) for the available experi- /21
mental data (10 points) was 8%. The dependence of K on ^, requires further refinement.
By usin(l the data for R^ presented in Figure 1, and correlation (1) one can
compute the spectral course of 
`'a for not too turbiu ocean waters (with index 100
`'50U 3) . In more turbia waters, the 1) values go beyond trio limits of applicability
of (3) . Tlie aata of this calculation are given in Figure 3. 'Die course of ^,, pre.
sented in the figure explaiiti5 the natural color of the :sea in different waters. very
clean waters .--blue, sometimes violet, while with an increase in the quantity of dis-
solved and suspended substances, the color of the sea becones green. '191ere is a
tendency for further change in color (in the long wavelength region of the spectrum;)
with an increase in the index of water type. The general spectral course of p,
'1
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which is octtputed by the indicated method, corresponds to that wnicit was obtained
by direct neasurements (cottpux-. witli (8, 11, 121).
Figure 3, Dependence of Brightness Coefficient of Sea
Surface ^'\ on \. Average ;'\ are given from
samplings of different values of the index of
water type m = 100a 50	 1--values of -theindex m = 1.17 - 1.3	 ^- -1.5	 1.6; 1­2.0
2.5; 4-•••2.1 •- 3.7.
Lxam,.i.nation of Figure 3 results in a conclusion regarding the possible evalu-
ation of the optical type of water and the results of nancontact measurements of
,I \ frm a slip, helicopter or airplane. For exanVle, one can estimate the value
a.. L.
value ' 549/1'432.
^M I
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of the water type index m frmi the ratio of brightness coeffit-i grits p a 1/p a 1 meas-•
ured in two spectral sections. It should be noted that the existence of a relation-
ship between ,X 1/ () ^ 2 and the values a j in the "midregion of the spectrm" was
noted for the first time in [13) without indic,.cion of wavelength. The authors
offered the following regression equation. a =(1,068
The straight line corresponding to this equation is presented in Figure 4. It also
plots tie points corresponding to the data of Figures 2 and 3, kina as ay on tie
y-axis, a, 500 was plotted. A good coincidence is visible which confirms the oonclu--
sion of publication [13). It also makes it r •ossible to use this regression relation-
ship for long-range determination of the water type index m = 10U al a00 front the
Figure 4. Comparison of indicator of Vertical Attenu-
ation a in Average Section of Visible Region
of Spectrum (13) and Ratio u 5R9/P482-   Tlie
crosses indicate the average ta taken frcm
Figures 2 and 3, and the value a 400 was taken
as n.
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One should note, on the other hand, that selection of the wavelengths 549 and
482 m in publication [13) was random to a considerable degree. It is apparent from
Figure 2 that the interval of changes in the ia l/OA 2
 ratio rises if the interval
(X 1 - X2) increases.
Extensive measurements are currently being maae of the "oolor index of water"
by Neuymin, et al. [141.  line authors have called the "color index' tae F)550/'F)440
ratio which is measured on the ship's course in a shaft passing througn the bottom
of the ship at a depth of 4 - 6 m. Its values change nynami.cally in the transition
from one type of water to another. They are used by tlie  authors to study tiie boun-
daries of the currents, the process of stream separation, and in other nydrological
studies. In the latest work of Marine!-iydronhysical Inst.tne authors seek a oorre-
lation between the value of the color index and the cai.lorophyll concentration in the
surface layer of water [15].
In the measurement of P 550/1' 440 the X 1 ' a 2 difference is greater than [131.
This makes the value of the color index even more suitable for estimating the )ptica.l
type of water. Processing of the experimental data resulted in the following regres-
sion equation which links the quantity 100 (% 500 and 1'350/1',440
100 u , ua	 1,0 + 3.7 l'nno
	 (4)
i144t,
standard deviation from the average 14%.
It follows from Figures 2 and 3 that the greatest dynamic range of the ratio
O V') k 2 is observed with al = 560 nm and ^ = 430 iun. "Ine ratio 0560/P430 really
changes from 0.05 (with index of the water type 1.35) to 2.75 (with index type 9.1)
according to the available data file, i.e., 55 - fold.
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Processing of t1w experimental data resulted in Figure 5 which dives the depend-
ence of the water type index in the ratio "560/0430-
/ 'I J i•
rl?	 0,4
	 Q6	 0,e	 4,0	 1,2
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Figure 5. Comparison of Water Type Index 100 a 4.500 and patio
'' 560/1'430
`11ie regression equation
	
100 uiw-1,3 +3,5 
1a,,
	 (5)
'll1e standard deviation from the averago was 20%.
We have presented three different regression relationships to estimate the index /24
of the optical type of water m = 100 x 4 500. `they can be used depending on wtlat data
are available. ELluations (4) and (5) seem more preferable to us.
An enticing outlook is thus afforded to use one long-range measured parameter
"'\l/f'k2 to evaluate the water type index, and then with regard for the data presented
in [7] and in t-ds publication, to assess the absolute values R  and 1,\ for the
given waters, the spectral conl)osition of light at different depths, the PRE level
•> r
o.
and thickness of the photosynthetically active layer. TiAs has brought us right
up to the construction of a model for the light field in ocean waters. I'he rela-
tionships presentea here may naturally be pinpointed when additional e xperimental
data has been found.
The next important step in constructing the imaol wLLI i be establislvnent of
statistical relationship between the characteristics of the light field and die
primary hydro-optical characteristics of the ocean waters which foram the light fields.
By leaving typical spectral a a for ocean waters [G, 71 and die corresponding R \ /25
given here, typical ctistributions are computed for x., as we have previously sug-
gested. On the other hand, since in the two-stream approximation
	 and
^^'^ i^ t ► % (x +- A).
	while this approximation is confimed in practice, we find that
x R\ = k 1j \ , and by havitxj k [81,  we obtain the typical course 13 1 . The spec-
tral cxoursr2 of \ , in turn, correlates witli the spectral values of o 1 . '19ie typical
are detenninexi from Isere, as well as the parameter for survival of the quantum
1A " (TA 01 + x
	
--for the corresponding waters wnic n i.iiitially are characterized
only by the index m. It is natural that prooesssny of extensive experimental material
will pernut deterntination of the confidence intervals for these assessments.
The next step Pay be assessiamt of the typical concentrations of substances
which determine water ni-ui^:jt-v hydro-mtical feaLures.	 It is noted in publication
[10] that x, *,xC a + x ly xy + X. 	where the first term corresponds to absorption
by clean water, the second--by plankton pigments, the third--by dissolved organic
materials ("yellrw -rbstance"), and the f%urth- nonselective absorption by suspen-
sions. The spectral course of these quantities differs drastically. By selecting
Uo concentration of individual substances, the method of least squares is used to
`	 deten=e the curve x 1 which corresponds the most to the previously obtained typical
curve. The quantity and spectral course of 4 and va will make it possible to esti-
mate the dispersion and concentration of suspended substances contained in the water.
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EXPERIMENT VERIFICATION OF ONE OF THE METHODS FOR MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF
THE LIGHT FIELD IN TURBID MEDIA OF THE SEA WATER TYPE.
V. A. TIMFEYEVA, M. V. SOUW'YEV and V. YE. SHEMSHURA
Approximating functions are selected for experimental scattering indicatrixes
which drastically differ in shape. In each case, a comparison is made of the cal-
culated and measured angular distributions of brightness as well as certain para-
meters of the corresponding light fields in a deep-sea regime.
A conclusion is drawn that this met }wd of mathematical modeling of light
fields is applicable to natural waters.
There are currently a number of methods for numerical solution to the transport
equation of radiation in Been 1 avPrG nf a +-iirhi d mn bim r1-4, 141. For media of the
sea water type which are characterized by a very forward -extended scattering
indicatrix X^Y) (Y--scattering angle) and the presence of random absorption;
unfortunately some of the [1, 2, 14 1 became very catplicated and cumbersome. Con-
vergent algorithms for computing the parameter of the deep-sea regime r and angular
distribution of brightness B(0) ( 9--vertical angle) have been suggested in [3,4].
The method used by Loskutov L31 is apparently the simplest method for solving this
problem. Here the relationship between r and the probability of survival of the
photon A is expressed in the form of a continuous fraction. In this case the
calculation is significantly simplified if the experimental indicatrixes
X(Y)civP are represented by functions which are easily distributed into a series
ording to the Legendre polynomials, for example, the Haney -Greenstein indicatrix.
This indicatrix in principle is a good approximation of the real X (Y) gyp , and as
noted in 151, in order to attain better approximation, sometimes a combination
nMe of two 11aney-Crt-*_3nsteil, i,wlicaLrL oz is used. The possibility of using this 	 X27
combination for sea and ocean X(f)exp was shown [Gl.
By using a similar approximation of certain experimental indicatrixes of scat-
tering, as well as the algorithm for calculating the brightness developed in [31, the
authors of [7] studied the effect of the shape of x(y) on B(o) in a medium with dif-
ferent values of A. They essentially used mathematical modeling of the light field
in deep layers of a turbid medium.
The purpose of this work is to experimentally verify this modeling. For this
purpose we compare results of a calculation and measurements of the B (o) functions
in a deep-sea regime in different turbid media of the sea and ocean water type.
Foi generality of the findings, experimental data are used which were obtained
in media with drastically different shapes of scattering indicatrixes, and namely, in
milky(with large particles) and in media with latex L-4 (colloidal). Data on bright-
ness distribution bodies of different A and on x(Y)
exp
 of milky media are presented in
[8, 91. The scattering indicatrix of the medium with latex (4 = 520 nm) was meas-
ured by Man'konskiy on Cvi instrument of the MinerralogicaL Institute [101 , while the
function BX,,) for = 566 nnawith different A were experimentally obtained by us
according to the technique described in [111. We will therefore not dwell on it.
It is unfortunately practically impossible to use full-scale dat.i, since infor-
mation about one-time measurements of the angular distribution of brightness and
optical characteristics x(^) and A in sow sea and ocean waters are currently almost
lacking. We succeeded in only finding one case [121, where in addition to natural
optical characteristics of the water, the function B(o) is also given in a deep-sea
regime for one of the mKjions of the Black Sea. We thus have data not only of labor-
atory studies, but also results, although few, of full-scale measurements. 	
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For the scattering inlicatrixes of the media mentioned above (Figure 1), the
corresponding functions approximating them x(y) ap
 which approximate them were
selected in a similar manner to [6]. In both cases (i.e., for X(y) ap
 and k(Y)exp)
the following integrated characteristics were computed: the ivierage cosine Cos y,
asymmetry coefficient k, average angle y and square of the angle y 2 of scattering
over the entire sphere. The obtained values are presented in Table 1. It also gives
the numerical values for the approximation parameters of a, gl and 92 [6] which deter-
mine the shape of X(Y) ap. We note that in calculating the integrated characteristics,
each examined experimental indicatrix, similarly to [13] was extrapolated to zero
on the parabola, while for angles Y , y 0 , it was cons: tiered that X (Y) exp = Cbnst (Y 0--
greatest angle of measuremLnt of the indicatrix in the posterior hemisphere). It is
apparent from Table 1 tnat the integrated characteristic, as should be expected,
	
change in a fairly broad region, and their values for X (y) ap and X (y) exp are close 	 /28
to each other. This means that the approximation is successful and one can expect
a good coincidence between the calculated and the measured B(0).
Figure 2 presents the average experimental B H (()) exp (solid curves) and calculated /29
B" (0) cal (dotted curves) angular distributions of brightness, nonmed for o = 0°
The calculation of BO) also used those values of A, in which BR)) exp were measured
most reliably, for milky rrdia, therefore the quantity A-0.494, while for "latex"
A *>- 0.290. The quantity B C) for Black Sea water was computed with A = 0.82. It
is the average for all values of A presented in [12].
	
It is apparent from Figure 2a that in the case of milky media, the calculated 	 /30
data coincide fairly well with the experimental for all o angles, especially with
0.7 ^ 1.0 [sic], i.e., with quantities of A wi-..Lch are more characteristic for the
majority of sea and ocean waters. In this case, the greatest discrepancy in bright-
`	 nesses reaches °30%.
Figure 1. Scattering Indicatrixes: 1--
medium with latex 'L-4, 2--milky
medium, 3-- Black Sea water
For colloidal media (Figure 2b), good coincidence of the calculated and exper-
imental curves is observed to fairly small values of	 (0.4 A 1.0) [sic]. They
are,generally speaking,characteristic for very clean ocean waters with slightly
forward-extended indicatrixes of scattering. In this case, the greatest discrep-
ancy between Bh (p) with c)< 90* is about 40%.
?1
I Indicated Char-
acteristics of
Scattering Indic- Approximation
atrix Parameters
Icon .^ I	 k j 7 ra,4 ' 7II tad 2 ►:^	 -
0,10,E 0 ,074 — —	 -0,9721142, 5
0,972 , 126,9
1	
0,114 0,079 0,59662 0,9771--0.6U
0,927 54,6 0,233 0,187 — — --
0,927 56,4 0,242 0,182 0,9977 0.9301 0,50
0,542 5.2 0,878 1,24 0, 95 194 I	 I
0,542 5, 2 0.8 92' 1,25 — IJ 0.001	 0. "0
TABLE 1.
Type of Scattering Indicatrix
x(Y )exp of Black Sea water [12
x(Y).'
X t Y) exp or m11Ky Realum l y J
x ( Y) an
x(y) e3{p or latex mediumum
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Figure 2. Angular Distribution of Brightness with
Different (number on curves) a--milky
medium, b--medium with latex, c--Black
Sea water.
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Figure tc.	 II
Experimental and calculated angular distribution of brightness for the Black. /31
Sea water are presented in Figure 2c. In this case, the maxis= discrepancy between
twhe experimental and calculated data occurs at the anterior hemisphere and is -608.
It is common knowledge that in practice, in addition to brightness in a certain
direction, it is often necessary to know different integrated parameters of the light
field in a deep-sea regime. It is therefore important to ccnpare their values cclr-
F,ut.ed for b (o) ex' and B (;,) Cal and presented in Table 2 (up-per and lower lines respect-
ively). Here 1—parameter of deep-sea regime, W--average cosine, 1/ I;--coefficient of
angular distribution of descending radiation, R--coefficient of diffuse reflection,
,,and ,)2--average angle of square of the angle of brightness distribution body. As
we see, 1',1, and 1/ -^ jare very close to each other all the way to small A . In this
case the relative deviations for the milky medium for r are no more than 28, while
for p --no more than 1%, and for p -1 , no more than 38. For the latex medium they are
no mare than 4%, 88 and 6 1C, respectively.
TABLE 2.
Integrated Parameters of Light Field
A
1' I	 µ I
	 1 /_
;, I	 R I	 e, ruck I	 ,;r rad
black Sea water
0.40.82
	
I I I	 ( I 91I0,23	 0,79 1,23	 0,014 0,572
Milkv mediun ►
0,19	 0,63 1,46	 0,078 0,893 1,09
0,90
I
0,19	 0,54 1,49	 0.081 0,900 1.16
(Table continued on next Fage]
TABLE 2. (continued)
OAO 0,30 0,66 1,35 00.'4 0,746 0,79
0.90 0,30 0,66 1,38 0033 0,760 O,b2
0,40 0,74 1136 401,1 0,600 0,610
0,70
0,41 0,74 1126 0.016 0440 OMG
AID O,AO 1,124 0.010 CM 0,540
0,00
0,511 0,79 IA OAIO 0,554 0,4711,
0,60 OAO 004 Wig 008 048M OJIM
0,60 Q6° 117 O,OOG 0,479 0,369
0,68 0►Bl1 I,IG QA0.5 - .^
0,40
0,69 0,87 1 r10 4,004 0,407 0,284
0,77 0,91 1,13 0003 - -
0,30
0,78 0,90 1110 OA02' 0,1431? Me
Latex medium
0,35 0,29 11,73 0,310 109 4,870,90
0,37 0;27 1,712 0,330 1-g5 2,00
0W 0,36 N61 O,IAO 1402, 1500,80
0,92 0139 I„60 0;200 16111 1',64
0,64 0,45 1,56 0,190 0,910 147
0,70
0,63 0,47 1151 0,100 01990 1,27
0175 0,52 1,50	 ' OAQ 0,9910 1,1100,60
0,72 0,55 1,43 01099 0,880 1,14
0,83 0159 1,44 0,065 0,850 11000150
01 80 0,62 1,136 0,060 0,790 0,940
0189 0,67 1,36 010 0 0,8100 01920
0,40
0,97 0,69 1129 OA39 0,680 0,750
0,95 0,74 11,28 - - -
0,30
0,92' 0,77 1;22 0,024 0,570 0,560
3-.464
As for R, rand ()2 , their relative deviations are consideiahly higher with small
A. Thus, with A = 0.5 for a milky medium they are equal to; for R--17%, for rr-	 /32
20%, and forT 2--29%, while for a latex medium, 8%, 7%, and 6% respectively.
^rJ J
f
Thus, this analysis she ws that this method of mathematical modeling of the
light field in a deep-sea regime applied to real turbid media, yields quite satis-
factory results.
Since x(y) and n Of sea and ocean waters lie practically within the examined
range of changes of these optical characteristics, one can hypothesize that the
suggested method will be suitable for modeling light fields in natural waters as
well.
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DEPENDENCE OF PARAMETERS OF DES-SEA BRIGHTNESS BODY ON "P" CRITERION
PELEVIN, V. N. AND PROKUDINA, T. M.
Based on model experiments and full-scale measurements in the sea, an empir-
ical dependence is established for a number of parameters of a deep-sea light
regime on the values P = o-y—
 /X which are the ratio of the second moment of
the volumetric scattering functior to the absorption index.
The link between light field parameters in a deep- sea regime and primary
hydro-optical characteristics (PHC) has been studied by many authors [1-7, et al].
However, as yet there are no simple relationships which make it possible to
graphically analyze field structure changes during fluctuations in the medium
PHC.
This study searched for approximate relationships suitable for this anal-
ysis and engineering estimates of parameters of a yep-sea light field using
given sea water characteristics.
The studies were made on models and directly in the sea. The laboratory
unit for modeling the light field on artificial media was designed from experi-
mental basins developed in the BSSR Academy of Sciences Institute of Physics [7].
The modeling method was similar to that of V. A. Timofeyeva 161. The main differ-
ence in the unit (designed b y V. G. Yepishin) was flexible light guides connect-
ing miniature photametric sensors in the medium, and photodetectors (or light
sources) outside the basin. This drastically reduced the shading of the medium by
37
the design components. This i3 very important with high coefficients of
similarity, and at the same time reduces errors in the nladel measurements.
Modeling was done using milky and alcohol-rosin suspensions in water ana a solu-
tion of nigrosine as the light-absorbing agent.
The measurements of spatial- -angular distributions of brightness in the sea used
instruments previously described 19 - 91.
The parameters which characterize the shape of the scattering indicatrix x(Y) in
the media where Uie (leep-sea regime was studied are given in the t"le.
TABLL,. PARAP'1LTbRS CI,ARFIC ERIZING ThL SHAPE OF THE
Number of	 Y I Y t I 70,9 0"0'% I " I h
station	 Den, m	 Region
--
100	 100 Black Sea	 0, 062 0 ,037 70 0,41 6,5 31.2
367	 30 Pacific Ocean
0,162 0,098 180 0,98 5,0 140 
337	 100 Pacific Ocean
367	 I50 Pacific Ocean	
0,230 0,214 30° 2,N 4,6 39
347	 300 Soutitern part of bargasso	
0'300
0,320 41 ° 4,12 4,2 23
(1,427 0,600 70° 7,25 4,2 10,5
Rosin medium
0,111 0,189 30° 2,05 5,0 19
0,412
I
0,436 60 4,48 4,6 21
here Y- ,^ V x (Y) dw ; Y'- Yl•x (Y) dw	 --average angle and average square
of the angle of single scattering; Y 0. 9--angle within whose limits there is 90% light,
scatterea during single scattering. LN.lg Suez	 . - degree of extension of the%win
indi-c;ati ix.	 h ` rt	 ---coefficient of asymmetry ( a and f^--indices of scattering /36
and back-scattering, respectively, [10].
It is apparent from the table that the difference in the incdcatrixes of milky
ana rosin suspensions is significant between them, although it is smaller tnan tine
30"
differences in the indicatrixes of different water areas in the ocean. Tilea milky
indicatrix scu%Linyly corresponds to the "average" ocean, while the rosin is close: to
that for clean waters of the Sargasso Sea.
The parameter of p.loton survival •\ o 4
 x' , where x --absorption lnuex, changed
in the mouel media in limits of 0.3 - A 0.99 by creating different concentrations
of n.igrosine. 'llie quantity 	 A in artificial media and in the sea was determined
by the technique described ill (11) .
'llie angular distributions of brigittness b(o) were measured in a acep sea light
field. The average uistribution cone was computea fiui,, the values B(o)
'the coefficicalt of diffuse reflection
R (l l) co'; 0 sin 04I0	 (H) cos H sin HdH,
'I1ie average angler of uistribution
11
t^	 H U(0) sin 0(1	 j 8(H) sin AcIH.
'lhe index of verLical al. enuation ,x(12) was ni:asured indirectly.
Analysis of the findings  delixxistrated that no unequivocal dependence is observed
of the dimensionless field parameters on tl,e value :^, or on the parameter N = x f (7,
(12) , where 1 , _
 a" 
(12). in the given interval of change in P, and x (y) . At the same
time, the annular brigotness dis,__ ' butions wxiich were norn d for one, with the most
diverse scattering indicatrix of the medium and different A, look as if they repre-
nt a certain unified family wnic,l aepends on one, yet unknown parameter. This
Lranw-,,ter wust include all Uiree primary c ►iaracteristics of the medium: x , u and ( Y ) .
3'1
F a^!--n
In order to search for this parameter, one should take into ooiisideration that
the dimensionless brightness body essentially depends on two dimension character-
istics of file medium: volumetri^ scattering function o x x ( y ) m l (10) and absorp-
tion index k M;I. It is clear from the similarity theory, that the dimensionless
parameters of the SP (light-signal instrument) may depend only on the dimensionless
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characteristics of the medium. Only a dimensionless volumetric scattering function
(A)iF,	 can serve as the latter. Assigning this function is equivalent to assigning
its imment, ana only tiie first mments have definitive in.portance.
Under conditions of multiple light scattering, when a deep-sea reghTe is formed,
it is natural to hybyDthesize that the second nimr-nt of t,ie dinensionless volunetric
scattering function has the greatest value, i.e., the quantity
x	 x	 x
Analysis of the experinrntal data confirmed this hypotlkesis. Tne fandly of
brightness bodies in the aeep-sea regime obtained with different A and indicatrixes,
was dependent on the quantity l' Y. 	 and on file paean ter.	 The dependences
of the average cosine of the brightness body,,, the coefficient of diffuse reflection
R, the average angle of brightness « on the quantity P we: re the same both for nedia
wit1i "milky" and "rosin" indicatrixes, and for all sea water in which measurements
were made, in the following edges of P, 11 , R and 0 : 0.2 < P - 9; 0.00b R 0.3;
0.3 t, , O.83; 0.55 . 0 < 1.2 (t.ne 0 angle in radians) .
In the reckon 0.2 ^- P -1, especially important for sea water, the relationsl-dps
I'M and R(P) are aescribe6 by the empirical formulas:
F	 11' 0---0,37
	
J))
R =
	
(l)
`
11C
I
here the greatx%st deviations of available experimental data from the relation-
ship (1) are given for k For R, the standard value of the deviation is presented
from the available data for the sea and model media.
Calculation of the index for vertical attenuation in the deep--sea regime was
F
made according to the known formula:
aoo=x•µ- , 	(3)
We now may hypotheste the following engineering technique for computing tae para-
meters of deep-sea ligat regime in the sea.
According to the PHC of the medium, P ­ .2	 is computed. The spectral dis-
tribution P is obtained when spectral values v, •x, x (y) are used.
2. The parameters u and Ra are determined from formulas (1, 2). 	 /381
3. According to (3), the deep-sea indicator of attenuation a and its spectral
distribution are _mputed.
The error in this calculation is formed from a) inaccurate value of PhC of the
medium; b) error in the empirical formulas (1, 2) .
Assume that the values x, o, Y 2 are known with standard deviation of 5% each.
Taking into consideration the structures of the formula for P, and assuming statis-
tical independence of ueviations x, o and Y2 on ttie true values, we will assess
the coefficient for variation in P as 0+051/- -tX.085 	 It follows from (1) that
aµ 
-I =0.185• P- For the values P = 0.25 and 1.0 which correspond to the interval
of the most widespread values F in the ocean water (in the region of the spectral
"window of transparency, " (close to 500 rm) the corresponding values are I iI 	 0.37 and
0.185. From here the standard deviation for u equals 0.37 x 0.085 x 0.25 = 0.008
&nd 0.016 respectively. The quantities are smaller than the limiting deviation v,,
indicated in formula (1) . 1herefore in evaluating the errors in a. we will take
the latter into consideration. For the boundaries of the mentioned segments 0.25 <
P< 1 (on these boundaries the values u = 0.81 and 0.63), the amount of limiting
error in a . is 7% and 8.4% respectively.
We introduced tine parameter ('_-(Y2__ previously (13) in analyzing the light
f ield s of isotropic light source in the sea. One snould note, however, that a close
parameter compiled from the PHC of the medium, was introduced even earlier by G. V.
Rozenberg (3). L. S. Dolin also obtained an expression corresponding to his para-
meter in analyzing the field structure in a small-angular approximation (14).
The measurement results described here demonstrated the usefulness of using this
parameter to evaluate the link between all the main characteristics of the light field
and the PhC of the medium in a deep-sea regime, where the field is formed by multiple=
scattered light. At the same time, the new empirical relationships were obtained
which make it possible to plan a simple technique for evaluating the parameters of
the light field in a deep-sea regime according to the given characteristics of the
marine medium.
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MEPiSURENERr OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC RADIANT ENERGY IN THE OCEAN
B. A. vAYNEMAN
Aequirenents for the measuremments and calculations of photosynthetic rad-
iant energy (PRE) in the ocean are examined. Different methods and instruments
are compared for measuring end computing the PRA:. A conclusion is drawn regard-
ing the expediency of using methods based on measurements by simple instruments
with subsequent calculation of the total (in the PRE range) irradiance for stand-
ard mass measurement of PRE. It is noted that it is necessary to further study
the spectral distribution of underwater energy to pinpoint the optical classifica-
tion of waters and to improve the methods of PRE computation. Certain results are
presented of computing the PRE in the Black Sea.
Solid energy necessary for photosynthetic processes in the World oceans.
Penetrating the water, solar radiation creates in its upper layer an illuminated
(photic) zone whose lower boundary is usually determined by the depth at which the
.irradiance is 1% of the subsurface. Photosynthesis occurs in the photic zone which
governs primary production of the ocean.
In studying primary production, on of the main problem is to determine its
dependence on the irradiance conditions since it is the radiation energy absorbed /40
by the photosynthetically active pigments which is used to transform inorganic
material into organic.
There are difficulties, however, in determining the photosensitivity of phy-
toplankton populations of a mixed type. Their adaptations to the radiation flux
can be very diverse, especially the spectral composition of this flux. The flux
spectral composition changes differently with depth, depending on optical pro-
perties of the water.
The importance of unifying techniques to measure and calculate radiant energy
in all the oceans led to the creation of Working Group No. 15 (WG 15) on photosyn-
thetic radiation energy [27] through the efforts of UNESOO, the scientific committee
on oceanographic research (SOOR) and the international association of physical
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oceanography (IAPO).
WG 15 made a decision to consider photosynthetic radiant energy (PIKE:) in the
ocean a limited region of wavelengths from 350 to 700 nm as a consequence of the
fact that energy with wavelength shorter than 350 nm can be harmful,while wavelenyths
over 700 nm have little value for photosynthesis in the ocean.
The method of collecting radiation energy in light fields in an aquatic medium
must correspond to the physical concepts of irradiance (from above or from below) or
spatial irradiance.
Irradiance (above or from below) :
E_	 B cos o dil,	 (1)0-)
Spatial irradiance:
E°= I BdQ,	 (2)
where: B--energy brightness, 11--vertical angle,? --solid angle.
Integration presented in (1) and (2) can be done in practice with good accuracy
by means of optical integrals (collectors), and thus, simple .instruments can be
designed for the measurements.
Are the aforementioned physical concepts sufficiently representative for the
method of collecting radiant energy used by the phytcplankton? This question cannot
be accurately answered, but heuristic arguments demonstrate that the correspondence
must be high.
Irradiance measurements should be made in a quantum unit, since it is precisely
the number of quanta which det,rmines the intensity of photosynthesis.
one quantum, regardless of the energy it contains, can excite only one molecule.
At the same time, the energy contained in one quantum is inversely proportional to
11 I
I^
the radiation wavelength, i.e., the radiation quanta with shorter wavelength contain
more energy than the radiation quanta with greater wavelength, or what is the same,
with equality of energy, the longer wavelength radiation contains a larger number of
quanta. In the oomparison of equal quantities of energy equal narrow spectral inter- /41
vals with 
'e ff = 350 nm and Aeff = 700 nm, it is apparent that radiation with xeff =
700 nm contains double the number of quanta. This red radiation is thus capable of
exciting double the number of molecules than blue radiation with the same energy.
What has been said makes it possible to conclude that in photobiological studies
during irradiation of characteristics of pigmented systems, one should use quantum
units. If energy units are used, the effect of red radiation will be underestimated.
however, in measuring the total PRE in the entire range 350 - 700 nm, one can
also use energy units, since experimental studies have established that the ratio of
total quantum irradiance to total energy irradiance U /E F in a broad range of water
types remains approximately constant [11, 12].
It should be stressed that use of light terms and units such as degree of illum-
ination, lumen, lux, etc., which hydrobiologists at times permit, is inapplicable.
All the light concepts and units are based on the physiological action of light on
the human eye, and therefore have a subjective nature which does not permit them to
be correctly employed in any other areas except the areas associated with human
vision.
WG 15 acknowledged that knowledge of the total quantum or energy irradiante
(in the entire PRE range) is not sufficiently informative, because the reaction of
ocean photosynthetic organisms depends on wave distribution of the radiant energy.
It recommended that spectral measurements of underwater irradiance be made. It was
noted at the same time, that the detailed measurements of spectral energy distribution
in situ, and in devices which simulate conditions in situ are not feasible as a
simple standard method in studying primary production, Ln light of the fact that
these measurements require oomplicated and expensive equipment, while the measure-
ments themselves are complicated and require a lot of time. Radiation energy which
is suitable for underwater photosynthesis can be assessed through measurements by a
simple instrument with subsequent determination of the water type according to the
optical classification of waters of N. Yerlov (18), and from here, the probable spec-
tral distribution of energy. One can thus determine the total energy. The WG 15
evaluated the possibility of using these methods through mathematical calculations
(28) and experiments in the ocean (29]. It recommended the creation of simple equip-
ment for these methods.
We will examine the existing methods and instruments for measuring PRE in the
ocean.
The most ccnplete information about unaerwater radiant energy is provided by 	 /42
the methods of detailed measurements of spectral distribution of this energy. There
are different instruments which realize these methods.
The spectroradiometer which was developed in the laboratory of visibility of the
Scripps Institute of Oceanography [261 is a double monochromator with diffraction
arrays. A digital volt meter and automatic self-recorder are attached at the instru-
ment outlet. The spectroradiometer is characterized by high resolution for the spec-
tram (AA = 5 nm), good angular characteristics of the irradiance collector and abso-
lute calibration in energy units. however, this instrument has inherent significant
shortcomings: production of the entire spectrum (350 - 750 nm) at one level takes
more than 20 minutes, while the maximum depth of recording radiance in clean water
does not exceed 35 m.
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The autonomous spectral raaioneter developed in the laboratory cf piysical
oceanography of the Paris University [13] nas a considerably greater fast response.
Tlie instrument is made based on a monochramator with diffraction array. Distri-
bution of irradiance: for the spectrum in the range 375 - 850 nm is recorded on a
roll of photopaper. The diffraction array scans in less than 3 seconds. This makes
it possible to obtain about 30 recordings in 30 minutes from the surface to depth
100 m. however, the lengthy tine for developing the photo paper and ccnVlex p roc-
essing of tie recordings significantly reduce the aavantages of the fast operation
of the instrtzaent itself .
The colleagues of the New Engiand Aquarium in uoston used another possibility.
Scanning or the spectrum in tie LSDS instrument [23] was done by turnincj a round
interference filter with continually variable wavelengtli. T1ie instrument output
was made in the form of an analog signal which could be viewed on an oscillograph
screen or recorded on magnetic tape.
Spectral scannuig in the Japanese instrument [25] is done by rotation of a
diffraction array and synchronous moven e nt of a wedge-shaped interference filter at
continuously variable wavelength. Scanning in the range 400 - 700 m, (at one level)
takes 60 seconds. Recording is done on a two-coordinate self-.recorder on board the
ship. The instrument is connected to the ship by a multiple--strand cable.
All the instruments described above are complicated, expensive, and working
with them requires a high agree of skill.
There are instrunents which measure radiant energy in several narrow or rela-
tively narrow spectral regions wiii.cn are isolated orither with tiie nelp of a cer-
tain number of selective receivers [21), or with tie help of changeable light filters
[4, 5, 7, 171. However, construction of the spectral distribution of energy by
t; c
interpolating Ulw measurement results in individual sections of the spectrum, or
calculation of the total PRE by integrating these results is accompanied by large /43
errors because of the fairly large discreteness of the measurements and the oont,li-
cated structure of the underwater energy spectrum.
In oraer to determine the total energy from the entire PRE range, one can use
nonselective thermoelectric receivers, pyrancmeters which are banks of thermal ele-
ments [14]. however, the low sensitivity of these instruments does not make it
possible to use b m at distance over 40 m without special amplifiers. In addition,
difficulties arise in considering the percentages of energy with wavelengths over
7U0 nm which are introduced into the instrument readings. This will significantly
distort the readings, esi)ecially at low depths.
The VARIVO is an instrument which uses the variospectrometric meUiod of meas-
uring irracUance [3]. This instrument contains a uirect-vision prism; (Amici prism)
jointly with a norming diaphragm which mak=es it possible to create the necessary
shape of the spectral characteristics. 'l yre instrument can be nonselective in the
range 350 - 700 nm, or its sensitivity can be made proportional to the wavelength.
The high sensitivity of the VARIPO which is achieved because a photanultiplier (PM)
is used permits the instrument to operate to depths 200 - 250 m:.
The instrument namea quantometer was made by N. Yerlov and K. Nyugard [20].
Its radiation receiver is selenium photoelement whose various sections of the active
surface are covered with different colored filters. By selecting the ccubinations
of filters one can form tie required spectral characteristics of the instrument.
1 he instrument can 1x,, nonselective, or its sensitivity can he proportional to wave-
lengtii in the PRL range. It will then be an energy meter or quantaneter respect-
ively. The quantometer is very simple and inexpensive.
4'?
The instrument of L. Prier is another solution to Uac problem of creating a
quantameter (241. A corrector is located between the collector of the instrument
and the detector which is a PM. The corrector consists of an interference filter
with continuously variable wavelength and diaphragm. It has selectivity which
compensates for the selectivity of the detector such that the resulting spectral
sensitivity of the instrument becomes proportional to the wavelength, i.e., the
output of the instrument is proportional to the sum of the quanta in the PRL range.
Because a PM is usea, this instrument is more sensitive than the quantameter of N.
Yerlov, However it is more c mplicated and more expensive.
1 9ie use of quantometers, in the same way as instruments which employ thermal
elements, causes certain difficulties. Because the long wavelength section of the
spectrum is strongly absorbed by the surfao° layer of water, wave action causes great
fluctuations in the recording instrument. Measurement of the subsurface irradiance
often cannot be done with sufficient accuracy without the use of an integrating self-
recording.
The methods based on irr-odiance measurement in one relatively narrow spectral /44
region which corresponds to the maximum. transmission of ocean water, i.e., in the
blue region Oeff = 460 - 490 nm) with subsequent calculation of the PRE based on
the optical classification of waters, do not have the majority of shortcomings
mentioned above. In contrast to the spectroraaiometers, energy meters and quarto--
meters, an irradiance gage which is aesigned to operate in the blue spectral region,
is a simple ana inexpensive instrument. It can be equipped with a sLleniuta photo
element in combination with a blue filter and with neutral attenuator. This gage
does not have the significant inconveniences which develop when energy meters and
quantameters are used, since it can operate well in the surface layer of the ocean
because of the high transmission by water of radiation in the blue spectral region.
r
The sea tests done by WU lti in Uie Gulf of California demonstrates that
relatively narrow--band filters with maximum transmission corresponding to the
nkvsimun transmission of ocean water, may be used to estimate the underwater PRE
in waters of all types with satisfactory accuracy [29).
Publication [19) has suggested a simple method for measuring the quantum FRG
(Q (350 - 700 nm)) in the ocean, based on the use of a simple irradiance gage in the
blue spectral region (L(x eff=465 MO:
Q350— 700)° E( as) 0,23+ 'S^ r
	
(3)
where: r--depth in meters, Q and E--•assigneo. in pereentayes of subsurface values.
The essence of this method is that only the relativs- quantities are measured
underwater. 7'he instrument therefo---e does not need graduation. Part of the problem
is estimating the subsurface quantities in absolute units. This can be done by two
methods.
Measurement in tte blue spectral region can serve to determine the quantum irradi-
ance above the ocean under all conditions, except low position of the sun (h0 151),
because spectral distribution of total (frcm the sun and the sky) in the range 350 -
70 nm does not depend very much on turbidity of the air, cloud ever, and altitude
of the sun [8). Calibration in this case is done by simple ccuparison of the irradi-
ance gage with a quantometer in daylight.
Another method for evaluating quan= irradiance above the ocean is to use
the readings of a shipboard pyrancmeter (E (35U-3000 nn,) ) • The theoretical stuaies
of K. S. Shifrin et al. [1) for a standard atmospheric model demonstrated that
E(aso- loo) = k • E(eso-
	 (4)
k — 0,44 t 0,03
5i
With the help of the transform:
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Q13e0 roo ► Wnt=a.%► 	 s 'L 
— 2,75 . 10 15 	(5)/:"mo aoW [W • u 'I
R correlation is obtaixx, which makes it possible to eva, uate the quantum irradiance
above the ocean from the pyrananeter readings:
Q(350-700) — 1,2 . 101IE(380-3000)-
	 (6)
It remains to examine the reflection from the ocean surface which reduces the quantity
of quantum irradiance to subsurface.
Publication [b) has described a method for calculating underwater irradiance from
above in any section of the spectrum in the PRh range Lased on simple measurements of
irradiance in the blue spectral region ( eff - 490 nm) using the optical classifica-
tion of waters. The method consists of the following: the distribution of irradiance
according to depth is measured, these measurements are used to calculate the coeffic-
ient of underwater irradiance n and the indicator of vertical attenuation of irra-
diance from above u,t ( eff - 490 r ti) . The water type is determined from t-Le found
quantity aE ( off - 490 nm), while the quantities a(a) for other wavelengths are
found from the water type. The found values u ( X) are used to compute tie quantities
nW. By using spectral distribution of energy which falls on the ocean surface J M
[8] , and the quantity of albedo A [10] , one can curipute the value of irrad :ance from
above in relative units it the necessary spectral region at aifferent depths:
(7)
E. (z) = h3 (I—A) ! (i.) n, (i., z) dX,
where z--depth.
The transition to absolute values of irradiance underwater E y (z) is trade from
the absolute values of energies falling on the ocean surface measured by the shipboard
pyrancrreter.
r1)
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The methods described above for computing PRE based on measurements by simple
instruments use the optical classification of water of N. Yerlov [18). This class-
ification has certain shorteomi.r rs however. In I. ,rticular, typification of the
water is cone with great discreteness. The one-parameteric optical classification
of water according to the value a ( A = 500 nm) suggested by V. N. Pelevin and V. A.
Rutkovskaya [9] has important advantages. The r""ram presented in the work for
the spectral course a(A) provides a more detailea division into water types. The
classification makes it possible to isolate water types without losing information
about tle measured value a , and to estimate the water types witn tolerance reflec- /147
ting the accuracy of some measurements, and to pinpoint the water cypes by measure-
rents of a(a) at the required wavelengtn X.
The use of the water classification of V. N. Pelevin and V. A. Rutkovskaya in
methods of PRE computation will increase the accuracy of these methods.
There are different designs of more or less simple irradiance gages in one spec-
tral region which are suitable for the aforementioned methods of PRE computation.
Instrument [15) is separated from the ship with the help of a buoy at a distance
of 50 m in order to reduce the shading by the ship and to make a freefall in the
water with a velocity of about 1 m x s -l . Its energy receiver is a selenium photo
element covered with a narrow-band filter. The instrument is connecter] by a ocrMu-
nications cable to the ship. The recording is done on the ship on a two-coordinate
self-recorder.
The autonomous instrument [12) can be lowered on any cable since it does not
require connection by any cable to the ship. Recording of the EyW is done on
Polaroid film placed inside the instrument. Its energy receiver is a PM covered
with narrow-band filter.	 r3
In cases where it is necessary to measure the quantity of irradiation in a
certain time interval, one can use a time-integrating electronic circuit on an
electrochemical tetrode [16J.
The instrument'of the Marine Geophysical Institute of the Ukrainian SSR Academy
of Sciences [21 v-^s developed with regard for requirements for the gage of underwater
irradiance in one relatively narrow spectral region as applied to methods of PRE
computation described above. It has a cosine collector, color filter, selenium photo
element and depth gage. When the instrument is running, it is suspended from a
three-strand cable or any other cable. In the latter case, a three-strand communica-
tions cable is required. The function E 4(z) is recorded on board the ship on a two-
coordinate self-reoorder. This gage is simple, reliable and inexpensive. It requires
no more than 2 minutes to probe from the surface of bie ocean to a depth of 100 m.
This significantly diminishes the effect on the measurements of sl-dp drift and vari-
ations in the total incident radiation caused by changes in the sun's altitude .nd
the condition of ti-ie atmosphere.
As an example o f
 using this l,lstrLm-ant to deternLine the underwater PRE according
to the technique stated in the aforementioned publicaticn [191, Table 1 presents the
results of computing 4 (350-700 nm) and a (N eff = 480 nn,, n z = 5 m) . The calculation
was made basea .,7 measurements of E 4(z) and total incident radiation E (350. 3000 nm)
made in the spring and fall of 1977 in the Kerchenskiy Strait and the nortlieast
section of the Black Sea adjacent to it. The location of the stations is illus-
trated in F lure 1.
It is apparent from all that has been examined above that the problem of unifying
the technique of measuring and bonputing the PRE in scales of the entire ocean is
being solved very successfully both in our country, and abroad. The majority of data
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Figure 1. Location of Stations to Measure L (350-3000 run) and
L (\eff - 4b0 tun, z)
indicate that methods i.;ascd on measurements with simple instruments with subsequent
calculation of the total irradiance are the most applicable for standard mass measure-
ments of PRE.
One should note t;me heed for furthex study of the sjmectral distribution of
underwater energy, es,ocially in the coastal waters in order to perfect the optical
classification of waters and the medhods of PRE compuLation.
In conclusion, the author expresses gratitude to V. N. Pelevin for reading the
manuscript and valuuable remarks.
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DEPENDENCE OF SPECTRAL BRIGHTNESS COF27ICIENT
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OF THE SEA ON ILLUMINATION CONDITIONS OF IMER
SURFACE	 E. N. KHALEMSKIY
This article examines the dependence of the brightness coefficient pX
on different conditions of illumination of the sea surface. The question is
very urgent because of the possibility of noncontact (long-range) analysis of
pa and its use as the optical water indicator. The results of the studies
are used to show Shat the absolute quantity of pa depends on the sun's alti-
tude h at h < 25 , and is also associated with the geometric structure of
surfacg radiation. With mixed incident radiation, pa is always greater than
with scattered. All of this should be taken into consideration Vhen the quan-
tity 0 is used as the optical water indicator. A conclusion is drawn that
analogous use of the p = f M curve is more universal. Its shape does not
depend on the illumination conditions of the sea surface.
An important problem of marine optics is development of methods of
optical recording of water, i.e., separation of waters whose optical properties
differ. It is more reliable to separate waters based on primary optical
characteristics directly associated with natural optical properties of the
water. Waters can also be separated based on characteristics of light fields
in the sea, although this is less reliable. One example is the optical
classification of waters of N. Yerlov [1].
Because of the development of noncontact methods for studying the ocean,
including, from an AES, it is currently important to examine the possibility
and the conditions for using the spectral brightness coefficient of the sea pa
for purposes of optical indication of water. It is common knowledge that
this coefficient characterizes the natural radiation of the water mass in the
visible spectral region which emerges through the water surface into the
atmosphere. It, therefore, carries definite information regarding the
natural optical properties of the water which form the outgoing radiation.
The quantity of the brightness coefficient. is influenced by the features of
the light flux falling on the sea surface. It is clear from here that in
order to use the brightness coefficient of the sea as an optical indicator
of water, it is first of all necessary to evaluate those factors of variability
in superficial radiation which have the greatest influence on the quantity of
the brightness coefficient.
This work covers an evaluation of these factors and analysis of the poss-
ible use of the spectral brightness coefficient of the sea as an optical indi-
cator of waters.
Values of the brightness coefficient pa obtained in studies conducted by
the Institute of Oceanology in different regions of the World Ocean were used
to solve these problems. Measurements of pa were made with the help of'the
F74-46 instrument described in [2]. This is a visual hydrophotometer. During
the measurements, the brightness of two fields is equalized. one of the
fields is created by the natural radiation of the sea, the other by thti
natural light of the sun and the sky illuminating a plate made of diffusing
opaque glass. The instrument makes it possible to measure pa in six sections
of the visible spectral region with relative error of 5-10%. During obser-
vations, the values of pA are determined with different angles of inclination
to the vertical and different azimuths in relation to the sun, however,
for optical indication of water it is most convenient to use the values of the
FF
brightness coefficient which are measured at the nadir, therefore all further
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conclusions refer preciuely to this quantity P,.
As a result of studies it was established that change in two factors has the
greatest effect on the P, quantity: altitude of the sun and geometric structure
of the incident radiation.
Figure 1 presents the P, values with different altitude of the sun I-b
 measured
in two different sea regions: in waters of high transparency (A) and in more turbid
waters (B) . Although Uiere are no measurements of P, with the smallest values of
the sun's altitude in the group of curves A, the general nature of the studied link
is .fairly evident: with a change in the altitude of die sun from 0 0
 to 20 0
 - 2501
the quantity P, rapidly rises,* but further, with h°j 25 0 , the coefficient of
brightness remains constant. ** The data in Figure 1 refer to two wavelengths X = 482
nrr. and X= 569 nm, but this relationship is manifest similarly in other sections of
the visible spectral re(Tion.
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Figure 1. Dependence of the Brightness Coefficient of the Sea P
on the Solar Altitude no. 1--for a = 480 nrri.
*With ho = 0 0 , P x # 0, since in a certain time before rising of the sun there is
natural radiation of the sea formed as a consequence of illumination of the sea sur-
face by scattered radiation of the sky illuminated by the solar rays which are behind
the horizon. The same occurs during the setting of the sun.
**The spread of values Pxobserved in Figure 1 is associated with the fact that data
obtained from one point of the sea are presented here, but on different days, as a
consequence of whic+i the quantity 	 is influenced by the small-scale variability in
optical properties of the water.
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Figure 1. II. For a = 569 run.
One can hypothesize that this nature of the dependence of X o
 on ho is assoc-
iated with a change ir,. the total quantity of light which penetrates into the water
and rapidly rises the first time after the ascent of the sun, but changes relatively
little with ho > 250 - 300.
In fact, the subsurface brightness of natural radiation of the sea, and corres- /53
pondingly, the brightness coefficient na , significantly depend on the coefficient
of transmission of the water surface for light traveling from the air into the water
V. It in turn depends on the angle of incidence of radiation 0 (or altitude of
the sun ho). From here, tiie change in brightness coefficient of the sea with alti-
tude of the sun imst be analogous to the corresponding change in the quantity of
the transmission coefficient V. This is confirmed by the graph in Figure 2, where
curves 2 and 3 which illustrate the dependence of P x4 X max on ho are presented toge-
ther with curve 1 which corresponds to T' = f(ho). It is apparent from the figure
that the quantity T' ceases to change significantly ho> 30°, i.e., roughly in the
same place as P a .
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its Maximum Value i-, ,	 in Each Series of Meas-
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A conclusion which is in portant for practice follows from here. It states that
oomparison of the absolute values of 4, X which refer to different waters is lawful
only in the case where ticy are measured with ho
 '25°. With smaller values of the
solar altitude, only the quantities p
a
 obtained with tie same or close values of
10 can be compared.
At the same time, as shown by the measurement results in the regions A and B
indicated above (Figure 3), the shape of the curves for s pectral distribution of
brigntness coefficient remains practically unchanged with any values of solar altitude.
An analogous phenomenon is observed in other regions of the ocean.
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Figure 3. Spectral Distribution of Brightness Coefficient
of the Sea c) with Different \,alues of Solar Alti-
tude h in Region of Transparent (A) and Relatively
'IUrbid Waters (B) .
All that has been said above refers to the case of mixed radiation on the :yea
surface, but the brightness coefficient of the sea also perceptibly depends on the
geometric structure of the incident radiaticn. Comparison of the Pa values meas-
ured witn mixed and completely scattered superficial light in different sea regions
demonstrates teat the absolute quantity 
"x with completely scattered radiation is
always smaller than the mixed superficial radiation (Figure 4). This correlation
is manifest in tha most aiverse waters, regaraless of their optical properties, and
is also associated with the total quantity of incoming ligrit which is greater in
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This allows us to draw a second important conclusion that it is correct to
compare only those values of p  which were obtained with the same type (geometric
structure) of incaning superficial radiation. At the same time, the shape of the
p  curves, as with a change in solar altitude, remains practically constant regard-
less of the change in the type of superficial radiation.
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Figure 4. Spectral Distribution of Brightness
Coefficient of Sea P with Different
Types of Surface Radiation of Mixed
Radiation (curve 1) and Conpletely
Scattered Radiation (curves II). A,
B--region of waters of high transpar-
ency, C- region of transparent waters,
D--?region of relatively turbid waters.
The shape of the P  curves, i.e., the relative spectral distribution of the
brightness coefficient of the sea characterizes the true color_- at se;a water. It
is determined only by the natural optical properties of the water, and does not
depend either on the quantity or on the structure of the incident superficial
6C
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radiation. This distinguishes the true color of the sea from its visible
color, former' by light from the sea and light reflected from the sea surface.
Thus, the sea visible color greatly depends on the illumination condition
surface.
This leads to the conclusion that the use of relative spectral distribution
of sea brightness coefficient as a parameter, depending on the natural optical
properties of the water, and not the absolute values of p' (which can only be
compared if they are obtained under similar illumination conditions of the
sea water) is more universal for optical recording of water.
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EFFECT OF FLUCTUATIONS IN RADIATION BRIWA'NESS REFLDCTED BY A DISTURBED SEA
SURFACE ON UM ACCURACY OF DETERMINING THE BRIGHTNWI COEFFICIENT OF THE SEA.
V. I. BURENKOV, A. P. VISIL'I
B. F. KEL' BALIKHANOV, L. A. ST'EFAIMEV
This work evaluates the effect of fluctuations in brightness of radiation
reflected by the sea surface on the accuracy of determining the brightness
coefficient of the sea. It is demonstrated that in certain cases, the exam-
ined effect introduces a significant systematic error into the determination
of the brightness coefficient values.
Existing techniques for long-range analysis of the sea chlorophyll coricen-
tration require higher measurement accuracy of the spectral brightness coeffi-
of the sea PM.  The sea brightness coefficient of the sea is expressed by
the formula
PM 	 B.-RB„s 7T Eo
The designations in (1) correspond to the designations in [1]. Measure-
ment error of Bm, BH and E0 	 include random errors and systematic
(1)
errors of instrument graduation, depend on the characteristics of the specific
instrument, thus, for example, random error in determining BM , BH and Eo of the
spectrophotometer used in publication (1) is 2% in	 wavelength range 450 - 650
run. However, the error in determining c) (a) according tc. (1) significantly depends
on the ratios of B. and RBH . For waters with high content of absorbing substances,
the contribution to Em of radiation RBH
 reflected frown the sea surface can even
exceed the contribution of radiation which is diffusely reflected by the sea mass
Bg = Btm - RBjj . For these conditions it is important to have correct analysis of the
quantity RBH . This article evaluates the effects of fluctuations in radiation bright-
ness reflected by the sea surface.
Measurements of ascending radiation B.m, evun in the absence of sun glints reveal
brightness fluctuations wnich are governed by glints 	 in the sky, i.e., reflection
vertically upwards from the disturbed sea surface of sections of the sky with differ-
ences in brightness. In this case, the value of brightness of the reflected radi-
ation which is averaged for distribution of inclinations of the disturbed sea sur-
face generally speaking will differ from the corresponding value of brightness in
the zenith. 'This results i11 an error in the quantity RbIj in formula (1) . For our
astimate we will assumtQ in the first approximation that the brightness of the sky
does not depend on the azimuth E-, i.e.,
(2)
Bit -Bit (A, T)
where''--zenith angle, --zenith angle of the sun. Hypothesis (2) is not basic. It
is assumed because in practice there mainly is information regarding the brightness
indicatrix of the sky only for the plane of the solar vertical. For the distribution
_` '--'
1
-^a. ons of areas of a distLU bed sea surface, we will adopt the distribution
of Cox and Munk [2) in a simplified form
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	 (3)
rtzl -0,00:3 + 1.92 . 10-3 V. ny= =3.16 . 10-3 v,
where v--wind velocity in nVs. The distribution function (3) can be integrated for
the azimuth [3]. As a result we obtain an approximately Gaussian distribution
P (H) wCrxp — t;; H! I	
I/ I
	 (4)
The constant C in (4) is defii ,ed from the condition of norming . The average
value of radiation brightness of the sky reflected by the sea surface at the zenith
is expressed by the integral
(5)
2
R(0)B.,(2H) p(H)dH
Taking into consideration that p j)) rapidly diminishes with large o, in (5) one
can assum:: that R(,)) 0.02---value of Fresnel's coefficient of reflection with normal
incidence. Integral (5) was conputed numerically. The brightness indicatrix of the
sky was taken from [4]. In this case the brightness values for the solar corona were
determined by extrapolation.
The most important feature of the findings was the fact that < B H , can notice-
ably differ from RB (0) . Figure 1 presents the values A B = < B H , - RB (0) referring
to , BH  	 depending on the wind velocity for several values of the zenith solar
angle qa (,a = 445 nm) . Attention is drawn to the nonmonotonic dependence of A B/ < BH
on ^ (Fig ure 2) . We also note that n B/< B H , with \ = 635 nm is greater than the
corresponding value with a = 445 nm, because of the greater extension of the bright-
ness indicatrix of the sky with N = 635 nm.
The relative error in determining p(0 associated with fluctuations in bri.ght-
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Figure 1. Dependence of AB/- B > on Wind
Velocity on a = 445 nm with Dif-
ferent Zenith Angles on the Sun.
(5^^	
`!)	 <1314'e	 (6)
-<where Bg = Bm - RBH--brightness of radiati,-Li diffusely reflected by sea mass at the
zenith. We note that for waters with high content of absorbing substances in the
blue spectral region, the ratio < % ,/B g
 can even exceed one. Therefore, for these
waters consideration of brightness fluctuations of reflected radiation is basically
important. As one can see from (6) , difference in < F^1 > from Bh (0) can result not
only in errors in determining 0, but also, what is more important, in the spectral
dependence of this error.
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Figure 2 . DepP,ndei .oe of n B/ B
on Zenith Angle of Sun.
In order to evaluate the quantity of fluL;Luations in brightness of the ascen-
aing radiation Din, the secona moment was also included
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r1hen the relative dispersion bm will be expresses by the forr..ula
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Figure 3 illustrates the dependence of relative dispersion on the wino velocity.
rilie consiaerauly smaller values of o B/ < L' ,, > with a = 6b5 run are explains by the
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Figure 3. Dependence of Relative Disper-
sion of brightness Fluctuations
in the Sea on Wind Velocity for
Zenith Angle of the Sun q, = 40°.
The numbers on the curves are
the wavelengt}is in nm.
fact that the maximum of uiffusely scattered radiation corresponds to -his spectral /GU
region. We note that brie uata in Figure 3 to a certain extent represents the upper
estimate, since the calculation adopted extreme values of 4„ and in addition, the
zenith anrle ^ = 40° also corresponds to the maximum bri( jiitness fluctuations.
It should be stressea that because of the adopted assunVtions, the presented
data nave an estimated nature. `Thus, the calculations snow that in certain cases
the examined effect will introduce a significant systematic error into the determina- /bl
tion of the	 values. At the saner c.ime, the deviation in ; E E,> frcm brightness
of the sky at tae zenith is apparently more basic. It is ooviously difficult to
consider the error in each case, since this requires additional measurements.
One can eomapute the deviation in DB/< BH
 > for averages brightness indica-
trixes above the sea at different wind velocities. Thus (6) can be used to
estimate the relative error 8p/p. Since variability in brightness indica-
trixes is usually low, measurements of wind velocity and solar altitude can be
used for the corresponding correction, thus reducing measurement error. How-
ever, there is currently not sufficient statistical material on the brightness
indicatrixes above the sea.
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MLASURE? iTS OF NATURAL UNDERWATER IRRADIANCE IN THE INDIAN OCEAN
V. I. YERUUN, G. G. KARIZEN, O. I. ABRAMJV and L. I. LOBOV
Tlas article presents the results of deep-sea (to a depth of 450 m) mea-
surerrents of natural underwater irradiance in the blue-green and UF-regions
of the spectrum that were made at 10 stations of the Indian Ocean on the 10th
trip of the scientific research vessel "Dn. N,endeleyev". Plans and a des-
cription are given for an irradiance recorder which guarantees a dynamic range
of measurements of eight orders with continuous recording of the results on a
self-recorder tape.
A technique is described for graduating the photoreeorder and making mea-
surements with it. A concise analysis of the findings is made.
On the 10th trip of the scientific research vessel "Dm. Mendeleyav" in the
Indian Ocean, deep-sea (to a depth of 450 m) measurements of natural underwater
irradiance were made. As on the 5th trip where similar measurements were made
{	 1 See the monograph G ^drofiz cheskiye i gidrooptiche skiye issledovani ya v Atlan-
ticheskom i Tikhomoxea_rkM t "nyaropFysical and nyaroopti alS^tuc ies in the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans"), Izd. Nauka, 1974, pp 170, 183. 	 73
the submergible photoreceiver was a PM installed in a hermetically-sealed box
with wide flat illuminator. No collectors were used to correct the bean pattern
of the receiver. hermetically sealed glass colored filters with relatively wide
Lend of transmission were installed on top of the illuminator on the receiver. In
order to measure irradianoe changing in broad limits, the rxmer voltage of the PM
was regulated. As a result, because of the simplifications ad)pted in the receiver
and the use of a highly-sensitive PM, threshold sensitivity r:n the order of 10 -6 of
the quantity of above-water irradiance was obtained.
In preparing the measurement equipment, primary attention was focused on expan-
ding the dynamic range of the receiver and guaranteeinc,  automatic recording. When
the instrLuent was submerged, it would permit obtaining of a vertical course of ir-
radiance at the greatest possible water masses with a constant rate without switching
the regimes.
The receiver was equipped with a cable with current-collector. Tae PM was
powered from an automatic device with output to the self-recorder.
The structural plan and schematics of the receiver are shown in Figures 1 and 2.
Voltage is fed to the PFM separator from a transformer on the toroidal transformer
Tr2 and transistors T4, T5 operating in a key regime with switching frequency of 2 kHz.
The voltage eorring to the transformer is regulated by transistor T3 and by direct
current amplifier on Tl and T2. At its inlet, the current of the PC M and tie refer-
ence direct current istab is compared. In tiiis case, because of feedback, a regime
of approximate equality of these currents is establishea in the receiver regardless
of the irradiance of the FM cathode.
Voltage is fed from the transformer outlet to the self-recorder. It serves to
measure the radiation falling on the PCM cathode.
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Figure 1. Structural Plan of Radiance Recorder
Key:
1. rectifier	 4. LV/HV transformer
2. carwarison circuit 3. PM
3. amplifier	 6. self-recorder
Dependence of irradiance on deviation of the self-recorder in the receiver with
PCM-53 is shown in Figure 3. In order to obtain a graduated curve, a tube is used
with a set of diaphragms with diameters from 100 nr; to 0.01 mm (Figure 4). When
graduation is done witn a direct radiation source, this guarantees range of fixed
values of irraaiance of eigrit orders with spacing of 0.5 orders. Large-diameter 	 /6,,
diaphragms were cut into the machine, average diameters (0 5.6 - 0.32 ran) were
drilled, while diaphragms with 0 0.18 mm and less were punched in foil U.01 mm thick
and measured under a microscope.
Usually solar radiation at the noon hour was used for graduation. The receiver
with the tube installed on its illuminator was oriented with its axis towards the sun.
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Figure 2. Schematics of Power. Block for PM with Automatic
Amplification Regulation
Zhe power block in ttie self-recorder was turned on, the diaphragm was changed from
the maximums to the minimum. A graduated curve was plotted fran the obtained gradu-
ated recording.
Zile technique for measuring underwater radiance from a drifting ship was reduced
to subaerging the receiver on a cable with unchanged above-water illumination, and
obtaining a recoraing of the output signal on the self-recorder tape with depth
markings. An example of tie recording obtained on one of the stations is shown in
Figure 5. Dependences of underwater irradiance on depth were constructed from the
recording with the help of a graduated curve.
One should note that despite the need for converting the obtained data, the 	/65
undoubted advantages of continuoils recording are preserved. The self-recording tape
successfully traces inortant sections of the course of the irradiance with depth,
Figure 3. Graduated Curve of Irradiance
Recorder (stabilization current
100 4,A)
the effect of the ship's shadow during opeidtion from the shaded side, etc., factors
which were usually lost during measurements by points.
'Ihe equipment used in these measurements has the following specifications:
Covered range of change in radiance 	 Up to 8 orders
Error in measurements 	 Not more than 0.2 orders
Spectral ranges of measurements	 1. XMax = 0.52 u m; AN = 0.06 u m 	 /57
(green filter) ;
2. UV-range; attenuation at X> 0.4 m
no less than 5 orders (UFS-6 filter)
Recording of irradiance	 Automatic with conversion for grad-
uated curve
Indication of depth 	 on block--counter of cable with markers
on self-recording tape by pressing knob
Rate of stratification	 1 - 2 m/s
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Figure 4. Graduating Device
Key:
1. diaphragm	 4. illuminator
2. frosted glass with 5. photoreceiver housing
two-sided frosting 6. PM
tube
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Figure 5. Example of Recording on Self -Record-
iw4 Tape with Measurements of Irra-
diance. UV spectral region, depth
to 350 m.
The measurements were made at the follc*r? .ng stations in the Indian Ocean:
Station 739, 740--in the central region of the Indian Ocean, at 20 0 soutnern latitude;
Station 741 -•-200 miles to the east of Rodrigues Island;
Station 757--in the northern section of the Gulf of Mozambique, northwest of the
Aldabra Island;
Station 765- -200 miles to Lie west of the Amirante Isles,
Station 769--100 miles to the. east of Chagos Islands;
Station 779, 780--in thn eastern section of the Gulf of bengal;	 /68
Station 790--in the Andaman Sea near the Andaman Island.
The obtained results, the course with depth of natural underwater irradiance in
the blue-green and W spectral region, as well as the data from conputing the indi-
cators of vertical attenuation of irradiance (with a decimal base) are given in
Figures 6 - 8.
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The findings were used to solve a number of applied problems. Detailed anal-
ysis of the results, their omparison with geographical, hydro-optical characteristics
of the stations, the weather situation, wave action, etc. is beyond the framework of
this article. One can only note certain of the observed laws.
Stations 739, 740 and 741 were characterized by high transparency of the water
in the UV-region, and constancy of the indicators of vertical attenuation by depth,
starting with the upper levels. At Station 745 in Madagascar, the deep layers of the
water(deeperthan 100 m) were mare transparent in -the blue-green region than the upper
layer, while in the UV-range, the transparency was reduced in the entire mass at depth
of 250 m (maximum for the UV-filter at this station) At the subsequent stations,
because of the currents and proximity of the shore and islands, the water was more
nonuniform in depth and its transparency in the UV-region was reduced, especially in
the waters of the rulf of Bengal (Stations 779 and 780). At Station 779 one can note
a change in the course of curves at two depths: 50 and 80 m. The more turbid layer
at depth from 5U to 80 m was traced both in the blue-green and in the UV-regions of
the spectrum. Attenuation was apparently caused here by suspensions of mineral ori-
gin whose characteristics are not very selective for the spectrum.
A general later governing the obtained curves is stability in the indicators of
the vertical attemiation at depths greater than 150 - 170 m. Whether this mans
that in measurements of natural underwater irradi.ation it is sufficient to be limited
to depths to 200 m must be shown by mass measurements in waters of different type and
comparison of the data of these measurements with primary and other hydro-optical
characteristics whose heterogeneity is generally observed to much greater depths.
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Figure 6. a. Station No 739. 27 July 1973. Sun
through naze, clouds. 1. green filter
11:20 a	 (50 - 400 m) = 0.013 1/m 2. UFS-
6 filter, 13:20, acp (50 -•300 ..n) = 0.024 1/m.
b. Station No 740, 29 July 1973, clouds, Sun
through haze; 1-1:30; UFS-6 filter a cp (50 -
300 m) = 0.025 1/m.
c. Station No 741, 31 July 1973, overcast;
1. green filter 9:35, acp (50 - 400 m)
0.014 1/m, UFS-6 filter, 9:55, a cp (50 -
300 m) = 0.027 1/m.
d. Station No 745, 6 August 1973, cloud coves:
3 - 5 points; 1. UFS-6 filter, 10:45,a cp (50 -
250 m) = 0.0321/m 2. green filter, 11:25, a cp
(50 - 100 m) = 0.02. 1/m acp (100 - 400 m)
0.014 1/m.
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Figure 7. Station No 757, 11 August 1973; cloud cover 1 - 3
7^;oints, shady side 1. UFS-6 filter 12:30 acp (50
- 200 m) = 0.041 1/m 2. green filter 13:18, acp
(50 - 400 m) = 0.014 1/m
b. Station No 765, 18 August 1973, clear, shady
side; 1. green filter, 12:10, acp (200 - 450 m)
0.015 1/m 2. UFS-6 filter 12:20o, cp (100 - 150 m)
= 0.046 1/m
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c. Sta---ion No 769, 31 August 1973, clear, shady
side 1. green filter, 13.10, a c^ (200 - 450 m)
J./ml . UFS-6 filter, i 3 :To 'Zo, a cp (150 - 200 m)
= 3.041/m
^,. 'cation No 779, 15 September 1973, cloudy, sun
maze, sunny side 1. UFS-6 filter, 15:55, a,
(0 - 50 m) = 0.029, ocp (50 - 150 m) = 0.055 1/m 2.
green fl-lter, 16: 10 , a cp (0 - 30 m) = 0.012. a cp (50 -
350 m) = 0.021 1/m
Because of shortcomings of the equipment and measurement techniques, the mea- 73
surements have low selectivity for the spectrum, and the dynamic range is inade-
quate at large irradiance, despite measures to expand it. Stratification could
not be done in certain cases, :'tarting with above-water irradiance. These short-
comings were partially removed in later studies of iiatural underwater and under-ice
irradiance. Measures have been taken to linearize (in a logarithmic scale) the
receiver graduated curve. However, these measures cannot result in increased accur-
acy and constriction of their dynamic measurement range since extreme (in the region
of greatest and least irradiance) sections of the receiver characteristics are
excluded. These sections are the most difficult to linearize.
In conclusion, the authors are grateful to the hydrooptics department of the
P. P. Shirshov Institute of Oceanology for great help in preparing and conducting
the studies.
ATTENUATION OF SOLAR ENERGY FLUX WITH DEPTH IN WATERS OF THE INDIAN OCEAN
1-Til IN, V. N. and MnJ'FOVSKAYA, V. A.
Extensive experimental material shows a close correlation between the vertical
light attenuation indices in the ocean a0, in the range 380 < a < 600 nm. Coeffi-
cients are obtained for a linear regression relationship beti;6en a+ 5 oo and ay a for
this spectral interval. A map is given for the distribution of the optical water
type indices rr=100 a+ 500 in the Indian Ocean. The link between the distribution
and the basin hydrology is explained. The attenuation of photosynthetic radian+:
energy (PRE) with depth corresponding to an optical classification of waters is
computed. A simple technique is presented for evaluating the level of underwat,:r
PRE irradiance and spectral light a xqoosition to 100 m in different regions of the
ocean. The optical water type index m and the level of primary production are given.
Data on the spectral attenuation of light based on the classification of ocean
waters of Yerlov [2] were used [1] to calculate attenuation of the solar energy
flux in the Indian Ocean. Study [3] has suggested a new optical .:lassificaticn of
ocean waters based on spectral attenuation of solar radiation in the near-surface
layers of water which is a development of Yerlov's classification and is based on
measurement data from instruments with high spectral resolution. In [4] the new
83
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classification calculates attenuation of solar radiation flux of the Pacific Oceim.
The expected levels of irradiance created by photosynthetic radiant energy (PRF,)
380 -, .N ; 710 rrmm are computed at depths to 100 m in different water areas of the
Pacific Ocean. The width of time spectral interval of the solar radiation flux is
estimated at different levels and the values of Cie iiulex of the optical type of
water are compared with the level of primary production.
In this work we continue this trend, examining the question of attenuation of
solar energy in the waters of the Indian Ocean. We will examine the degree to which
the pinpointed data for typical spectral courses a yx change the estimates of attenu-
ation in solar radiation.
We will first dwell on certain questions associated with verifying and selectin g ,/74
the most convenient presentation of classifications suggested in [3). Additional
experimental material [4) was used for these pmmrposes : 129 stations in the water area
of the Pacific Ocean, 76 stations in the Imxiian Ocean made by different authors, and
data of measurements of Morel and Prieur [5] in the Atlantic and eastern section of
the Pacific Ocean. We examined the question of how well the values aye correlate
in different regions of the visible spectral area with values aT 560 which comprise
the basis of the one-parametric classification of ocean waters. All the data employed
for a ye were obtained with high sun (ho ? 45 1 ) and were averaged for the layer up
to 100 meters thick. At certain stations, the measurements wea made to depths less
than 100 meters. In these cases, ,,yX were averaged for the layer of water of less
thickness, but no less than 40 m.
Zhe results of processing the measurements in the Pacific and Indian Oceans which
were used to plot maps in [1, 41 are presented in Fiquie 1. The values a4x are
plotted on the y-axis for wavelengths 432 - 445 nm (a) and 465 - 480 ran (b). The
corresponding values of the water type index m according to classification 3 are
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Figure 1. Dependences of 
a+432-445 , 465-475  on Value
of Water Type Index m = 100 a+ 500•
plotted on the x-axis (m = 100 a+ 590). In Figure 2,a+ 400 (a) , a+ 530 (b) and a+ 580
(c) are plotted on the y-axis according to [5], while the corresponding ay500 are
plotted on the x-axis. T 13. the values of a y a were taken with a dec.i.ur^al base.
It follows from thc3c figures then: 1) there is a correlation between a^X and /75
ay 500 in the range of wavelengths 400 < X< 580 nm. The correlation is especially
high for the interval 432 <-,%4 530 nm; 2) the relation r between a y X and ay 500
for all the examined waters from extremely transparent -).th index type approaching
one, to very turbid water of the near -continental upwellings characterized by index
8 and higher, is described well by the linear regression equation.
The regression cpiations and the sampling standard deviation are given in Table
1.
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Figure 2. Dependences of 0,y400, al 530 anday 580 onay 500
It is apparent from the 4able that the standard deviations of the measured values
ay from those predicted by the regression equations are very small. The case m < 5
encompasses an overwhelming part of the water area of the World Ocean. This means
that for example, with probability of 95%,"the prediction for ay 432-445 according
to the optical index of water type differs from the measured by no more than 0.003
m 1 to a certain side. The latter quantity yields, for example, for clean waters
P(
(m = 2.0) relative error equal to 15%. The main error in evaluating a4x is not
caused by error in the regression equation, but insufficiently accurate knowledge
of the water type index m. Thus, publication [61 notes that with direct measurements
of a4,1, accvxacy of 8% is guaranteed (standard error). In this case, the confidence
interval of 95% for m is t 16%. For exanple, water with index m = 2: this means that
the true quantity a4432-445 with probability of 0.95 differs from the predicted by
no more than 28%. This confidence interval significantly exceeds that determined by
the regression equation, therefore accuracy of the prediction under real conditions
	
is determined by the accuraLC knowledge of the water index. With additional meas- 	 <7b
ures for increasing accuracy of knowledge of m, the error of prediction will be deter-
mined by the quantity of the standard deviation (Table 1).
Since a good linear relationship has been found between a4^ and m, the system
of curves of optical classification presented in graphic form in [3] or in tabular
form in [4), can be represented in the form of the following equation:
,z,	 u.	 ; . b,, - rnr.
	 (1)
where a a and bx--coefficients computed for five spectral regions from data presented
in Figures 1 arxi 2, and for the remaining A obtained analogously. The values of the
coefficients a^ and b X are presented in Table 2.
The right side of the table presents the standard deviations a for a4a from
the quantities computed according to (1) with known m. For waters with m < 5 (this
gradation includes almost all waters of the World Ocean) an is small, but in turbid
waters where m-,5, the standard deviation drastically rises.
If measurements of 01 401 are made in some waters with wavelength x* ^ 500 nm
(with narrow-band light filter of width no more than 8 - 10 nm), then the water type
index can be estimated as
b4
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TABLE 2 . VAWES CP COUTICIM US IN EVJATION (1)
__
41 • 101, M -1 N	 100 , M-1
as • 1 02 
RI ..^ ,'i
	
I	 its >
380 —1,0 1,7
400 —1,2 1,8 0,6 1.2
410 —1,7 2,2
t'?0 — 1.6 1 84
HO — 1,4 1,75
160 --0,8 1 ,35
480 —0,5 1,2 0,10 U 4
500 0 1 U 0
520 %1,0 0,83
530 l;2 0,80 010
540 1,5 0.76
560 2,4 0,70
500 3,0 0,64 U,ti 1'0
WO 62 0,60
The error in determining a 4 ,X * (i.e., Aa ^ a *) is the main reason for the error	 /77
in m. in the value of the water type index which in the majority of cases exceeds
the error of the regression equation. These errors are associated by the correlation
b X nm = ^^a4a *.
In evaluating the water type index, it is reeomriended that tteasurcments of a;a
be used with 432 A 530 nm, because of the strong increase in the errors beyond the
limits of this region (couVare the values of standard deviations in Table 2).
The values of the water type index foi the Indian Ocean were evaluated according
to (1) .
We will now return to the question of attenuation in the solar radiation flux
in the waters of the Indian Ocean. It is first of all necessary to examine the dis-
tribution of water type over the water area of the Indian Ocean.
The map of geographical distribution of optical index of water types of the
new classification in the Indian Ocean is given in Figure 3. Its plotting used the
same experimental data as in [1]. Stations were selected which refer to the winter /78
peria3 in the Northern Hemisnhere. To the south of the equator, all the available
data were left, regardless of the season, sinc,- the hydrometeorological situation here
is rrore stable than in the %rthern hemisphere where the direction of the monsoon
winds changes during the year. At the points designating the stations in Figure 3,
we. did not put the number of water types according to Yerlov, i.e., I, IA, IB, II,III,
but the optical index of the water type m = 100 '4500- If measurements of cx4x * were
made at this station with X* # 500 run, the estimate of m used ratio (1). This tech-
nique actually does not differ from that described in [4].
In the case where measurements were made at one station in several light filters,
the estimate of m was made according to a y a in several spectral regions within the
range 432 . ) 530 nm, and then the obtained values of m were averaged. In those
cases where measurement results were processed w1ii.ch  were obtained in broad-band
light filters (with transmission band exceeding 8 - 10 run) the change in effective 	 ;79
wavelength transmission with depth was taken into consideration, as desc ribed in [4].
It is also indicated there that the standard error om in evaluating the value of the
m index with averaging of the data in the 100-meter layer of water does not exceed
10% of the index value when measurements are used made with solar altitudes lo o X450,
with light filters thc-tt do not go beyond the limits of the stipulated spectral
interval.
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Figure 3. Distribution of Values for Water Type Index m Over Water
Area of Indian Ocean. Left insert--level of annual in-
flux of solar energy; right insert--depths at which PRE
level was attenuated 100-fold.
The isolines on the rap were made according to division of the values m into
the same groups as for waters of the Pacific Ocean [4]: m_ 1.5; 1.5< m X2.1, 2.1<
m 2.9; 2.9,,- m < 4.1; m 4.1. Thus, thedistance from the middle of the interval
to the boundaries was about 20 m . Gxeater detail in the division for making the
isaiines would be unjustified with the available accuracy of the measurement data.
One can see the following pattern for distribution of optical water types in
the Indian Ocean in Figure 3: the greater part of the ocean (> 60%) fr,:An the Asian
continent in the !earth to - N O s.1. in the south (in the more southern regions, there
are insufficient optical data or there are none at all) is occupie6 by typical clean
ocean waters with 1.5 < m 2.1. This also includes waters of the equatorial
counter current which follows to the east along the equator, and the trade wind
current which is observed in this season in the south and southeast of the Pindustnn
Peninsula (7], as well as the greater part of waters of the Bengal Gulf in the zone
of the anticyclone circulation.
Within this enurmous mass of typical clean ocean waters, to the south of the
equator there are two "enclaves" which are significant in dimensions and nave extremely
different optical characteristics. These are the zones of the south-Indian Ocean
convergence (SI:OC) and the south-tropical divergence (STD). The axis of the conver-
gence in Figure. 3 is shown by crosses, and the axis of divergence is shown by dots.
The SIOC is formed on the boundary of the trade wind current which follows to the west
and the south-Indian Ocean current which is directed to the east and northeast [7].
In this zone, which does not have an influx of nutrient substances from below and
which is far from the coasts, conditions for development of phytoplankton are diffi-
cult. This determines the high cleanliness of the waters (m 1.5).
The ST r is located in the western section of the ocean, somewhat to the south
of the equator. It is formed by cyclone circulation on the boundary of the trade:
wind current and the equatorial counter current [7]. Elevation of biogenic substances
from deeper layers causes intensive development of phytoplankton in the superficial
waters, and correspondingly, increase in their turbidity (2.1- m 2.9).
In she Arabian Sea, in the winter period, a closed current of cyclone nature is
observed which creates a zone of divergence that encomVasses he entire sea [7].
This causes active reproduction of phytoplankton. In addition, the aeolian sources ,'80
of suspension from the Arabian deserts can be influential here. Both of these fac-
tors determine the increased optical index 2.1 < m < 2.9 (analogous to the STD index)
f) i
which is clearly traced on the msp. Waters of the northwest periphery of the
Arabian Sea with index 2.9 m - 4.1 are classified as very turbid ocean waters.
In addition tc the indicated factors, the influx of water from the Gulf of Persia
and the Gulf of Oman which are rich in suspended matter and nutrient substances can
also play an additional role here.
In the Gulf of Bengal, on the contrary, an anticyclone circulation of water is
observed [7]. It results in the development of convergence, and despite the prox-
imity of the coasts with high water run-off carrying suspended and nutrient sub-
stances, clean waters are observed in the greater part of the gulf (1.5 e m < 2.1)
which are washed off with the main mass of typical clean waters of the Indian Ocean.
A tendency towards increase in the optical index of the water type is only noted in
the region of the Ganges delta. In the eastern part of the Gulf of Bengal, on the
shores of Sumatra and in the region of Nicobar Islands waters of increased turbidity
are noted: 2.1 - m 2.9 which stretch to de meridian 90 0 e.1. Further to the west,
to the coast of the Island of Ceylon and the northeast coast of the Hindustan Penin-
sula, typical clean waters are observed 1.5 m 2.1.
The optical characteristics of water in the Indian Ocean in direct proximity
to the shores of Africa ana Australia have not been studied. on the map in Figure 3,
these regions are the "white spits", and to the south of 30 1 s.l.
The discussion above of the map results in the hypothesis that on the water area
of the Indian Ocean the main factor which deterirines the optical properties of the
waters (mediated through hydrodynamic processes, the pnenomena of convergences and
uivergences) is the vital activity of biocenoses, and primarily, phytoplankton. It
is therefore important to oanpare the map in Figure 3 with the maps for aistribution
of phytoplankton concentration or level of primary production (PP). A detailed map
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of primary Nroauction in this near-surface water layer was used (El). This public-
rol-ion isolated four gradations of FP level in open waters: up to 1.0, from 1.0 to
.i.0, from 5.0 to 10.0, from 10.0 to 50 mgC/m3 x day. In Figure 4, tie Centers of
these gradations of PP level are plotter. on tie x-axis in a logaritimic scale, while
t ►e corresponding values of tne water type inuex at the stations are Nlotteoa on tile
y-axis. Tex: standard deviations of these values are presented. The £ieiu of the
figure indicates tie number of stations in file corresponding sat(Vlings referring to
eac;n of the PP level gradations. Regression close to linear is o Userveu wit ► a
considerable spread of tic: data in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. tarparison of the Level of P , try Production
in the Near. -Surface layer o)	 in T-adim-1
ocean [8] and Value of	 Acal hater
r,eype Index rt. The centers o:. _ _)ur gradations
in level of productivity are plotted (rn the
axis, the average value m in the corresponding
regions and standard deviations are plottu^ on
tae y-axis. The num*x^rs on thc-^ figure field are
the number of stations .,n the .mpling .
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Calculation of the tjuantity of radiant solar energy w.iicii reaches a oefi-
ni.te deptii in tie Lilian Ocean was made ir, the sane way as for the Pacific Ocean
[4] , from tie value of bie water type index and tie level of irradiance of tae
surface. The basis for this is the fact that when the system of optical classi-
	 /81
fication of water for spectral attenuation of solar light with depth was developed,
experimental data were used obtained in waters of three oceans, Pacific, Indian and
Atlantic [3), and no difference was noted in the central courses of aJX .
Tihe order of the cmVutation of attenuation in solar energy is described in (4).
Because of the completeness of the presentation, a figure is reproduced from this
publication. The level of integral irradiance by light in the range 380
	
710 nm
in percentages of the level of surface irradiance in the same spectral range is
plotted on the y-axis (Figure 5). The values of the water type index are plottea
on the x-axis. The carves refer to aeptns from 5 to 100 m. Calculation of the
nomogram in Figure 5 used data regarding tie spectral distribution of solar radia-
tion at the level of the sea surface for a aign sun, taken frcm [4, 10].
by knowing the integral irradiance of the ocean surface in the interval 360 -
710 m (i.e., the PRE at the surface), it is sufficient to multiply it by the coeffic-
ient taken from Figure 5 in order to obtain the PRE at tie given level. For example,
in order to determine the annual influx of PRE (close to the general level of influx /82
of solar energy, starting from depths of several meters) at a definite level ill a
given water area, it is necessary to fulfill the followinq operations. First of all,
we uned the data [11] presented on the left insert of Figure 3 which give the annual
influx of solar radie'Lion to the surface of the Indian Ocean. Secondly, the value
taken fr xn the map shouiu i,e multiplied by the coefficient which estimates the per-
centage of PRA, in the cenerai solar owiergy flux at the level of the sea surface.
According to tize data of measurements in the Indian Ocean, this coefficient averages
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Figure j. 'fransmission Coefficient of Photosynthetic
Radiant Lnergy (3b0 < a < 710 nrr,) of the Upper
Ocean Mass Depending on tie Water Type Index
m. E and Lz--surface irradiance and irraai.-
ance ?rom above at dept-i z respectively. 1--z
= 5 m, 2--10, 3--25, 4--50, 5--75 and 6--100 m.
0.44 [12). Thirdly, the obtained value should be multiplied by the coefficient which
is determiner from the index m from the graph in Figure 5,
Publication [ 4) has shown that the main error in this calculation develops be- /K
cause of inaccurate knowledge of the water type index. It increases with depth as
2.3 x Z X Act y - 2 .3 x lU-2 z x p m, where n m is the error in fne value of the water
type index. With relative error in estimating tie index m in constructing the map
(Figure 3) correspondinG. to 0.1, i.e., 10%, the relative error in calculating the
underwater irradiance equalled 2.3 x 10-3 z x in (z in meters). For example, for
water type 2.0 t 0 . 2, the relative error in computing t-ie PRE for depths 10 m and
100 m equalled respectively 0.046 and 0.46, i.e., 4.6% and 46%. 1hese estimates
make it possible to oonpute the error in E y for each specific region and level.
One can use the szti a Figure 5 to examine the question of at which depths the
PRE level attenuates a certain number of times. The depth at which the PRE level
diminishes 102 times, is cmetimes adopted as the conditional local boundary for
the layer of active photc,aynthesis. The corresponding levels for the water area of
the Indian Ocean are given on tae right insert of Figure 3.
1 he spectral composition of light underwater is also associates with the optical
index of water type. Fuolication [4] gives estimates of the width of tiie spectral
intervals whicn include solar_ radiation at different depths (for level e' l fron, the
maximum E.+A(Z)). Whereas at depth 10 m, the width of this interval is 240 - 210 nm
with change in the index m, respectively, from 1.2 to 5), at depth 50 m, the inter-
val diminishes to 127 - 103 nm, at depth 100 m--to 1u0 •- 75 nm (with indices 1.2 and
5 respectively). In this case the wavelength of the greatest spectral density c`
underwater irradiance amax does not change with submersion for clean ocean waters
1.2 < m < 2.1, and corresponds to Xmax _ 480 i 10 in. With an increase in the water
type index 2.1 to 9, amax increases with submersion, reaching the asymptotic value
570 ± 10 nm for m = 9. The asymptotic values Xiaax are reached with submersion very
quickly and are actually determined only by the water type index.
We will compare the results obtained in this work and in [1] . Comparison of
the map in Figure 3 with the nap fran [1] makes it possible to see boti their common
features, for example, tie existence of two "enclaves" to the south of the Eruator,
and their differences. In [1], the authors note the high turbidity of tie waters in
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the tra6e,
 wind currant tea the south of Lit-,
 hindustan Peninsula aril tne Island of
Sri Lanka, classifying Wev as the sanc, tyjv of wate. as the Arabian Sea. In the
imp of Figure 3 of this w)rk, on the contrary, the trade wind c;urru, it does not
dif for in optical water indices f rmi the cxjuatorial counter current and the min
imss of water in the central part of the (x-van. Ibis discrepancy is apparently
explained by Hie use in this work of an optical water imlex which aiamles more
MmUlly.
We wil l now emIxtre dic data f mii LxxVm Linq E 4 (z) am-irdinq to We technique
Presented hole, with the leoults obtained ill ill with the use of the Yorlov water
classification and the table for attenuation of solar radiation flux in waters of
ditferent type 121 qivuji uy him. Illie conVarison results are presented in Table 3
for several reqions. Cmiparison of We left and rignt halves of div table iikikc it
possible noLv that: 1) disctvpancy in flee estin-vites of the E (z) level by two
mo, thcxis is in limits of trio stipulated calculation orrors, 2) a systematic: Lliffer-
once is ab.,xrviLxt in the levels E(z) , risinq with depth, .and this work has obtained
an ivLxiA,.jo of sum.,what lart;er values than in [I I , 3) orror in Uie calculations aemr-
dinq to the technique of this wx-)rk. is siml 1 or thm in (1 Livipatro colums 5 and 9
With b and 1.0 of Irablu-, 3.
The authors are grateful to 0. V. Kopolevich for useful discussion of tlic work
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TABLE 3. COMPARISON Cr RESULTS OF EVALUATING THE LEVEL OF ANNUAL INFLUX OF SOLAR
ENE-RGY AT DIFFERENT DEPTE;S
Estimates According to [11	 Est' es According to the data of
(Z)
al. Error
2
tear
Ill
I2, m (rel.
Error Water
Kcal.	 Type
caYr. I Index m
E +(Z)
Kcal.	 1.
cm7
 Yr. rrn
Standard,
Error Kcal.
an2 Yr.
Trade wind Abcv, 111' ; •,n^ lanl=
current Sur.10	 Ili 25	 ,27 0,18
2%) 12	 13 0,36
0 2,7 -2,9 0.9
Ito Q2 1,8
Arabian
Sea
AbOV^II
sur. .
!	 t	 '(Nl^
10 24	 28 u, ►►
YO g 0. N2
5u 1,`L	 -1,4 ',u5
100 CO31 4.1
SIOC axis Above I-0	 1	 n l
s,ir.
10 11- 33 0,07
20 20 -V 0,14
50 8--8,5 0.35
100 0,9 0,7
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RESULTS OF SIMELTANEOUS MEASUREMENTS OF A NUMBER
OF HYDRO-OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS IN THE BALTIC SEA
PELEVIN, V .N., SUD'BIN, A.I., MDZGOVOY, V.T.
Simultaneous measurements of the spectral index of vertical attenuation a+X,
coeficient of diffuse reflection RX and brightness coefficient of the sea pa are
made in the Baltic Sea. Analysis of the data permits the hypc-Liesis to be advanced
that optical classification of the ocean waters of V. :1. :elevin and V. A.
Rutkovskaya can apparently be applied to the case of very turbiC waters of the Gulfs
of Finland and Riga where values of the optical water ty^ index m reach a level of
15 and 20 respectively.
In the Baltic 1977 flight and sea expedition, measurements were made of the
vertical attenuation index a+a , the diffuse reflection coefficient RX from a boat
and the sea spectral brightness coefficient at the nadir pa from the helicopter KA-26.
Measurements "in situ" were made with the combined radiation receiver of A. S.
Suslyayev [1]. It has interference filters with maximum transmission at wavelengths:
382 nm, 402 nm, 443 nm, 493 nm, 545 mn, 583 nm and 680 nm with transmission width
for half altitude -10 nm. The receiver was lowered from the cutter, and the average
irradiance from above was determined at levels 0, 2, 5, 10, 20 m. The receiver
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was then turned over, and *.:he average values of irradiance from below was
determined at leval 2m. At tite same time a ship-board photometer was used to
control the external illumination whose changes were taken into consideration in
the calculations. The oonuition of the sea surface was defined inaividually. The
coordinates of the measurement points and the characteristics of the external condi-
tions are presented in Table 1.
TABU:: 1. COORDINATES AND CONDITIC:4S FOR CONDUCTING MEASUREMENTS
I
Number of
Series Date Time Coordinates
Condition of
Sea Surface Cloud Cover Remarks
1 4.10.77 11:30 Southeast of 3 points Solid; sun O
Muhu Island,
at the outlet
into the Virt-
su-Vyayn gulf
2 15.10.77 12:00 590311N 3 points 9 points; sonx-
24 043 1 E times sun O
3 15.10.77 14:Ou D90341N 3 points 9 points; sanc-
24 0 35 1 E tun=s sun 0 z = 6m
4 3.10.77 15:00 580171N
230 37 1 L 2 points 5 - 7 points, Drastic
wind-driven cumulus changes in
and swells illuminatiui
of surface
The results of measuring 014a are presented in Figure 1. The measurement error
is no more than 15% in tie short-wave spectral region, and no more than 10% in the
long-wave, except for series 4 in which drastic changes in external illumination
during the measurements resulted in errors, sometimes exceeding 25%. Values of ad
were not successfully obtained at \= 680 nm because of too few regions at great
depths.
Attentiai is drawn to the clearly pronounced stable maximum c14  in the region
~ 400 nm. Our measurements were made at discrete points corresponding to trans-
mission of the interference filters. With neasurements with a monoclux motor, the
maximum is possibly sonvVaat shifted into the long-wave region of tAie spectnun (by
100
0(a
0,3
42.
U. r
.1
2
3
4
10 - 15 m). The presence of this maximum indicates that in these waters the corre-
lation between the oonc:entration of chlorophyll and yellow substance is apparently
such that absorption by chlorophyll together with its accompanying pigments (caro-
tinoids) and pheopLytins determines the course of the indicator x in this spectral
region, and not the absorption by yellow substance.
j	 I--_ _	 _ -q -
" 1 '0	 450	 S00	 SSO	 660 ii
nm
Figure 1. Results of Measuring Spectral Indicator of
Vertical Attenuation a y a at Stations Whose
Coordinates are Indicated in Table 1 (numbers
at curves correspond to numbers from table)
The results of measuring the coefficient of diffuse reflection R X which cor- /87
respond . to series 2 from Table 1, are presented in Table 2. The minimum is
observed here in the region of absorption by chlorophyll with acccnpanying pigments.
Measurement of the spectral brightness coefficient of the sea pa at tle nadir
was made freer the helicopter flying at an altitude of 100 m with low velocity above
10 1.
TABLE 2. VALUES CF R ^, %
382
	
402	 443	 493 -
	
545 _+
	
583
I
k,%
	
I	 0,5	 I	 11.4
	 I	 O,%	 I	 1,25	 I	 1,9
	 I	 1.56
the cutter. The technique of measuring Px is described in [2]. The observed
brightness of the sea surface was used to eonpute the contribution created by the
Fresnel reflection of brightness of tho,
 sky by the surface of the sea. This quan-
tity was classified as the brightness of a horizontal white scatterer illuminated
by the same light as the surface of the sea. The obtained values of 
''a are given /88
in Table 3.
TABLE 3. VALUES OF P X , %
tip I	 369 I	 383 I	 426 (	 151 I	 558	 I 590
0.8J I	 -0,70 I ! 0.43 I	 0,11 0.63	 I 0.50
Coarparison of Tables 3 and 2 shaves that the spectral course of ^, in rjeneral
features repeats the course of Ra, but the value p , is lower on the average. The
minimum Fain the region of absorption by chlorophyll with accompanying pigments
and pheophytins is more pronounced than the minimum R which corresponds to the
estimates given in [2].
Simultaneous measurements of 014x , R  and a s in the same water are of great
importance and are very rare, therefore, despite the few data, we will cYmpare them
with the materials and recommendations presented in [2 - 51.
f	 A deep decrease in the values aln in the near ultraviolet with a< 400 nm
observed in Figure 1 is in complete correspondence with the pattern of spectral
lug
courses of uO in the turbid waters given in the classification of ocean waters
[3) (see the nomogram of Figure 3 from 1 31). The minimum value of a 4x is in the
region 550 - 580 mi. This also corresponds uo the nomogram. In this case, the
water index m = 100 a+500 for curves 2 - 4 (Gulf of Finland) is close to 15, while
for curve 1 (northern shallow r- . ,, ,ion of the Gulf of Riga) is even close to 20. This
is Sir beyond the limits of m = 1.1 - 9.0 studied in the classification (3).
Nevertheless, we will verify the possibility of evaluating the water type index
m from measurements in different spectral sections, as is reconnended in [4), accor-
ding to the formula:
^jA'	 lIA	
(1)
where k * corresponds to the wavelengths of the employed interference l.ignt filters,
and the values a N and b N are given in [4). Evaluation of the water type index for
six values of a* for which measurements of a4 a 	 (382 .a	 583 nm) were made, yielded
values in Table 4.
:imation of m for Curves a 1 a f rom Figure 1
? _ (	 4
17 I! I3 , 13 :y
.n !	 , Ir". to
21 I 13,; ;;^
19 133 !2 1 7
1A 13;	 12	
A
16
19.3 I 14.0	 I 13,6 ^ 13
0.1
	
1
01,3	 i	 0.13	 i _ oil
TABLE 4.
Wavelength X , from
which m was Estimated
382
402
443
493
545
583
Average m
Variation 6
Evaluation of m was made for a broad interval of \ Nevertheless, we see Mat
the spread of obtained values is X11. If, according to the reeotmendations in [4],
103
we evaluate m for not exceeding the interval 432 _, k_` 540, then the standard devi-
ation of values does not go beyond the limits ;f ift of the average m for all the
series, even for the fourth, which as noted above:, was moasured under poor hydro-
	
meteorological conditions. `the difference between m for series 2 - 3 is statiq-
	 /89
tically unreliable. This corresponds to the measurement: at not very distant stat-
ions (see the coordinates in Table 1) . The diffe-, once between m and 100 x4493 for
all series is also small and does not exceed the measurement error a4 X . The latter
circumstance indicates that evaluation of m can be made both for one measurement of
a 4 k with a 500 nm, and for a set of measurements in several spectral regions with
the use of (1). The fact that the estimates made with the help of (1) for the
optical index of water type from experimental a4a were close to those for different
382 N• 583 provides the r.j% Funds to hypothesize the classification [3, 41 can be
applied t-o morn turh^icd sea water than those which were examin ad in [3, 41, In order
to verify this hypothesis, it is required that additional experimental material be
obtained on the spectral at\ in turbid sea water.
We will now pass to an analysis of the spectral course of R t given in Table 1.
These R\ values were measured in turbid waters whose index type we have estimated
well. This index goes far beyond the limits of the range studied in [5]. It was
therefore of great importance to canpare the measured R A with the data presented
in [5]. We recall that in [51 a good correlation was found and illustrated between
the values and the spectral courses of the coefficient Ra in ocean waters with value
of the index m = 100 a 4 500
	Figure 2 presents in one scale a number of curves of Figure 2 from publica- 	 /9C
tion [5] which describe the average course of R X for samplings which have an average
value of m equal to 2.1, 3.3, 6.0 and 9.5, and the experimental curve Rx in the
Baltic Sea referring to series 2 (m = 14) from Table 2. It is apparent that. trie
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Figure 2. Cocrparison of Spectral Course R Measured
in the Sea with m - 14 with Spectral Courses
R N with m = 2.1 - 9.0 (the latter taken from
(5l).
single erperir,,en*_al curve continues the trend traced in the series of average curves
with a rise in the index m. In a similar manner, Figure 3 gives a number of average
values of j k frau figure 3 of publication [5) and the experimental curve Pk for
measurements f rant a cnelicoi.,ter from viable 3. A general trena for chw ige in the type
of curves wit ► ari increase in n, is also traced.
rinese uata inaicate the r,rosnisiny nature of eapanaing the area of natural linxs /91
founu in [5, 31 between 6iffere it spectral characteristics of tie ligat fielu in open
and sea waters.
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Figure 3. Cm t^ arison of Measured SZxctral Values 0 with
n; = 14 (Gulf of Finlanu) with Spectral Courses
pa wit;i m = 1.2 •- 3.3 taken from [51.
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TUMNIQUE AND RESULTS OF MEASURING SPECTRAL ABSORPTION OF LIGHT BY
DISSOLVED ORGANIC "YELLOW' SUBSTANCE IN WATERS OF THE BALTIC SEA
PELEVINA, M. A.
A technique is presented for wee-using the spectral absorption of light by
yellow substance which was used in the Baltic summer sea expeditions of tke Inst-
itute of Oceanography of the USSR Academy of Sciences. Results are given from
measuring the exponent of spectral relationship of absorption by yellow substance
in the waters of the Gulfs of Pyarnu and Riga and the mouths of the Pyarnu and
Daugava Rivers.
It is known that products or organic substance breakdown dissolved in sea
water intensively absorb short-wave r.ad.tation and with high concentrations stain
the water a yellow color, from which they have obtained the name "yellow substance".
Study [1] gives data unsubstantiated by experiment that the dependence of light
absorption by the yellow substance on wavelength is exponential.
This oumpanent of sea water which strongly absorbs light must influence the
spectral brightness coefficient of the sea in the blue and UV spectral.
The Baltic summer expeditions of 1975-1977 using long-range methods of anal-
yzing optical properties of sea water from a low-flying aircraft measured the
spectral light absorption by yellow substance 
xy.s. in water samples taken from
the sea.
The tLvImique was developed to measure the concentration of yellow substance
in relative optical units and the spectral index of light absorption by the yellow
substance 
xy.s. 
was measured. The technique is as follows:
The sea water taken fran the helicopter was filtered through SYNPOR membrane
filters with pore diameter 0.6-0.7 Lim. The suspension extracted from the water
was analyzed for the quantity of chlorophyll and carotinoids, and was also
used to evaluate the total concentration of suspended substance. 10 m. of sea
water purified of suspension (filtrate) was used to measure the xy. X
.x
it several time=s in a vacuum in a rotary evaporator at tanp,_ature not exceeding
40 0G. After the specific optical density of tie filtrate was increased k-fola,
the latter could be recorded on a SPECORL) spectrophotometer not only iJh tie W•
range, but also in the visible spectral range. Tine renhaining bidistillate was in
a comparison vessel.
In order to use this technique, it was first of all necessary w establish
Cie n+axinun. permissible: quantity of k = V f/Vae , whhere V f--initial volcrie, of filtrate,
Vae--voluna: remaining after evaporation. With a definite degree of evaporation, ttie
sediment is precipitates. out, the intensity of condensation of yellow substance on
the walls of the test tubes or at the cente=rs of condensation witliir, the sample
increases, etc. As a result, serious errors cievelop in the measurea quantity "y.s..
L;. rinents were done with filtra cues of two samples, taken from tie mouth of
the Pyatnu River which contains a record quantity of yellow substance (there are niany
heat bogs and swamps in the vicinity of the river), and one taken in the open section
of tthe Gulf. `tae same quantities of filtrates of one sample were evaporated to a
varying degree. The attained solutions were measured by the SPF)CORU. It was found
that initially the optical density of the solutions with = 360 nm increases strictly
proportionally to tlhe uegr xi of evaporation k. U3uU' k. In this case one shou16
stress that the spe-.tral curves U, for samples with different k remained sin.ilar to
each other. riowever, starting with the value k -7 - 8 for the sea san t^le, the depend-
Once of 0360(k) smoothy deviates from the straight line, and the proportionality of
these quantities was aisrupted. For the river sample, this deviation was observea
starting with k = 4. From There follows the conclusion that wrhen tic, technique of
evaporating the sample in order to increase its optical density is used, one snould
be restricted to the degree of evaporation k = 8 for sea water of this water area
and k = 4 for the river water. Practice has shown that evaporation this number of
T
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times is sufficient to record the optical density D X of solutions in the visible
spectral region anu subsequent calculation of the index of absorption of yellow
substance x y . s . in the sea.
V3 will now pass to a presentation of tae results. An example of recording Da
of yellow substance is presented in Figure 1. It is apparent frorc the figure that
the spectral courses of D, of yellow substance in different samples are practically
the same. This was confirmed for the entire water area of tie Gulf of Riga and the
Pyarnu Gulf, as well as in ale samples taken at the mouths of the rivers Pyarnu aria
Daugava.
Z
t1
r rT
t
J'
Figure 1. Lxamples of Rbcordi.ngs on SPECORD of Absorption
Spectra of Yellow Substance (filtrates of sea
water evaporated 4 -- 8 times) .
Examples of recording the absorption spectra of the evaporateu filtrates in a
broader spectral range are presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Uxanj)les of Recording Absorption Spectra of
Lvaporatod Filtrates of Sea Water in Broader
Spectral Region (1 _. 4-fold samples) .
Figures 3 presents curves of light absorption by pigments of phyt.oplankton in
accitone extract obtainW- from the sanx, water samples for =Iparison.
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110	 Figure 3. Absorption Curves of Fhytoplankton igm-_nt.G
nKtracted from the same Samples of Sea !dater
In order to clarify the law governing the change in 14y.s. according to the
spectrum, Uu-- grapws obtained on SPMORD are presented in the form of aependences
of ly xy.s. on ^, and tie X- axis is constructea in a linear scale as is shown in
Figure 4. The points on the figure correspond to the carefully transferred values
of to x y.s. from continuous realizations of the type presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 4. Spectral Dependence of Light Absorption by Evapor-
ated Filtrates of Sea Water (in relative units) for
Different Samples (key on next page] 	
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Figure 4. (continued)
Key.
1. mouth of Pyarnu River
	 /96
2-4. Gulf of Pyarnu
	 --
5. open water area of the Gulf of
RJ.ya
In the intervalX . 300nmthe course of the curves is determined by light absorption by
yellow substance x 
.s.. Deviation of the curves tram the linear relatic-nship in the
.region of large aii.e., with small D) is explained by the influence of insufficiently
completely filtered fine suspended matter in the filtrate.
A strict linear dependence on lg 
^.s. or, X is visible in Figure 4, i.e., the expo-
nential dependence of y , s ,
 on a with N '300 run. This confirms the data of publica-
tion (1J. Only in the long wavelength section of the spectrum with very small values
of '`y.s. ^ does the experimental curve divert from the exponent. In carder to clarify
the reason for this deviation, measurements were made of the filtrates obtained through
filters with different pore dianiters, all the way to size 0.2 w It was found that /95
the smaller the pore size of the filter, the larger the values of a, i.e., snaller
levels of x y . s . ( X ) at whic,i a deviation in the experimental dependence of x y . s . (^ )
on the <!xponent is observed. This is proof that deviation from tie exponent is caused
by scattering ana absorption of the beam of the spectral photometer on particles of
suspended matter which remain in the sample after filtering. There are no grounas
to hypothesize Lh-it dependence xy . s . M directly differs from the exponential in the
long wavelength region of the spectrum of visible radiation. The value of the indi-
cator a depending on xy , s . "° 10-a' according to our measurements a 7_ 360 run in the
waters of the Gulfs of Riga and Pyarnu equals a = 7.2 - 8.1 4m l . This quantity sane-
what exceeds the quantity a = 6.5 um 1 which was computed according to the data pre-
sented in [1) "for waters of the Baltic Sea."
We will now pass to the question of relative distribution of the concentration
of yellow substance in samples taken at different points of t]ie stuuied water area.
Since the spectral courses xy ,s. ( X ) for all samples are close to each other, the
^ y ^1R
z*
nalative content of yellow substance can be estimated from the value xy.s. with
any selected wavelength a*. It is convenient to select a* in the snort wavelengths
spectrum, close to A = 360 nm, in light of the large values of y.s., and consequently,
the smaller errors in this area. In this region the salts contained in the sea water
do not yet absorb light.
On the other hand, a shorter wavelength light filter during photo metering of
	 /97
the sea from a helicopter had Xmax = 369 ivn. Therefore we selected the values Xy,s.369
m l in the sea for comparative estimates of the" y . S. content over thie water area.
The values of x y . s . 369 from 0.4 to 1.5 m-1 were adapted for the water area of
the Gulfs of Riga and Pyarnu (with decimal base), while in the mouths of the Daugava
and illarnu Rivers they reached values of 3.6 -• 6 ni 1 . Geographical distribution of
this quantity over the indicated basin can be seen in publication [21, which compares
'ly.s.369 withl the spectral features of the outgoing radiation.
The author is grateful to 0. Yankovskiy, M. I. Vortman, V. I. Mozgoviy and A. I.
Sud'bin for help in conducting the experiment.
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BY ARTIFICIAL SOUICES
SOLUTION OF TIE INTEGRAL TRANSPORT DQUATION AS APPLIED TO LIGHT FIELD6
IN WATER MEDIA CREATED BY ARTIFICIAL SOUICFS
V. I. SAVENKOV, G. A. MEL'NIKOV
An integral transport equation is derived for the case of a point collimated
nonochm matic light source and its solution is given. A solution is suggested
for this equation as applied to aquatic media for the case of a point isotropic
monochromatic light source. The calculated and experimental results are compared.
Recently, because of great demand, the theory of stationary radiation fields
(light fields) of artificial light sources in water has been intensively developed.
Studies of the formation of these fields are not only of great scientific inmrt-
ance, but are also necessary to solve important practical problems associated:
with, underwater illumination; visibility underwater with artificial illumination;
underwater photography, movies and television, light location, navigation and
comTmications, etc.
Th construct effective and economically advantageous light engineering units,
it is necessary to develop engineering methods for computing artificial light
fields from sources submerged in water with random light distribution.
It is noted in [1] that to solve this problem it is most optimal to study the
AEF (artificial light field) structure created by sources with simple light dis-
tribution, i.e., such as localized: collimated, isotropic and Lambertian. Based
on data obtained, using the principle of elementary solution superposition and
using the detected characteristics of the ALF as Green functions in the Stieltjes
convolution (method of Green functions), one can compute analogous parameters of
the ALF created by sources with complicated curves of the light force.
Theoretical studies of laws on radiation propogat.ion and formation of the
ALF in water media were made by solving the equation (integrodifferential)
transport of radiant energy with corresponding boundary conditions.
11 !^
There is currently no complete solution to the transport equation as applied
to aquatic media, media with the presence of true absorption and strongly aniso-
tropic scattering of radiation. This is associated with the fact that its analyt-
ical solution is possible either for the simplest idealized situation (flat symmetry,
isotropic scattering, absence of absorption, simple boundary conditions), or for
ranges of change in arguments in which separation of the variables is possible (asymp-
totic solutions) [2i. At the same time, the solutions obtained even with very sig-
nificant simplified hypotheses, are insufficiently accurate, cun"rsane and far fram
an appearance suitable for engineering hydrological, light and technical calculations.
In addition, the classic form of the transport equation in the most general form does
not ta' , into consideration the possible presence in the medium of a radiation re-
ceiver.
The purpose of this article was to supplement the information available in the
theoretical hydro-optics concerning the ALF in aquatic media. It derives a linear
integral transport equation of radiant energy which is general for localized sources
of optical radiation in the exanPle of a localized collimated light source 0--source).
It suggests a particular solution for the case of localized isotropic monochromatic
light source suitable for engineering calculations as applied to aquatic media.
1. INZUGRAL TRANSPORT EQUATION OF RADIANT ENERGY
(CASE OF LOCALIZED COLLIMATED LIGhT SOURCE)
we will introduce the Cartesian system of coordinates XYZ with center at point
of location of the 6 -source, and with orientation of the unit vector. z ?.n direction
of the source radiation. We will write the classic transport equation of radiant
energy for the case of homogeneous turbid medium (Figure 1).
(,'	 (1 L (r. In)) + A t (r; I,) = -- i x (Y) L (r; lo) d w (16'),	 (1)
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Figure 1. Plan of Numerical Experiment to Derive integral
Equation for Transport of Radiant Energy in Compu-
tation of Brightness of Primary Scattering
where L(r; lo) and L(r; lo') --brightness of elementary volume of medium in environs /100
of point r' = r +x, y, z) in directions of single vectors 10 ( 1; ) and lo' (^ ; O)c , 11 and
x(Y)--respectively the indicator of attenuation, albelo of single scattering and scat-
tering indicatrix of medium which takes into consideration the molecular scattering
and the scattering on the suspension (particles), and is nonmed by the condition
0,5 jx(y)dcosy o" 1, where Y--angle of scattering which is determined fran the main corre-
-'1
lation of spherical trigoncnr try cos y s cos a cos (f + yin a sin I c , s	 S); d w (lo') —
element of solid angle witli optical axis 10'.
The boundary conditions placed on (1, are the following:
L (r; lo)	 0	 (2)
0', d(x) A (0 8 1 - (Z, lo)
where mo and L O--light flux and brightness of 6-source.  The condition for nomi ng
La is tiie identity
I (d w, dA) M 1
4	 k 'n,
llr
ay
hI.
wlhere(d q dA)--scalar product of vectors of elements of the area aid the solid angle
of source radiation, equal to
(do ► , dA) — 2n (z, lo) d (t, in) dxdy
(z, lo)--scalar product of single vectors z and 10; 6 (N)--symbolic delta-function of
Dirac of the corresponding argument 1V.
The adopted boundary conditions (2) correspond to the following physical problem:
the localized collimated light source is located in the center of a sphere of infi-
nite radius filled with a medium which anisotropically scatters and absorbs radiation.
It is necessary to compute the light field of the soul a, i.e., to determine the
spatial-angular distribution of brightness of the radiation of the 6-source scattered
in the medium mass, and this is equivalent to solution of (1) on the condition of (2).
The integral is tie most convenient for mathematical operation of the analytical
form of (1) in the case of (2). It can be obtained as follows: we multiply each
term in (1) by the quantity exp(rl) , and as a result of subsequent transforms we 	 /101
obtain
	
[cxp (e 1) 1. (r; !o)	 "- I	 1	 /, r; 1
	 (3)
by integrating (3) for the variable 1 in limits of the distance between points T(r)
and P(R) (Figure 1) , the last poifi* fixes the position in the medium of the "radi-
ation receiver," i.e., the calculated point of ttie light field (for simplificationi
of the summary expressions we will assume at point P (R) val;:a 1 = 0, and as the
positive direction of the vector to--direction to the radiation receiver. Thus,
integration is done from zero to lmn, which adopts the values
	
min 	 i.f	
Jet /?n . In
—'R,	 Z=R^=1^
lli
As a result of t.x= cmVutations, by making a replacement in this case of
the variable of in"ration according to the formula 1 - -1 1
 (we will eliminate
the hatching in the subsequent writi.ngs), we have
^+	 (4)r_	
exp ( r 1 ► 	 x (y) 
	 lo') d u► (Io') d1(:1 U	 (^
if Z.RoL.i^
L. (R; lo)
	 L. exp (	 R) a_
4 11
+ .	 (--^ t) j x Y) L V; lo'exp	 ( ) d 1.1 (lo') dl .
A r ;,
if
Zaking into consideration the nature of radiation of the &-source, ana spec-
ificall_y the equation of brightness of the 6-source, and by analyzing the system of
equations (4) one can write a unified equation which will represent the linear inte-
grated transport equation of radiant energy ror the case of tae6••source as applied
to nomogeneous turbid meaia
L (R; lo) — L. exp (—r R) +	 (5)
1 a
+
OF
 .T ) 
exp (—e 1) I x (Y)	 lo') d (o (1,) dl.
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o
	he will write equation (5) in an operational form 	 /101
L=L,,'+{ .KL',	 (6)
where L.	 L (R; 1,,); L ' = 1. , e., p (- FR):  ).	 --parameter of operational equation equal
to ) `	 '' , ' I -T ) : K L'	 --linear integrates operator
(7)
KL.'= I exp( rI) ►' x(Y)L(r,lo)d w (h)(ll.
in (7) we will replace the variable of integration 1, using the law of sines
for a triangle (Figure 1), according to formula
^i! = R
	 ^^ 
a 
^^ 11
tiro' 1)
7--"l
and as a result we obtain
K L'	 R Sin It chp^
	 r 
R Sln ► '- u1 1 ' I x (y) L Ir: l^ 1 ^f 1^ ►
 I/o') S `^ !L^Sin ► 	 J 1	 1
^1•I
It should be notud that Lx1uations of type (6) are suborainate to tlx: principle
of superposition. Iffic physical realization of this principle in practice is tiie
following: if we have a sot of 6-sources distributed and oriented as we choose in
the volume of the tut.::id medium, and for cacti of then we can write a similar expres-
sion	 K f ,	 and also if it is known Liat ^•„ 	 /-,	 then eviaently
the general operational equation for oonputing the radiation brightness for a fixed
direction at the calculated point of light field created by a set of sources will
be L. — L' , + ), K L ` ' .
As is known, solution to the operational equation of type (6) is a Neumann series
(3,	 "_onsequently, solution to the integrated transport equation (5) in this case
will look like
a
(9)n	 ..
where the operator OL is described by the formula
h^^' = R Sin It I 1
	 .. .
Sm 2 ► l
I
V" 
1 10, 14 oi) /" 1
. c ,,,1 11 lil (/p') d 111
	 d W (if, 	 d 1]. .$in 2 ti,
,1I
We note that U-ds solution is applicable rased on the principle of superposition /lU3
of elementary solutions, as applied to light fielas created by sources with random
ligt,t distribution, since any light source can be presented in the form of a set of
6-sources. Consequently, they have the most general nature, like (5).
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As is apparent from (9), solution to the transport equation (L)) is in the
form of an infinite series by ordeis of tie all*ylo of a singles scattering of radi-
ation in the nediu ►,
 A. In this case each tezm in the series, starting frar, tlx.,
first, from a pnysical viewpoint is t.,w radio"-I on brightness of the eorresi.oncaing
multiplicity of scattering (the multiplicity of scattering corresponds to the ord-
inal nurLer of the term in tl^e series). These quantities are conventionally callea
bri(_,atness of bie n-tli (n - 1, 2,...) scattering [4). The zero term in tie
 series
is the brightness of direct raciation of tie source attenuated by the median acoor-
ding to the bouguet-Lambert lkw (5).
1. SOLUTICN OF THE INTLJGRATED TRANSPORT EQUATION OF
RADIANT LNERGY AS APPLIED TO AQUATIC MEDIA
(CASL Or POEW
	 ISOTROPIC MONOCHF01ATIC LIGhT SOURCE)
Ore will use the general solution (9) to t ,ie integrated transport equation (5).
In order to obtain a solution which is suitable for engineering calculations, it is
necessary to compute the sun of the tieumarnl series for a specific source of optical
radiation, in particular for tie case of a point isotropic nnnocliromatic light
source (P II4LS) .
The brightness of P E4LS of a single lignt force is clescribea uy the formulas
(lu)
Lo
t)
 
to (loll
	
(n)	 ((tI a a-
R''	 'ak2Sina	 H-,d(1)(1')
where &t and d w (lo) --resk ectively the elements of linear and solid angles in the
direction of radiatioi, reception; R•--distance between the source and the receiver
of radiation.
The quantity Lo can be obtained by integrating L for the complete solid angle
(this determines the luminosity of tae PIMLS), and after dividing the obtained
result by 4,,.
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he will successively oaTpute, starting from the first, the terms in tie series
(9). Their calculation is done by iteration metlnd, which in the examined problem
is reauced to the following: the brightness of direct radiation attenuated by the
nedium according to the Bouguer-Lambert law is substituted into the integrates, oper-- / IU4 l
ator (8) , and then tine int is uageneous operational equation of the following type is
solved
LQ+c — X K L,' — 0
(11)
where L„j, = L„+, (R; lo); L. t,' = L„ (r; lo'),	 in relation to the quantity of brightness
of the primary scattering Ll(R; .lo). The solution obtained in this case (first iter-
ation) is again substituted into (8), and the mathematical procedure described above
is again repeated. Thus, the brightness of the secondary scattering was deternuned
3 a
L2(R; lo), and so forth. We note that L l (R, 10) is computed precisely, wnile the
brightnesses of the subsequent, starting with the secondary, scatterings are approx-
imate with regard for tine natura of radiation scattering in turbid iieai.a.
As a result, the unknown radiation brightness at the calculated point of the
light field of the RIMIS is in the form of a susa of the found iterations
L (R; 1o) _ ` L.,, (R; lo)
	 (12)
where Ln(R; 10) brightness of the n ary scattering.
According to (11) and (8), Ll(R; lo) in the integrated form will look as follows
(13)
 (R;1„)	 11'cxj)j	 I-P	 X
4 t	 1	 Sii i(
we will expand the value In(r; 1,0 1 ) wnich is included in the suuintegral equa-
Linn (13). by taking into consiueration (10) and the bouguer-Lambert law. In U-Lis
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case, Uic current variable r is replaced tnrougn parameter R anu tie variable of
integration II , by using the law c ,f sines for a triangle (rigure 1). Thus
l.o( ► ^ 1 i^)	
Sn1a II
	
6 i y I d (I (\ I+ (	 F R Sm u
R`	 tiro' u	 d	 (!, )
	
(14)
We will substitute (14) into (13). 113 a result of subsequent integration, we /105
obtain the calculated equation of brightness of the primary scattering
(15)
t , ^ lit ^) ^ .^ ^q<<^h ^	 ► k ► ^;
I ;t R Sill it
rNtiillul l fl	!; ' I
	 x(I1)dll.
Z
Solution (11) in relation to L2(R,	 lo ), by using	 (15) is made approximately, taking
into consideration the feature of scattering of radiation in the mass of turbid media
wiiicn is characteristic for the majority of turbid (in particular aquatic) media.
Practically tie entire scattered lignt flux (over 90%) is concHaatrateu in the region
of small angles (from 0 to 20°) in relation to the initial direction of spread of
the radiation (this physical fact graphically illustrates the pencil beam appearance
of the scattering indicatrix) . Tnus, in silving (1) we assume the rightfulness of
the following equality (Figure k).
(16)
exp [--e ( 1 1( Yll) -)- ► I(il+))I x (Ill ) dil l d(.) (10 )
Sul (C
I y ^
,c x (9) exp ( . —e ► (^l)) I^ 
cusq 
.^ x (Ill) cl111 it (i) (lr^)Sin V
Thus, as a result of the approximate conlputations, we obtain the calculated 	 /106
brightness equation of secondary scattering
F ex (_-r pl 
I,	
Sin u 1
l.: (R; lo) =	 _ ._L _.._ -	 o R	 I t'\')	 -P 12 SII1 tC x
I .i k Silt a 	S11111
XIl;; , `l;; 2 llx(Il)(1il,
(17)
where a---sc:a ,;.tering i.ncyex of raaiation in the medium.
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Figure 2. Plan of Numerical Experinrrnt to Compute Brightness
of Secoiidary Scattering
After revealing the law governing the result obtained in solution of (11) with
regard for (16): the calculated expressions of brightnesses of the nary scattering,
starting with the secondary and higher, differ from the analogous for brightness of
the primary scattering only by the coefficients (conventionally called weight coeffic-
ients of the nary scattering [61), included in the subintegral expression of tie
summary no`ati.ons, we will write the calculated brightness equation of the n-ery
scattering (n-th iteration).
\ r e^p i P ?^ ,` O u (^) X	 (18)1. " (R; lo) =
	 t n R Sii^ u	 )
R Sin is d2 — I zr	 •ti ( ►1)  
where " ( („ __ ii i - weight ,^jefficient of the n-ary scattering which shows
from a physical viewpoint which weight the brightness of the corresponding multiplicity
of scattering teas as conpared to the brightness of the primary scattering with summary
action of multiple scattering governing the formation of brightness i.n veilin gu, haze [6].
As previously indicated, the unknown radiation brightness at tree calculated
point of the light fielu of the PINTS is computed according to the formula (11).
As a result of sucmung the brightnesses of the n-ary without consideration for the
brightness of direct radiation of the source, we obtain the calculated brightness
equation of thevoiling haze which develops because of multiple scattering in the
mass of the radiation medium of PIM S:
(19)
,^
'
I	 NI	 Fh'Sin^^
IaR Sill u
'	 2/
where,	 SIII II,	 ... ,weight function of multiple scattering which from a
physical viewpoint determines the weight contribution of the total effect of mult-
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iple scattering of the source radiation as cotpared to single scattering in the
fomation of the vci 1 in<,
 haze [6].
Finally, the; solution to the integral transport equation (5) for the case of
IUMS as applied to homogeneous turbid (including aquatic) media which is suitable
for engineering calculation of spatial--angular distribution of radiation brightness
in a nrdium, looks like
(20)
R 
I.,RS! u	 I	 tiln1I
F n Sm Ili r .ti 2 l; I I l ^ 1)) tI 1^.
In making the hydrological-light-tedmical calculations of brightness of the
vViling haze which is governed by multiple scattering bi the aquatic medium of ;IMLS
radiation, it is suggested that tl •,e following formula be used
(n; to) = —
	
^r), ( krtu.
 - gin ► .1'2aRSilla
where x
--radiation absorption index  in a medium which was obtained as a result
of integrating (19) using an empirical equation for the .form of the scattering
indicatrix of the corresponding measurement plan in [7]
x IV) = r=^ exp (- kVO - 5 1	 (22)
where k--steepness of t1ie scattering indicatrix 0' s 5 _.__ 151n -° )
rad
We note in conclusion that the calculation results of the spatial-angular distri-
bution of radiation brightness in the T MIIS light field acco ,
 ling to the formulas
(19) and (21) agree well with the data of full-scale measurements in the Black Sea
presented in [8], at the interval of scattering angles from 0.5 to 20 0 with distances
from the source to 115 m. It is common knowledge that the shape of the brightness
body of scattered radiation in this range of angles is governed by the mechanism of
radiation scattering on large suspended matter, to which the pencil-beam part of the
real x(Y) (Mie effect) correspom . In order to describe the shape of the brightness
body in the region of medium and large scattering angles governed by the mechanisms
of molecular scattering of radiation and on small suspended matter, the following
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formula is suggested
-	 (23)
laRSin
_^ r -(1W)ex	 ( rL ^ R: ^a) = 	 p ( x` R) I `xp L -x R Sin u Xn	 	 L
X ^Ig 1
obtained based on the results of this publication and [9], as well as on the assump-
tion tnat the scattering indicatrix of these regions is spherical, and equal in size
to the value of the real x( Y ) at 180 0 angle, in the examined example, formula (23)
is real in the interval of scattering angles frcm 50 to 170 0 . In the intentediate
interval of angles, i.e. from 20 to 50 0 , the shape of the bri.gntness body of scat-
tered racdation is eonputed jointly fram formulas (21) and (23) .
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The results of eociputations described above are presented in the table (Table 1)
and compared with similar measured quantities [9]. As is apparent from Table 1,
discrepancy in the numerical values of L(R; 10) corresponds to 6% variation in the
quantity of albaao of single scattering A. This does not exc 3 the errors of its
measurement.
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LIGHT VECTOR FROM POINT ISOTROPIC K*XX3 ACMATIC
	
LIGHT SOUR= IN A TURBID MEDIUM 	 110
M. M. GUTOROV and G. A. MEL' NIFDV
A calculated equation of normal irradiance from a PINS is derived by solving
the integral transport equation for a point isotropic monochromatic light source
(PINES) as applied to turbid media when there is true absorption and very aniso-
tropic scattering of radiation. A caparison is made of calculated quantities
with data of full-scale measurenents made by researchers in different parts of
the World Ocean.
Publications of Soviet and foreign authors which cover experimental and theor-
etical studies of the formation of artificial light fields (ALF) in turbid (in
particular, aquatic) media have appeared more often in recent years. The ALF of
spot isotropic monochromatic light source (PIMLS) is currently the most well-
studied experimentally. Many researchers have made full-scale measurements of
integral characteristics (normal and spatial illuminations and light vector) of
the ALF PINGS in different parts of the World Ocean [1,2].
This work has attempted to obtain an equation of the light vector from the
PIMLS located in a turbid medium which is suitable for engineering calculations.
We will use the solution obtained in [3] for the integral equation of radiant
energy transport for PIMIS as applied to turbid media, media with true absorption
and strongly anisotropic radiation scattering
-E-	
r,	
'! (r) exp X
Sm u
	
^ R Sin ii
'	 (1)
X[-,RSino(tg ^ -t L)].rlij)dii
where L(A; 1 )--radiation brightness at the calculated point of the ALF R(x,y,z)
in fixed direction of single vector 0(a;s);
I--light force of PINAS;
E, a and x( ,1)--indices of attenuation and scattering and scattering index of
radiation respectively;
i
z`.
^+4
6(a)--symbolic delta-function of a angle characterizing the direction of reception
of radiation at tae calculated point ALF R in relation to direction of direct radi-
ation of PINS;
11(r)—weight function of multiple scattering, equal to [4]
	 n (r) — exp (a r)	 / Ll1
We note that the first term in the right part of (.l) takes into eonsiaeration
attenuation of brightness of direct radiation of the PIM S because of processes of
absorption and scattering of the latter in the medium mass (Bouguer-Lambert law).
The second describes the brightness of the veiling haze which is governed by the
total action of multiple scattering of radiation PIMIS in the mediums.
It is camtion knowledge that the main function of the point in the light field
the light vector which determines the direction of transport of radiant energy
and has the property that its projection in any direction is numerically equal to
the uifference of normal illumination of the two sides or an elementary area dA in
Uie environs of the calculated point of the field which is placed perpenuicularly
to this direction. The calculated formula of the light vector in a general case is
[5]	
-
r (R) = Ro i 1. (Ro; lo) (Ro; !o) d w (lo),
(2)
w sere (RO ;
 lo)--scalar product of single vectors, in this case equal to (Figure 1)
(Ro; lo)= cos 11
We substitute in (2) the value L(R; lo) from (1), and by making the corresponding,
integration, we obtain the calculated equation r(R) as applied to turbid media. As
a result of computations with the first term in (1), we determine the calculated
formula for the component e pr(R), governed by direct radiation of the PIMLS
e 1,^R) = R, exp ( — e R) Ro.	 (3)
Ly integrating tie seconu tern: in (1) we aave file following
	r i ,lk ► 	 .^0	 /?" l
, , r
	 (/ (q) +
	
(4)
^.
11 7
' r(n)))dil cos ada.
In order to simplify the subsequent conputationse we will use the assumption.
taking into consideration the strongly anisotropic scattering of radiation Which is
cnaracteristic for the majority of turbia media (pencil-beam scattering ijiaicatrix
corresponds to tnis ptiennnenon) , we assume that the nain contribution to illun"i- 	 /lll
nation dA is made by tale radiation scattered at small angles (from 0 to 20°) in
relation to the: direction of Uie perpendicular to dA in the environs of the calcu-
iatc-u point of the ALF PIMLES P(R). It coi.nciaes with the direction of direct radi-
ation of the source (Figure 1). Consequently, in the calculations one can assume
the equality 1 + r _- R, and thus, one can factor out beyond the integral sign in
(4) the exj.)onent %tihich describes the Bouguer-L	 rt law.
We will present the weight function 1 1 (r) in (4) in the form of a sum obtained
when it is expanded into a Maclaurin series. In this case, the variable r which
depends on the integration variable n, is expressed through the parameter R, by
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using the law of sines for a triangle Figure 1).
x	 (5)
1	
sin 11 1
.I
4.e substitute (:)) into (4) and taking into consideration the assumption which
has been made, we obtain
f
	
i ,IRI	 R)^^ ^^rR)II. RI
'mod
 
Iii + 1)!
ay using the inverse presentation of tie obtained sum in the form of an expo-
nent wittl positive degree, we determine the calculated formula of the oonponent E p (R)
which is governea by luminescence of the mass of the turbid medium which develops
1 ?c
because of multiple. scattering of the PUS radiation in it
'' R ► 	 ^^ exp (- a R) [exp (a R) — I J Ro.
	 (6)
Finally, the calculated equation of the lignt vector from PIMiS in tie mass of
the turbid medium adopts the appearance
r (R) --	 exp ( xR) Ro,	 (7)
P.
where x--indicator of absorption of radiation in the medium.
As is apparent from formula (7), it does not take into consideration the influ-
ence on t (R) of the change in the shape of the brightness body of scattered radiation
PIYJZ with a rise in tie distance from the source, i.e., formula (7) does not take
into consideration the average cosine of the brightness body a (R). The degree of
functional dependence of c^R) on u(R) can be established, for example, in computing
r	 ►
the conponent t p (R) according to formula (4) without any assumptions using a computer.
Comparison of the values calculated according to (7) of the light vector from
the PIMLS with the results of natural measurements of it in different water areas of
the World Ocean presented in [2] made it possible Lo reveal a good correspondence of
the comparable quantities. Discrepancy in the calculated and experimental numerical
values t(R) corresponas to less tian 10% of the variations in x for optical aistances
	
according to absorption in aifferent waters z`	 (K R^ 2.0 - 3.4 (relative value of /114
file rate of change x eLpuals the quantity [1 - u (R)) , where u(R) is taken from [ 2 1).
Since tiie calculated equation of the lignt vector from PIMIS in a turuid medium
has the appearance as in U-ie case of absolutely absorbing medium, then eviaently,
one can assume that it is also suitable for calculations of the normal EN (R) and
spatial E,o(R) illumination. This can be analytically confirmed for E O (R) by using
the correlation div t (R) _ -x[;O (R) whim is known in the literature [5) , and for EN (R) ,
3 ,1
^^C
E^
o0
to
v
Figure 1. Geanetry of kxperiment
r (R)by using the correlation ^:^(10 = (I_ R4)	 and the experimental data for the
coefficient of diffuse reflection presented for t ►ie case of aquatic media in [2)
(Rd U.01 for T.	 2.0 - 3.4).
hb note that the values EN (R) calculated according to formu).a (7) agree well
with the data of measurements made by S. Duntley [1) (the discretency of the conpar-
able quantities corresponds to 3% of the variation of x for T. < Via'). This fact was
established previously in [6), but in this case the author obtained an identical
calculated formula EN (R) empirically, by analyzing the experimental results of [1].
This result can be explained by studying the nature of scattering of radiation which
i6 inherent to these waters: the scattering indicatrix of water in lake Pend Oreille
1^.
1w a pencil-beam appearance (curvature of tue incdicatrix K a 11 In ra(i'0.5) (7).
Consequently, essentially the entire scattered light flux (over 908) is concen-
trated in tote region of small scattering angles (from 0 to 10*), and therefore
with small optical distances from the source., the losses of its light flux during
the creation of illumination can be considered governed only by radiation absorp-
tion in the meuium mass in the first approximation.
In conclusion we note the following: the larger the numerical value for steep-
ness of the radiation scattering indicatrix in the studied media (in particular
aquatic media), the higher the accuracy of the results of analytical calculations
of integrated characteristics of the light field PIMLS according to formula (7)
i
(average cosine of the brightness body u(R) with a rise in k adopts values close to
one) .
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CALCULATION OF THE TEMPORAL :^,"RUC = OF SIGNAL REACHING
A SMALL ANGULAR APERTURE DETECTOR LOCATED IN AN ARBITRARY
POINT OF THE ENVIRONMENT. A. N. GW NVK
results are presented from computing Green's functions in the 6-pulse
system according to the time and dimensions of a cross section, a point receiver
of small angular aperture placed at an arbitrary point of an aquatic medium.
One of the most urgent problems in the theory of transport of narrow light
beams is the study of the temporal structure of a signal reaching a small ancfii-
lar aperture detector at an arbitrary point and oriented in a definite manner
in space. Tasks of this type arise in developing systems of location, underwater
television. etc.
Many authors have tried to solve this problem. L. M. Rmwiova [1,2] solved
it analytically in a small -angular approximation, and then introduced corrections
computed numerically. L. M. Pxxanova also developed a method for computing diff-
erent characteristics of the light field from a narrow beam, based on computa-
tion of the planar moments. L. S. Delin in a small angular approximation studied
the deformation of a direct-angular mono-directed light impulse C31. I. L. Katsev,
computing the light field in the deep layers of a turbid medium, used the nun-
stationary diffusion equation with initial and boundary conditions [4]. Its solu-
tion is a sum of an infinite series according to the Hanckel functions. G. A.
Mikhaylov developed and introduced calculations of light fields by the Monte
Carlo method [ 5]. Many problems to explain the dependence of light field inten-
sity or density of light energy on different parameters under conditions of real
problems were solved by S. D. Gutshabash [6], A. M. t3urfink [ 7], A. G. Luchinin
[8]  and others.
This work has ccmputed the temporal structure of a signal reaching a spot
small angular aperture detector located at a certain point and oriented in a
definite manner in space.
1 ? ^;
I^
-f -I
Statement of the task. Assume that a 6-impulse falls under the bounuary of 	 /116
a uniform turbid medium by dimensions and time perpendicul.ar.Ly to tue surface (Fig-
ure 1). The spot small angular aperture detector with semi-angle of taper a.rocosp
is located at a point with polar coordinates PC and o (the azimuth is assumed to be
equal to zero). Orientation of the detector in space is assigned by the zenith angle
Q and the azimuth angle a'de •
The optical properties of the medium are assigned by the scattering index Q[]n/ml,
the probability of photon survival in a single act of scattering A, and by the scat-
tering indicatrixxCy) (Figure 16) -
^.I
The beginning of the coordinate system is located at the point of beam
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entrance into the medium. The OY axis is directed deep into the medium.
It is necessary to study the influence of position and orientation of the
detector in space, as well as the optical properties of the medium on the temporal
shape of the signal reaching the detector.
The calculations assumed that the following were constant: de = 0, p = 0.999
(2.5), v_ e/:, = 0.222 m/ns, A= 1. Thus, this work computed the Green's functions
in the system of an infinitely narrow source, a small. angular aperture detector which
is located at an arbitrary point in the aquatic medium and is oriented in a aefinite
manner in zpace.
In order to solve die set task, a universal program was deelopea suitat.)le for
any computer which has a(% -translator. The calculation algorithm (9, 12) was based
on the method of "double local assessment" in combination with exponential transfor-
mation, in calculating the "multiple" component of the signal reaching the detector,
i.e., trie contributions of photons which experience two and more acts of scattering.
(Calculation of a single scattering was made separately. In this case, the method
of "local assessment" was also used in combination with exponential transformation).
The "grid" of points of the tenporal histogram for the process of impulse diffu-
sion is not uniform: in the beginning of the process, the temporal intervals were
shorter than at the end. In all calculations, the process was traced until. the
onset of a "near" asymptotic regime. The entire temporal interval was divided into
ten parts. The use of a BESM-6 wiputer made it possible to immediately calculate
s°in several directions. however, because the relative dispersion of the results
j
	
	
depends on a number of examined trajectories, optical depth and orientation of the
detector, the number of directions changed f7cm 10 (T = 5, number of trajectories
13r,
N = 15,000 and calculation time of one variant t~18 minutes) to 2(T = 25, N = 25,000
and t::46 - 48 minutes). Ilie calculations were made on a computer of the Cmputer
^C nter of the Siberian Department of the USSR Academy of Sciences. It has a multi-
plicative sensor of pseudorandom numbers uniformly distributed in the interval (0.1).
Construction of the histogram used the results with relative dispersion rD2 <0.3,
while the others were eliminated. It should be noted that the data with dispersion
0.3 were less than 5%. Curves were constructed in a senilogarithmic system of
coordinates in the fonr,,of the relationship lgI = f(t). on the y-axis, the numbers
mark the boundary of tenporal intervals of the histogram. The field of accuracy of
calculation is shown by vertical segments.
Tile dependences of intensity of the received signal on time were ccmputed with
the following values of arguments:
a — 0,05; 0,123; 0,184 [ln/ICJ, R„ = 100 M;
Q	 140, 150, 160, 170, 180, 190, 200, 210, 220, 230
9 = 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50°,
with the sane scattering indicatrix measured at station 347 during the trip of the 	 /118
scientific research vessel "Um. Mendeleyev" of the Institute of oceanography of the
USSR Academy of Sciences (presented below in Figure 16). A .large grid of results
was obtained which makes it possible to compute Green's function (i.e., the response
of the system to the effect of the 6--impulse- at the inlet) of the examined system
depending on the position, orientation and scattering indicator (excluding the indic-
atrix -t this stage). This "gria" makes it possible to use interpolation to obtain
Green's function or impulse transitional functions (ITF) for intermediate values of
the arguments.
In order to clarify the dependence of tie impulse transitional functions (ITF)
on the shape of the scattering indicatrix, the following versions were computed
, = I '3 In ^1, R ^ 50 n1, 0 = 50°, Q — 230, 240, 250, 260
and 2800;	 c
n7 11.1`11 I ti N, Rc=- 50 11, 1-I ^- 0	 i2. 180, 190, 200, 210and ,
19ie main parameters of the: scattering indicatrix wi ich were used in the calcu--
lations are riven below (the indicatrixes were obtained in full-scale measurements
uy V. M. Pavlov and 0. V. Kopelevic,i) . At angles 0= 0 and 180 0 , the irxaicatrixes
were suppleniu ►ted accoruiny to condition x(0) = 2x (^0'), while x(lb0°) was extrapo-
lated. here 6 --extension of indicatrix, while n--uecimal logaribm, for ratio of
iirigl fitness "forwards" to urigntness "backwards . "
ZAbLL.
NuTdxer
in order Region Depth, m
(	
N'	 ;
1
; 1
11 black Sea, station 100	 100 0062	 00361	 09862 09833 321, 7	 6,h
2 Pacis is Ocean, stit ion 387	 15 u ► N9	 0177	 0A37 09'.' r 46,72	 5,1
3 SmrE asso Sea, station 347	 3011 0117	 ('600	 079 08238 10,54	 4, 21)
4 Pd Lt is Ocean	 100 034.17	 071 i 4	 08 ,11	 ' 0952 11,5S	 4,6h 
We haci in our possession results from measuring the characteristics of nonstat-
ionary light fields £rcn ► a narrow-directed impulse source [10] which were made simul-
taneously with measurements of indicatrix numbers 3, 4 (Figure 16). This made it
possible to compare the results of full-scale studies and calculations made inde-
pendently of each other. The comparison was n-aae for five characteristics of the
shape of the ITF curves: wiutiis at levels 0.5, 0.1, 0.01, position of the maximum
of tie curve anu "asymmetry" of the curves. by asymmetry we mean the j atio of the
tiny: interval from the anterior front at the level 0.5 to the maximtun to the time
interval, from the nexinlum to Uie point at the dip in the curve, also at level 0.5. /119
The comparison results (after the absorption was taken into consideration an'4	 T7'F's
13)
u..,,.	 s..	 .._ ..	 _	 ._.J
"were convoluted" with the original signal emitted by a .laser [10)) are presented
in fable 1. Tney show that the calculated and experimental data coincide satisfac-
torily: the discrepancy mainly does not exceed 25%. Subsequent analysis was made
based only on calculated data.
The results of calculations of all versions are presented in Tables 2 -- 26.
Some of them are presented in Figures 2 - 13. Tne tables present the absolute bright-
ness values of the upper lines corresponding to definite angles Q , anu in the second
lines, dispersion.
In the first series (Figures 2 - 7) values are given for the shape of the inpulse
transitional functions WIT') for the same distance Rc = 100 m (1 = 5, Q = 0.5 In/m, A =
1), but for different mutual orientations of the receiver and the source. The second
series of figures (Figures 8 - 13) contains aata on the ITF for 1 = 12.3 and the same
orientation as in the first series. The geometric distance from the source to the
detector R. and the probability of quantum survival remain the same as in the first
series. Thus, the presented data make it possible to evaluate the influence of the
scattering index of the medium o and the angles of mutual orientation of the detector-
source system on the shape of the received signal.
We will examine the appearance of the obtained ITF in the example of Figure 3.
The general shape of the dependence of the logarithm for intensity of the signal
reaching the given aetector on time is such (this is apparent in all the remaining
figures) that three distinctly pronounced zones can be distinguishea on it. 1--
zone of increase in intensity of signal (ttii.s zone was not always "worked", for a
fairly conplete explanation of it it was necessary to assign extremely -mall quan-
tities of the temporal intervals, which did not 4lways coincide with other tasks of
the wark); 2--zone of drop in signal according to a certain complicated law; 3--
13q
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Figure 2. Tenporal Structure of Signal at Point Ro = 100 m,
(T = 5) , 0 = 0°; 1-•• 0= 18UO° '
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Figure 3. Zenporal Structure of Signals at Point 1119
100 m ( T = 5) , o = 10 1 ; 1--curves of maxi-
mums; 2-- Q= 200°, 3-- p = 210°, 4-- a= 160°;
5-- S2 = 220°; 6-- S2 = 230°, 7-- n = 190°; 8--
^2 = 170 1 , 9--	 = 160°; 10-- Q = 150°; 11-- ;Z
= 140°.
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1--curve of maxim ms; 2-- ^2 = 230°;
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Figure 8. Tem oral Structure of Signals at Point Rc =
100 m ( T
 = 12.3} , 0 = 0 0 ; 1-- S2 = 180 0 ; 2•--
sa = 190 0 ; 3--- Q = 200 0 ; 4-- st = 210 0 ; 5--
S^ 
_ 280 0 ; 6-- Q = 2500.
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Figure 10. Temporal Structure of Signals at Point k
= 100 m (i = 12.3;	 20*; 1--	 2300;
2--	 240*; 3--	 250°; 4--	 2b0O;
5--	 280'.
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Figure 12. Ibqporal Structure of Signals at Point
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Figure 16. Shapes of Scattering Indicatrixes
of Sea Water, used in Calculations:
1--tangential at point corresponding
to scattering angle 50° for indica-
trix measured at station 740; 2--
"standard" indicatrix corresponding
to real indicatrix with scattering
angle 50 0 .
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zone in which decrease in signal intensity occurs according to a law close to the
exponential. We will call it the "near asymptotic." It follows from theoretical
solutions that with a further rise one should expect the appearance of a distant
or true asymptotic regime in which temporal attenuation of the signal is subordi-
nate to the exponential law.
The auration of the first zone (Gtl) changes in a fairly large range of time
ana depends on t , 11 and 11.
It is common knowledge (Figure 14a) that the more time passes from the beginning
of the process, the higher the average order (freyuericy) of scattering of the photons
reaching the detector. Since the interval is formed by light of small orders of
scattering, then an increase in o(witiz cnnstant geometry of the experiment) or (S^-
^1 results in a decrease in the number of iviotons of small scattering orders which
reach the detector, and consequently, decrease in the size of the signal in the 	 /121
beginning of the process, ana increase in the time interval At l . For example, with
o = 0.123 In/m and (s -^^) _ 215" and (s?-O) , 105 0 , Atl exceeds 150 ns. At the same time,
with G
	
= 180 1 (the detector is directed towards the source), this interval is
the minimum with o = 0.05 In/m and all OA t l 7 ns .
In deformation of the shape of the anterior front of the ITF curve, yet another /131
trend is observed which is traced well in the transition from one geometry of the
experiment to another: characteristic changes in the shape of the curve of the
a
anterior ITF front. If (on))- 180 0 , then the anterior front has the shape of a
flash-up with very steep elevation. Witii an increase in the optical distance or
18U O , the anterior front is a smooth curve which is convex upwards. If (Q ­o))
'180 0 , then a tenraen(7i is observed for the curve of the anterior front towards
"rectification," ana for exanV^le, in t►le case	 5 0 °) .t = 12.3,	 2100
1r?
' J
j
s.
.F
(Figure 14b) there is almost a straight section with subsequent snroth transition
to the "main" curve near the maxima.
In the second zone ( A t2), the signal is formed by photons of different orders
of scattering. Their contributions are cmWrable in absolute quaaiti.ty. Therefore,
changes in mutual arrangement of the detector and source result in variation in the
snape of the curve in very broad limits. In particular, a drop in the signal in this
zone can be steeper than the increase in signal in the zone Atl (Figures 10 12).
1 1iis effect was also obtained in the experiment [10].
The behavior of the ITF curves in the zone At2 can be approximately described
by the quantity of arop in signal in a certain time interval. We selected the
interval equal to 100 ns, counted from the maximum ITF. This interval usually covers
part of zone III, but generally, the indicated procedure makes it possible to clarify
the qualitative dependence of the average rate of change in the signal in zone II on
the geonetry of the experiment-, o, indicatrix, etc. As is apparent from Figure 14c,
the effect of experiment yeanetry on the shape of the ITF in zone II is manifest most
strongly with k , = 0 1 and (Q-O) close to 180°. increase in i, in the sane way as
angles C-0 -180 1 ) results in a decrease in the quantity of signal drop, while the
curve in the limit approaches the inclined straight line.
The second zone smoothly transfers to the third zone A t3 , the "near asymptotics, "
whose beginning (with fairly broad zone of transition, i.e., "blurred" bounuary
between zones), rapidly travels to the right on the time axis depending on (), (^,,)
and r .
The third zone is formed by protons of large scattering orders. It is notice-
able that here not only does the drop in the curve occur according to the approxi-
mately exponential law, but also (in linLits of accuracy of the numerical experiments)
the exponent: are very close. however, a tendency is observed towards increase in
the exponent in absolute quantity with a decrease in Q,O and (Q- 0), i.e., with a
decrease in optical distance of the point of the detector center from the beam axis.
This is associated with the fact that the smaller the optical 'istance from the beam
axis, the a)greater the contribution to the quantity of intensity of the photons of
smaller orders of scattering; b) the faster the process of light emergence fran the
zone examined by the detector.
	
the tendency of the ITF curves towards convergence which is traces on all the	 /132
graphs shows that the process of equalizing of the shape of the brigatness body is
not finished, and consequently, in addition to the three zones we obtained in numer-
ical experiments, there is a fourth zone, distant (or true) asymptotics and drop in
the ITF curve according to the exponential law. However, the extremely slow conver-
gence of the curve does not nuke it possible to reach the fourth zone in the calcu-
lations.
In those cases where the reception point does not lie on the axis of the init-
iating light beam, all the IW curves (i.e., lgI = f(t,^I= const) are divide ,, into
two regions. The boundary between them is the ITF curve with (;, -;^) = 180*: Ole
receiver axis aimed at the "source", i.e., the point for entrance of the beam into
the medium. This curve (^.­ o = 180 0 ) always has the acutest maximum which is located
to the left of the maximum for all other curves (t 	 ^ 180 0 ) and has the greatest
absolute quantity. All the curves with (-^^) , 180° are located above this curve.
All the ITF with	 , 180 0 arc lower. As a rule, the curves with	 - 180" have
an incline of the "near asymptotics" which is somewhat greater than the ITF with
180 0 . In addition, an earlier emergence of the curves with lower (Q--0 to
the "near asynptotics" is observed than with greater.
lrr.
One of the most important questions in studying the nonstationary narrvu radi-
ation beams in the sea is the question of the influence of the shape of the scat-
tering indicatrix on the light field. It is extremely difficult to clarify this
question in an experiment. Based on an analysis of numerical studies (Tables 19 -
26, Figure 15) one can make certain preliminary assessments. According to the sug-
gestion of V. N. Pelevin, the influence of the shape of the scattering indicatrix
on the ITF form was sought in the first approximation in the form of dependences of
the ITF parameters on the second angular moments of the, indicatrix whicn characterize
the rate of photon redistribution in directions.
Figure 15 presents: in the upper part of the figure--the dependence of the
width of the ITF curves at level 0.5 (dotted line) and 0.1 (solid lines), and also,
in the lower part of the figure, the time of shifting of the signal maximum along
the time axis (solid lines) and the logarithm of absolute values of intensity on-Y2.
The curves were constructed for cases Q = 240, 250, 260 and 280 with O= 50 0 , Rc =
50 m, o-= 0.123 ln/m, i.e,, the detector was located outside the aximal region of
the incident radiation beam. For other o and P'C , a similar behavior of the ITF curves
occurs at different;?.
As is apparent from Figure 15, with an increase in y 2 , th,-: values for the Iq'
width rise at level 0.5 and 0.1 (as well as 0.01), and shifts of the maximum to
the right along the time axis. The absolute values of the signal maximum diminish
with an increase in y 2 . One should note that the obtained nature of behavior of
the curves in Figure 15 can be predictel fairly correctly based on the model of
narrow-directional radiation beam introduced in [10].
{k	 The shape of the scattering indicatrix (Figure 15) significantly influences 	 /135
I	 the light field in a turbid medium with 	 0.25. With 2, 0.25, the influence of
15C
the indicatrix is weaker: the dependence of all the examined quantities on y2 is
alrmst linear.
In analyzing the behavior of the curves presented in Figure 15, yet another
feature was revealed: dependences of the position of the ITF maximum and shift
of it along the axis on ^ of time reacts sensitively to the "geco etry" of the
conaucted experiment. This is expressed in the fact that the points corresponding
to indicatrix No. 4 did not lie in those positions that they snould lie with r ro
0.41 in Figure 15. They are very shifted, their position is marked by crosses.
Certain shifts in the corresponding points are also observed in the curves for the
shift in the maximum and the ITF width at different levels, however, ttiey are insig-
nificant and are usually in the field of accuracy. More characteristic and clearly
pronounced shifts in the points are observed in the curves of absolute value of the
maximum ITF (curves 9, 10, 11 and 12 in Figure 15).
The position )f the "crosses" in Figure 15 correspond to those values of Y2
of standard* scattering indicatrix where the incline of the average section equals
the incline of the real indicatrix with the scattering radiation angle given in the
specific problem. For exanple, for indicatrix No. 4 with scattering angle 50 0 , the
standard indicatrix has Y2= 0.07. Almost the same value of Y2 is obtained in Figure
15 if the "crosses" are projected onto the corresponding curves, and then the quan
tity Y2 is determined. The spread of the points, as is apparent from Figure 15, is
cp AE permissible.
By standard is meant that artificially constructed indicatrix which has one linear
average section in the range of zenith angles.
1;7
00NCL1JSIONS
1. Results are given of calculations of the ITF for different geometric situ-
ations in the ocean in the system of d- impulses according to time and transverse
dimensions: a small angular aperture detector placed in an arbitrary point of tnre
turbid medium and oriented in a definite manner in space. All the IN were oom-
puted for one constant hydro-optical scattering indicatrix which is characteristic
for waters in the Indian Ocean.
2. The influence of the shape of the scattering indicatrix on the IN was
studied in the first approximation.
3. Consideration of other optical characteristics of the problem, coefficients
of absorption, temporal .form of the original signal, etc., is reduced to simple multi-
plication or integration of the "grid" type.
The author is sincerely grateful to K. S. Shifrin, B. A. Kargin and V. N. Pelevin
for support and constant attention to this work.
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TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF RESULTS OF PHYSICAL AND MAThEMATICAL EXPEI;I 0 ,1 S*
Gecawtric R, - `0. H - W. 'r - 9,2, A - 0,8, kc - .,0, H — 50°, s — 6,15, A — 0,67
c	 st,. 740 st 387Parameters
Parameter t:	 I +Kr I	 I'ul	 i	 hw^	 I 23 I	 2W I	 240 2W	 I 280
Shift in ampli-
tude s	 1 r
	
18	 lr 1!^ 21	 ^ IK,; 3 !	 30/31i •W/.si+ 72.9'2 134/1x7
Ratio $ )	 li•' Ida,8 T . k r I	 105.2 76.4 102,5
l7.5 i	 u 1:3/ i t 19/ 1 1 32j29 40/3! 48!47 74/80Ratio % (
0.1 i1'' 118 110 I	 1.32 102 90
Ratio $ '
,4	 ,,	 i	 I M . 38121) 72/,x3 ^	 (35,70 110.% 164/108
0.01
Ratio $ Mi	 ,	
1.1
I	 .:'7,,iP23
1 19 5 15.3 i	 1 14 2 i	 121 5 1 14	 '1 1 94.9
/137
Asymmetry at	 22.,	 3.1 37
level 0.5
Ratio %
i
1 /:311	
-
1058	 12/20	 1	 18122	 22/26_	 44W:M
131	 35/17
	 !	 14/17	 23/23	 (	 44/42
,). 'x5
91
Il'14
9/12
l oon !	 i	 I O4 b	 I	 70,(03 	 7;5,:,	 99,5	 84,6	 1122
*The term "ratio V means tiie ratio of data of mathematical experiments of this work
to the measured (10) presented in the previous line.
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CONSIDERATION OF TEMPORAL CHARACTERISTICS OF EQUIPMENT 	 /166
IN E(PERINENTAL STUDIES OF NONSTATIONARY LIGHT FIErW
G)L'DIN, YU. A., PELEVIN, V. N.
Determination of Green's function of a nonstationary problem G(t) with
experimental data can be simplified by selecting the corresponding measure ants.
It is shown that calculation of G(t) does not require knowledge of the temporal
characteristics of individual elements of the measurement system. It is suffi-
cient to determine the shape and amplitude of the "original pulse" f(t) in the
work which contains all the information regarding temporal characteristics of the
measurement system as a whole. The reception and recording units of the studied
and reference pulses must be identical.
One of the methods for studying nonstationary light fields (NLF) making it
possible to solve the task more generally is the method of determining Green's
function G(t), that is, spatial-temporal distribution from a source yielding a
6-impulse in time [1,2]. The brightness sources used in the experimental studies
emit impulses of finite duration, while the receiving-recording equipment has a
finite frequency transmission band. It introduces distortion into the recorded
temporal changes of brightness. As a result, the temporal course of signal P(t)
recorded at a certain point differs from the unknown Green's function G(t).
The shape of the light impulse of the source f (t), the impulse transitional
function of the reception-recording equipment h(t), and the shape: of the recorded
impulse P(t) are linked to G(t) by the
y
 integral equation:
P ( t ) = ^^ , /0(1' T1- T I) G (TI) % T;i[iTI((T:	 (1)
Solution to Equation (1) makes it possible to obr--A , ..1 G(t) in principle
from experinerital data.
This study (without concerning the methods for solving (1)) will exanihie here
to simplify the task of determining G(t) by selecting the correct measurement plan.
P(t) is the result of the successive action of the impulse of the scattering
medium source and the measurement system. If the medium and the measurement
system are linear, then the final result, that is the amplitude and shape P(t),
1V2
does not depend on the sequence of actions [31. It is natural that this
assertion refers to the sequence of mathematical operations. It is impossible to
experimentally permatate the order of passage by the impulse of the medium and the
measurement system, since the light impulse is transformed into an el,^ctrical impulse
in the photoreceiver at the inlet of the reception-recording system.
We will write:
P(l)= I'I	 f0( /_ T2---T,)G(T ) dTtl h (T2)(1i't= 	 (l)
l	
p
1 I
	 /0W -T2 -TI) ll(T2)(/T2]G(T )l/T,
Taking into consideration (2), one can write
IP(t)=  ft(t— T)G(T)dT,	 (3)
(4)
ft(t)=	 fo(t- -T)I!(T)dT.
fl(t) is the source impulse recorded by the employed reception-recording system
directly at the source outlet in the absence of a scattering medium. W ye will call
fl (t) the original impulse of the measurement system. The original impulse contains
all the information regarding the temporal characteristics of the measurement system
as a whole. one can formally consider that the source emits the impulse fl(t), while
tie reception-recording system is ideal.
L^'cpressions (3, 4) make it possible to draw a numLer of conclusions which are
important for practice.
Finding G(t) by solving (1) does not r+quire separate analysis of f 0 (t) and
h(t). It is sufficient to determine the form and amplitude of the original impulse
fl (t) . Consequently in making measurements, one should record as tine reference
impulse not the impulse emitted by the source f0 (t), but the original impulse of
the system fl (t). The systems of reception and recording of the studied and reference
impulse therefore must be identical. 	 183
ii
Ve functions f0 (t) and h(t) are included in the expression which determines
fl (t) equivalently. It is impossible to obtain a significant decrease in the dura-
tion fl (t), by only reducing fo(t) or h(t). In fact, if for example, the duration
of h(t.) is much greater than the duration of fo(t), then the appearance of fl(t)
detenrines precisely h(t). Further decrease in the duration fo(t) with preservation
of h(t) practically will not alter the appearance of fl(t). In this respect, it is
expedient to make the duration of the source impulse and teuporal resolution of the
reception-recording system roughly equal.
Requirements for auration f l (t) are determined by the extent of G(t) at the
assigned level which must be recorded, and by the quantity of error in measuring
the duration of the studied impulse at this level. In fact, with an increase in
duration f l (t), the quantity of absolute error in determining the duration of the
impulse P(t) rises at the assigned level. With a certain duration f l (t), the quan-
tity of error is compared with the quantity of differences in form P(t) and fl(t).
Information regarding the medium is completely lost and it is not possible to deter-
mine G(t) from (1). Detailed study of the accuracy of transformation (3) nependi.ng
on experimental errors were made, in [2].
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USE OF THE PROPERTIES OF THE SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF NONSPATIONhRY LIGHT FIELD
	 16870 CONDUCT EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES. YU . A. GCV DIN and V. N. PELEVIN
It is shown that properties of the spatial structure of a nonstationary light
field can be used to reduce the experimental studies.
It was noted in publication (1), that the task of forming a nonstationary lignt
field of scattering medium can be reduced in the general form to fixling at different
points of the given medium,the temporal distribution of Lrightness from the source which
emits a narrow-directional light beam which is sufficiently short in time so that it
can be interpreted as a impulse, i.e., finding Green's function of the process G.
here we will examine the question of how one can reduce the number of measurements in
studying the spatial structure of a nonstationary light field in an assigned medium,
by using tie ratios which link G(r, n, t) for certain pairs of r and n. The link of
G(r, n, t) for certain pairs of r and n can be obtained by using, first, the prop-
erties of symmetry of the light field structure, and secondly, the ratio of optical
reciprocity. We will first ex&aine the properties of symmetry.
In orcer to describe the position of the brightness meter and its orientation
in relation to the source, we will introduce a coordinate system which is presented
in Figure 1. The source is placed in the beginning of the coordinates. 'Ine original
radiation of the source spreads in direction n0 . The position of the uetector is
determined by the length of the radius-vector r, polar angle a and azimuth angle.
The value a = 0 0
 corresponds to direction n 0 . Orientation nl
 is determined by the
polar angle and the azimuth angle P. With 1 ', = 0 0 , the detector is aimed at the
source. The value _ 3 0 corresponds to the case where no and A l lie in one plane, /169
while nl witli ti ` 160 0-- a is aimed to the side frog; the axis of the original light
beam.
There is axial symmetry of the structure of tine field in relation to the cwvds
of the light beam from the source. lais means fiat G(r, n, t) does not depend on
quantity O. Therefore, with the assigned value r, it is sufficient to make
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Figure 1. Systen of Coordinates Introduced to
Describe Position of Brightness Meter-
Receiver and its Orientation in Rela-
tion to Source. Explanation in text.
measuxa-,ents for one ranaam value of 0 , civanging the quantity a from 0 0 to 1800.
In aduition, synnetry occurs in relation to Uie plane formed by n0 and r, that
is	 G ( r 1. (1i.	 Ri, %1. t) =G(r1,	 a,,	 S,, —(r 1,	 t)	 . As a consequence of ULi.s, it
is sufficient to make v.-easurrements for Uie quantities ^ and ^ which change in the
sane way as a , in limits fran U° to 1800.
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Consideration for the properties of symmetry for a ,0 , and ^ makes it possible
to reduce the volume of measurements necessary for each medium made with assigned
detail four-fold. The possibility of further reduction in the nunler of measurements
is associated with the use of the ratio of optical reciprocity [2].
We will formulate a theorem for optical reciprocity of the 14W case as follows:
in a stationary medium, the value of Green's function at point r l in direction nl at
moment of time tl
 governea by Dint source located at point r0
 and emitting impulse
6 (to - t) at moriient of tinve t 0 in direction no coincides with the value of Green's
function at point ro, in direction -no, at mornent of time t l , governed by a!)Oint
source located at point ri and emitting the impulse 6(to•t) at moment of time t0
in direction 41.
(1)
G1r
	
ti i, 11; ro, it 	 1 =G(ru, --na, l , r i, —n 1 , !„)^,
Ratio (1) is correct in a stationary linear n+euium which generally can be non-
uniform and have a boundary of random shape. We will now obtain the first corollary
we need for the theorem of optical reciprocity which makes it possible to reduce the
number of mE:asurements with unchanged position of the source. In deriving this .corol-
lary , we assume that the medium is uniform and boundless.
In a uniform boundless medium, Green's function does not depend on the position
of the source-receiver system in space, but is only determined by tiie position of
the receiver in relation to the source and the mutual orientation. Takirnry this into
consideration, we transform correlation (1). The function in the right side of (1)
corresponds to a case winere tine source is located at point rl and emits in direction
nl . We will turn the source-receiver system by 180 0 around the middle of a segment
11 he arguments and parameters in the first group to the point with a conma refer to
the receiver, the second--to the source.
1P7
which connects the source and the receiver. After this turn, the source will be at
point ro. In1en by two turns of the system around point 4ro  and around the straight
line which connects the point rp and ri, we superpose the direction of spread of 	 /171
the original radiation source with no. In this case the receiver will be located
at a certain point r2 with direction nl.
We will write
G	 N)._G(r.,• it ..,	 no, lo)	 (2)
It follows fran (1) and (2):
G I r, it,, I., r,, no, lo)	 (3)
rl and r 2 , as well as nl and n2 are unequivocally linked. It is convenient to write
this link by passing to the relative system of coordinates introduced above,associated
with position and orientation of the source. In this system of 000rdinates, ratio (3)
can be written in the form
(4)
G(r 1 , u ,, I;,, (1 ,, I--1,t)	 GIr,.	 li• y	 I — ! o)
with
r, = r2, u, = N. li i = u 2, ( 1 - _ it "-
Mus t in a uniform boundless medium, Green's function does not change with mutual
permutation of the values for angles a and g.
Ratio (4) is also the unknown first consequence of the theorem of optical recip-
rocity.
In a real case of a limited medium, ratio (4) is fulfilled in that time interval
t*-t4 , where the influence of the boundaries on the appearance of Green's function
is still not manifest, or is negligible. If measurements of the function G(r,a,6
In
t-to) are made in the indicated time interval, then it is sufficient to obtain data
only for a:: .0 , or ii-u. Consequently, the necessary volume of measurements is reduced
another two-fold.
The size of t)e time interval t* -to is defined by the position of tie source in
relation to the receiver, and their mutual orientation, as well as by the position
and orientation of the entire source-receiver system in relation to the Lou,w1ary of
tie medium.
Lxperimental studies of NIF in the sea were cone from a surface ship. In this
case, it was very difficult to place tie entire source-receiver system at a great
depth far from the boundary and to guarantee strict mutual correlation of tale source
and receiver and control of their operation and recording. In practice, either the
source or the source and the receiver must be located at a small depth near the ship.
In this case, the minimum influence of the boundary to the greatest moment in time can
^e guaranteed by an experimental plan in which the receiver and the source are located
o.. a vertical bench, perpendicular to the water surface. In the case of a horizontal
bencat, traveling in parallel to the surface at a shallow depth, in the majority of
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Experimental siutations the value t* will be significantly smaller.
Generally speaking, the question of the influence of boundaries with different
position and orientation of tha source-receiver system is very inVortant. but study
of this question is a subject of a special work. In this work, where we are only
studying a case of uniform unlimited nedium, measures must be taken for the maxiiaxi
decrease in this influence. It is therefore necessary to use vertical optical bench
and to limit the interval of values of angle (1, such that the original light beam
from the source located under the surface does not fall on the boundary.
?n
Tore relationships obtained above refer to the functions G(r, n, t, -ro t 'no, t0).
It is necessary to take into consideration that the experiment does not directly
measure G (r, n, t; r0 , no, t0 ), but the received signal P(rl, n,, tl, 51 yl ; r0 , n0 , t0,
S0, y0) whose quantity also depends on the "geometrical" parameters of the source and
the receiver: S0, y0 , Sl , yl . We will consider that trio emitting surface of the source
ana the input pupil of the rseeiver are round, while the beam patterns of the source
and the receiver are axisymmetrical. Then all the correlations of symmetry are also
maintainea for P(r l , nl , tl , Sl , yl ; r0 , 50 , t0 , SO , y0). In this case, one siioula
take for r0 and rl the coordinates for the centers of the emitting surface and the
input pupil of the receiver, and for n0 and nl , the directions of the beam axis and
the visual field of the receiver respectively. hie will further speak precisely in
this sense of the position and orientation of the source and receiver.
The ratio of optical reciprocity (1) as applied to the functions P(r l , nl , tl , S1,
yl , r0 , n0 , t0 , S0, y0 ) needs additional conditions. Taking into consideration the
dependence of the function P(r l , nl , tl , Sl, yl; r0, 50 , t0 , S0 , y0 ) on the "geomet-
rical" parameters of the source and receiver, we obtain a second consequence of the
theorem of optical reciprocity which links these functions.
In order to obtain P(r l , nl , tl , S j , y l , r0 , n0 , t0 ,	 S y 0), it is necessary
to integrate G (rl , nl, tl ,; ro^, n0 , t0 ) according '..o ar	 c she emitting surface
of the source S0 and the inlet pupil of the recei, - Sl , and according to directions
in limits of the beam pattern of the source y^, am	 rer yl.
We will write
R°K	 dSi f dyi fdS, 	 ^IyoG(r,',	 i'o, Wo, to)==
0
P(rj, ni, t,, S i , ','i	 ,, 'IA,	 o, S,,, yn),
(5)
zn,4
wtere dSl--element of the surface of the input pupil of the receiver located around
the point with coordinate rl ', dyl--element of solid angle in visual field of re-
ceiver, around the direction nl ' , dS.O--element of emitting surface of source around
a point with coordinate ro, d YO--element of solid angle in light beam from source
around the direction np', Bp--brightness of source, and K--sensitivity of receiver.
We will also integrate the right and left parts of ratio (1). The integral
from the left part coincides with (5). The integral from the right part can be
written in the form:
ti.t;(6)W, I (IS" ^ d`^o ^ dS^ ^ tly^Glru',-- s tn', i i , r , '
—ni', to)=
`n	 10	 `^	 T
= P( ro _ no, ti, So, yo; rl--n i , to, Spy,)
where dSo--element of stirfaee of input pupil of receiver located around the point with
coordinate ro' , d YQ--element of solid angle in visual field of receiver around the
direction -nO , dSl--element of emitting surface of source ar" ,ind the point with coor-
dinate F1 ', and dYl--element of solid angle in light beam from source around direction
fill. In (6) , the limits of integration over the areas and the beam patterns of the
receiver and the source changed places in relation t,) (5) .
After eamparing (5) and (6), we obtain the unknown second corollary of the theorem.
of optical reciprocity.
The signal from the source with brightness B01 area of emitting surface So, and
original divergence, of the beam 'Y O  located at point ro and directed to iio, recorded
by the. receiver with area of the input pupil Sl and by the angle of the visual f:.eld
Y 1 Located at point rl and directed towards n] , coincide with the signal fram tl•ie
source with the same brightness BO with area of the emitting surface Sl and initial /174
discrepancy, of the beam Y l located at point rl and directed towards -nl , recorded by
a	 ^
the detector with the same. sensitivity K, area of the input pupil So and angle of
visual field Y0 , located at Feint ro and directed towards -np:
P(rj, ni, it, St, VI; ►b, no, lo, So, yo)
	 (7)
It is easy to understand the meaning of (7), if one takes into consideration that
the ratio of optical reciprocity (1) is correct for any pair of points at the input
pupil of the detector and the emitting surface of the source, and any pair of direc-
tions in limits of the angle of the visual field of the detector and the initial dis-
crepancy of ilne beam. We will take the points lying on the boundaries and the extreme
directions of the beam pattern. After the use of ratio (1), these points and directions
change	 places. Therefore, the boundary of the emitting surface of the source be-
comes the boundary of one , pupil of the detector; the boundary of the pupil of the
detector becanes the boundary of the emitting surface of the source, while the beam
pattern of the source and the detector also change
	 places with a change in direc-
tions to the opposite.
vnerally speaking, a similar link will also occur in the case of a source and
detector with arbitrary shape of the emitting surface and input pupil, and arbitrary
distribution of brightness and sensitivity by areas and angles.
From the corollaries 1 and 2 it is easy to obtain corollary 3 of the theorem of
optical reciprocity. We will write corollary 3 in the relative system of coordinates
presented in Figure 1.
in a uniform unlimited medium, the quantity of the function P(r, a,s 4 , S
Y l , !o, So, Yo) will not change during mutual permutation of angles ( l and R, on the
condition that the area of the emitting surface of the source and the input pupil of
the detector are equal, while the angular beam pattern of the source and tine detector
1)-)
coincide:
P(r1, U1. 01, (V1, 1. S1, y1; lo. So. yo) —	 (8)
.P( ►:, a7, 02, Ifa, 1, S1, y1 *. to. So. Yo)
with rl = r2, txi - t ,G3= "'2 , 41
 = `2
and So =Sl, Yo=tit.
Tluu remarks regarding the quantity of the temporal interval t* - to in which (4)
is fulfilled in the (-xse of a limited medium and which were made after corollary 1
remained correct for ^8). In practice, So and Sl , as well as YU and Yl usually differ.
If the differences are not great, ratio (8) is approximately fulfilled. Where the /175
degree of approximation is on the magnitude of experimental errors, ratio (8) can be
successfully used to reduce the number of measurements. The degree of approximation
depends on the size of the "geometric" parameters and on the structure of the studied
light field. Therefore the possibility of using correlation (8) must be determined
separately for each specific co----.
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APPLICATION OF THE METHOD OF SUPERPOSITION TO COMPUTING GREEN'S FUNCTION OF A NON-
STATIONARY LIGHT FIELD CREATED BY A BROW DIMMIONAL LIGHT BEAM
PELEVIN, V. N., G0L'DIN, YU. A., SHITOV, B. V.
Experimental data on the structure of a nonstationary light field of a narrow
beam in the sea are used to calculate Green's functions for a field formed by an
extended directed source which emits a 6-pulse in time.
It is noted in publication [1] that based on experimental data regarding the
structure of a narrow beam created by a short-pulse laser in the sea, one can solve
different problems by Ura method of superposition. This publication presents examples
of using this method to compute Green's functions of a nonstationary light field ([VLF)
fonn3d in the sea uy an infinitely extended, directed li ght source.
As an estimate, the calculations used experimental data regarding the structure
of tht;- NIP of a narrow beam in planes perpendicular to its axis that were obtained
on the tenth trip of the scientific research vessel "Dmitriy Mendeleyev" in the Indian
Ocean (1976). The measurement technique has been described in detail in (2). It
essenti.ally consists of the following. A light pulse \ _ 530 nm with uuration at
half-altitude t 0.9 = 3 - 4 ns, and Energy 3 m7, divergence 20' was generated by a
laser on an AIG with Q-switched Na by an electro-optical DKDR valve and doubling of
frequency in a nonlinear crystal LiNb03 . The detector was LLU-FLO1 which operates
in a logarithmic regime with small signals. In a linear regime, the signal is
recorded by photographing on the screen of a broad band oscillograph which has a
transmission band of 100 niz. When a 160 m cable is used the temporal resolution
of the equipment as a whole is characterized by duration of the original pulse of the
system at level 0.5 comprising 6 ns (the original pulse of the system is called the /176
pulse recorded by the reception-recording equipment directly at the source outlet,
without influence of the environment). The laser was placed on board the ship. In
order to eliminate the influence of the surface, the beam was introduced into the
water through a periscope device. The hermetically sealed detector was equipped
with a cosine collector which permits determination of the temporal change in irra-
diance in the given point of the NLF according to the shape of the received signal.
Both the periscope device with laser, and the detector were placed on an out-
board, vertically-oriented cable photometric bench which made it possible to change
distance 1 between the point of beam entrance into the water and the detector illum-
a and angle of inclination of the detector axis to the vertical o were established
remotely, according to the measurement program. The measurement plan is shown in
Figure 1. Me:asurpments were made in an optically u
	rm layer of ocean water with
the following characteristics: t - 0.16 m- 1 ; ;. - 0.7!,.
Changes i n
 i, r' and 1 were made simultaneously during the measurements with pres-
ervation of the following ratios. a = [t(axes of the beam and their detector are para-
ilel), 1 = z/eosa, where z is unchanged for one cycle of measurements. 'late mutual
position and orientation of the source and the detector were thus changed so that the
detector-irradiance gage seen to make a forward movement from the beam axis in a plane
perpendicular to the axis which was located at distance z from the point of beam ent-
rance into the water. (see Figure lb) . M asurements were thus made of the distribution
of irradiance in planes perpendicular to the axis of the narrow bec-mm, witli seven values
of z from 25 to 100 m, with spacing 12.5 m. The values of the angles a =t3 changed
discretely from 00 to 50° with spacing 2.51.
The sicinal was very small at all levels with it =t; 500 , therefore it may not be
considered during superposition. The amplitude and shapes of the received signals Pty 7
(t) i^er^ recorded.
The tmasured values of F,, z(t) were used to canpute the integral of superposition.
In this case, the appropriate weights and tenWral shifts in the signals in relation
to each other were introduced. In order to compute the weights of temporal siiifts,
we will take into consideration that a broad pulse light beam which entered ttie
medium with z = 0 can consist of a set of narrow beams. The number of narrow beams
on a ring is proportional to its area	 rJr zt:;(cX ^l ;	 this is the weight one
should use to form the experimental pulses P a  z (t). Time lag in different components
is determined by the difference in the lengths of the path from the point of beam
1, 
7
4
t
3	 ,d
4
^I
	 owl
^• 1
Figure 1. Measurement Plan
Key:
a. block diagram of equipment
1. laser
	 6. power block
2. photoreceiver	 7. device for rewt3 control
3. attenuator	 of turning laser beam
4. register	 8. turning device of receiver
5. pulse generator	 9. periscope
b. equivalent measurement plan used for superposition
^r if	 z)	 , r: (err u
which arrived first, a quantity 	
I ) 
I	 where n is the refraction
index of water, and c is wind velocity. The superposition integral can be presented / 177
as follows:	 1
^'r1^1 = I	 I'	 I	 rzl.cru 1) I	 : teal <	 da,
„
where t is counted from its beginning for each received pulse. In light of the dis-
crete measurements, the integral was replaced by the sum for the indicated value a.
i9r
v
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The calculated values of a were taken in the middle of the measurement intervals
indicated above.
Figure 2 presents signals which were mutually correlated in amplitude and temp- / 178 a
oral shift, and adopted with different a for one distance z = 100 m. They illustrate
the obtained experimental material. The maximum value of the signal P0.100 is adopted
as 1. It is apparent that as the detector moves in the plane which is perpendicular
to the axis of the narrow beam, ,away from the axis, the pulses not only diminish in
amplitude and are shifted on the time axis, but also became more diffuse in time.
. ,..
	
0.
08
0.4
02
Figure 2. Signals Received with z = 100 m and Different a
(a values indicated next to curves)
Figure 3 presents the same pulses multiplied by weight, proportional to the area
of the corresponding "ring." It is evident that despite the fact that the greatest
value of the signal in Figure 2 corresponded to a = 0°, after consideration of the
weights, the greatest contribution is made by the angle a = 10 - 17.5 0 . The curves
presented iii Figure 3 were graphically summed. The superposition pulse P100(t) that
was obtained as a result of summation and which was normed for --one , is designated
by a solid line. The shape of P100(t) corresponds to the temporal course of irradiance
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Figure 3. Measured Signals Multiplied by Oorresponding Weight
and Shifted in Time. The solid curve is the result
of their superposition.
at level 100 m in a nonstationary field which is created by a broad light beam with
the given shape of the original impulse and in the given ocean waters.
The same processing was cone for other distances of z. The Pz;t) values which
were nonmed for one in the neximum, are presented in Figure 4. The pulses depicted in
Figure 4 are not Green's functions, since the original pulse in the experiment was
r.oticeably different from thed - pulse. In order to compute Green's functions it is
necessary; strictly speaking, to solve the Fradholm integral equation as described
in [1]. however, in our case, taking into consideration the features of the expected /179
Green's functions, one can attempt to use a simple method of selection.
In fact it is obvious that with duration of tube received pulse considerably
exceeding the original, the shape of the received pulse coincides with Green's func-
tion with high accuracy.
As the duration of the received {pulse and its convergence to the original
diminish, the difference in the received pulse from Green's function rises. We will
use the method of selection which consists of the fact that the received pulse with / LBO 1'.
E
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Figure 4. Results of Superposition at Different L
Key:
1. L = 25 m	 5. 75
2. 37.5	 6. 87.5
3. 50	 7. 100 m
4. 62.5
different "compression coefficients" k, i.e., fk(t) = P which is "compressed" along
the time axis is used as a preferable shape of Green's function. Then the curves fk(t)
are convoluted with initial pulse in accordance with the integral:
P1c(1) = i Pa (I - T) f l, (T)dT
The obtained pulses Pk (t) are compared with the received pulse. It is shown in Figure
5 that at level 100 m witt, compression coefficient k = 0.95, the shape of the computed
pulse PO.9 (t) is close to the received pulse. The width of both pulses at level 0.5
coincides exactly. This operation of selection which requires short machine time,
was carried out for all pulses presented in Figure 4. The table of the obtained
values for compression coefficient k is presented below, while the appearance of
Green's functions evaluated in this manner is presented in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Cmparisun of Received Pulse (solid line) with
Results of Convolution of Proposed Functions
Characterized by Different k (k values indi-'
cated on field of figure).
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Figure 6. Green's Functions of Broad Beam at Different
Distances of z
Vey:
1. z = 25 m	 5. 75
2. 37.5	 6. 87.5
3. 50	 7. 100 m
4. 62.5
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The indicated method of selection is simple mid can apparently be used to
	 /181
process material of mass measurements of MT in 0,* sea, in order to evaluate the
main parameters cif Green's functions. A certain criterion for correctness of selec-
tion is coincidence of the results of convolution of the selected and the original
pulses with t ) measured. The area of applicability of the selection method and the
accuracy of the results can be established only by comparing with the accurate reso-
lution of the Fredholm aluation. This will be the result of a special examination.
Thus, the Green's functions of the NLF created by a broad light beam which is
a s - impulse ,n time are conputed and presentW in Figure G. These functions have
the physical meaning of temporal relationship of irradiance of an area perpendicular
to the direction of beam propagation. The widths of Green's functions according to
the half-altitude AT 0.5 ns are presented in the table.
N 	 1!I	 :11	 I	 !I	 It,	 111
The transition to sea media with other values of absorption (i.e., other para-
motors of photon 1 survival) can be made as indicated in (3).
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SWIPM NT AND TEDMIQUE FOR STUDYING SPREAD OF MONOC HFMTIC RADIATION IN SEA WATER
ABRAMOV, O. I., YERFMIIN, V. I., KARISEN, G. G., LABOV, L. I., PMDVINND, V. V.
This article describes equipment with submersible source of monochromatic
radiation. It describes the technique for studying the laws of propogation of UV-
radiation in a sea and for studying attenuation of monochromatic radiation with
wavelengths 0.53 and 0. 35 in by great musses of sea water. Results of full-scale
studies in the Black Sea are presented. It is shown that when W-radiation spreads
in sea water, considerable transformation of W-radiation occurs in the visible
spectral region. A brief analysis is made of the findings.
Study of the laws governing the spread of monochromatic radiation through large
masses of sea water is an important task of hydro-optics and is of great importance
in solving applied problems. Tb conduct these studies from a ship in the open sea,
the V. I. Lenin Electrical Engineering Institute developed equipment oonsisting of
a submergible source of monochromatic radiation (SMR), receiver and auxiliary
'fie SMR is a unified design with a head of emitters (double laser with a=0.53
um and a= 0.35um)', power block, cooling block and commutation block (Figure 1). The
structure i& inside a hermetically sealed box which maintains outer pressure of over
50 atm. Quartz illuminators and rotating prism are in the box end section to
generate laser radiation. The head of emitters (Figure 2) consists of a bench hold-
ing a laser in a ruby and a laser on glass with neodymiur. Both lasers operate in
a monopulse regime with doubling of the generation frequency on CTD crystals. There
is a photoreceiver on the bench to receive the reference signal and to monitor the
laser radiaticm and the color filters which inteicept radiation of the main har-
monics (1.06 ,m and 0.69 um) and transmit radiation of the second harmoanics (res-
pectively 0.53 um and 0.35 um).
All the optical-mechanical lasers to be adjusted are securely fastened to the
bench. This excludes the need to use special adjustment mechanisms. This 	 /183
m
ry
^ethod of attachment significantly increases the service life and
Ct^2
S1'	 r I	 ' L
11-j !
- A = 0,53 um
Figure 1. Block Diagram of SMR
Key:
1. cooling block	 5. illuminators
2. paver block	 6.7.turning prism
3. ccm wtati.on block
4. head of emitters
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Figure 2. bead of Emitters
Key.	
CPD (carbc a1. bench	 3,3	 xYPtidase)P
2. laser on glass with 	 4. photoreceiver
neodymium	 5. light filters
2! laser on ruby
reliability of the laser operation under expedition conditions. Both la6ers operate
fran a ccmwn power block and use a eamnn cooling block. A eamitation block is
used to turn on the ruby or neodymium laser.
For remote control and monitoring of the operation, the SMR uses a special con-
trol panel which has an actuating circuit, monitoring device, circuit for regulating
2C J
the radiation power, and circuit for controlling the camutation blocx Tlx: con-
trol panel is comected to tne SMR by a multiple--strand KSK• 6 cable or KSE- 8 cable.
The developed S 4R can operate both under surface conditions (t<ie Si3aZ is located
on board), and under water conditions (the SMR is 'lowered into the water wittl the
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help of a winch and cable) at depths to 500 m, with the following parameters of the
radiation pulses: tracking frequency f = 0.1 - 1 Hz, X = 0.53 um, Pi = 0.2 - 1.4 NW,
X = 0.35 um, Pi = 0.1 - 1 Mi. The . 4 ,ud mt=m average consumed power is 50U W.
The receiver consists of a photo receiver - spectroanalyzer, power bloki., control
panel and indication block. 1I91e photo receiver (Figure 3) uses an FEU-97 photo multi-
plier and optical attaclment with quartz lens and diaphragm in a focal plane which
guarantees visual angle of the phcto receiver of 3.51-.
2	 y'^;
Figure 3. Plan of Photo Receiver-Spectroanalyzer
Key:
1. attacr.ment	 5. drum with color light
G. cpiartz lens	 filters
3. diaphragm	 6. FLU-97
4. drum~ with neutral 7. preamplifier
lig^it filters
It should be noted that experimental studies of the laws governing the spread
of radiation of artificial sources through large masses of sea water are associated
with measurements of optical signals ,which change during the study in a large dynamic
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range (up to 12 oruers). 1his is a very labot-intensive t, ,zk wnidi requires a great
deal of tine. 'Mis is explained by the fact tjiat the attenuators, neutral light
filters nude of NS type glass usually used in Wiese studies have hiyi nonuniformity
of the) spectral diaracteris ties, especially in the short- -wavelengti i rtN-ion. 11-Iiis
mkes it necessary to have labor-intensive conversions. In addition, the lack of
m.)ry don.-va neutral filters also Lxmplicates Wiese stmfies.
In order to increase, t1ke efficiency and reliability of these stuaies, tile V. I.
Lenin All-Union Llectrical Dxjineerinq Institute developed and nmufactured neutral /185
light filters with transmission coefficientit 10-1 , 10-2, etc., up to 10-8 with non-
unifom transmission (.wfficimt in tiic visible and UV regions (up to 0.3 jam) of no
more than 120%. A citim with Wiese filters is attadmel in front of the PM cathode..
In orc1er to quaranttv the possible study of the spectral coittusition of radiation
used by tho photoretiver, a dnaii of change able colotiA light filters is usea. It
is also inotallcvd in front of the PM caUxxie. 'Ibe color filters are cmiAnations of
series (xAomd glasses. 1 iiese contAnations were selected so that the total spectral
cliaracturis tics had the narrowest possible transmission bmxis, ana the maximums were
separatAA We imst talifomily frcm eacii other anti corresponded to t1v- , nust h%x)rtant
wavelomIthe in they
 visible and LTV 1xxjions, including Wavelengths of SM radiation.
A bixxid-L),mi pn^-mplifier was installed in the pliotoreceiver. It can be used
with low lovels of the signals. III-it, pixi-miplifier was turned on rmotely flan the
cantrul pzuiel, Micro, in addition, the main amplifier and the current control cir-
cuit of the IN qatixig were also located. A recording oscillograph S8-7A was used
as the indication block. Dopendinq on the selected regi1m, , signals are fed directly
to its input with loading of the PM or amplified by one or both mplifiers.
Iffie PM divider is powered with the help of a series sour(m of 'die type VS-23.
Inie photnrecviver is connected to the oontml panel and the power block by No
'0^
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coaxial cables. On t o 8th Black Sea trip of the scientific rusearch weather ship
"Viktor Ik ►gayev" toasts were conducted on this set of eyuipnent, am attenuation of
mcarxx hrum atic radiation was studicA with X - 0.53 im and \ - 0.35 jam by large passes
of sea water. In addition, studies were nude of the spectral transformation of UV-
radiation with \ 0.35 un during passage through different masses of sea water.
'111c location of mjuipment on the ship is presented in riqure 4. lbe control
I-xviel of Olt,
 SMR, oscillograph, power block mid control panel of tine photoreoeiver,
as wall as amiliary eayuipnrnt wets installed in the ship laboratory. 71te plxoto-
n."Aver was attached to the bulwark on a special rotating device which permitted
the photorcx7eiver tea be aim d at any angle to the surface of the sea. The SMR can
Lx,
 RNvered into t le water with the help of a winch and pulley on a cable to depth
500 m.
Figure 8. Arrangement of Lquilmy2nt On Doard Ship
[key on next page l
Figure 8. (key)
1. SMR
2. cable
3. winch
4. photoreceiver-photoanalyzer
5. control panel for SMR
6. power block of photoreceiver
7. control panel of photoreceiver
8. oscillograpi
During study of attenuation of monochromatic radiation of water masses, the SMR
is lowered to depth Iil. The rotating prisms direct the laser radiation upwards. The
neodymium laser with ^= 0.53 4m is turned on. The photoreceiver which is fastened
to the bulwark is aimed at the region of emergence of the radiation of the submerged
SMR from the water. Using drums, a color filter is installed with maximum trans-
mission at a = 0.53 and neutral filter which guarantees operation of the PM in a 	 /186
linear regime. The operator Treasures the amplitude of the received signals on the
oscillograph screen.
The same operations are done when the ruby laser is turned on with A = 0.35 pm.
Then the 5MR is lowered to depth H2 and the indicated measurements are repeated.
O xves for the dependence of the amplitude of received signals on the depth of SPIR
submersion are plotted with regard for the a--jefficient of attenuation of the neutral
filters. Figure 5 presents these curves, obtained in the Black Sea waters in the
region of the Bosporus.
In the study of the spectral transformation of the UN-radiation, the technique
mainly remains the same. In this case, only the ruby laser with A = 0.35 pm operates
in the SMR. Measurement of intensity of the radiation emerging from the water is done
not only in the UV region of the spectrum, but also in the visible region by replacing
the colored filters in the photoreceiver. Specifically, in this case we used fil- 	 /187
ters with the Following wavelengths of the transmission maximum:
X = 0.35 um, a = 0.42 pm, ^ = 0.46 pm, ^ = 0.5 pm, A = 0.54 p^, with band width
at level 0.5 about 15 - 35 nm. Measurements were also nade without color filters.
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In this case the PM canrecord radiation in a broad spectral range, according to
the spectral characteristics of the photocathode. Figure 6 presents dependences of
the intensity of the spectral components of the radiation emerging from the water on
the depth of SMR submersion, obtained in the same waters.
1N(M)
Figure 5. Dependence of Intensity of SMR Radiation Emerging
from Water on Depth of Submersion.
Figure 7 presents a family of spectra of the radiation emerging from the water
at different depths of submersion of SMR.
Attenuation curves (Figure 5) agree fairly well and supplement analogous data
that we previously obtained using a submersible photoreceiver and a surface SMR with
close parameters of the radiation pulses. The most interesting are the results of
studying the spectral transformation of UV-radiation. This transformation is based
on known phenomena of combination scattering and photoluminescence of sea water [1,
2], however the examined experimental data from the submersible SMR were obtained
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Figure 6. Dependence of Intensity of Components in Spec-
trum of Radiation Emerging from the Sea and
Depth of SMR Submersion ( X
 = 0.35 tin)
Key:
1. without color filters 4. 0.5
2. X = 0.35 im
	 5. 0.46
3. 0.54	 6. 0.42
for the first time (we did not encounter information on similar works in the litera-
ture). Based on the curves presented in Figures 6 and 7, one can draw a number of
preliminary conclusions. When W-radiation spreads in the mass of sea water, consid-
erable transformation of the W radiation into the visible region occurs. The trans-
formed radiation during its further spread is attenuated in different sections of the
spectrum in a different manner. this is determined by the various spectral coeffic-
ients of attenuation of sea water in these sections. Both of these processes occur
continuously and simultaneously. Consequently, the spectrum of tree radiation emer-
ging fiat the water mass, generally depending on the set of parameters and factors,
is determined to a considerable measure by the intensity of EW [expansion unknown]
and special transmission of sea water.
A4
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Figure 7. Spectrum of Radiation Lhierging from Water
with Different Depths of SMR Submersion
( \ = 0.35 im)
It is quite understandable that similar discussions make it possible to quali-
tatively explain tale relationships in Figures G and 7 only in the first approximation.
They do not take into consideration at all the possible nonlinear pheim ena in the
zone of high intensity of laser W-radiation, change in hydro-optical properties of
water with depth, spatial characteristics of radiation, and a number of ogler factors.
On the other hand it is clear that the obtained experimental data on the trans-
formation of monochromatic W-radiation during spread in the mass of sea water bear
a large volume of information on properties of water on the route of spread. For
complete processing of similar data additional studies tre required and correction
211)
of the technique for conducting studies. It is evident, however, that these
	 /its
studies on the transformation of UV-radiation are of importance and can enter the
arsenal of modern methods and nuns of studying the World Ocean.
It should be noted that when spectral stuuies are made of light fields in the
ocean from artificial and natural sources, it is necessary to take into consideration
possible spectral transfornnaticn in a number of cases.
Further improvement in the equipment must be aimed at improving the resolution
of the photoreceiver-spectroanalyzer, automation of the,
 measurement processes, stabi-
lization of tie spatial position of the SMR in the submerged state, and development
of remote control over the mechanism, for turning the rotating SMR prisms. Ibis will
significantly expand the potentialities of the equipment and will. make it possible to
conduct studies of the spatial characteristics of the brightness body.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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EVALUATION OF CHLOROPHYLL CONTENT IN THE UPPER SEA LEVEL BY MEASURING THE COLOR
INDEX. AFONIN, YE. I., VERSENEVA, G. P., KRUPATKINA, D. N., LI, M. YE.,
MAN-KOVSKIY, V. I., SOLOV'YEV, M. V.*
*Marine Hydrophysical Institute of the Ukrainian SSR Academy of Sciences, A.
Kovalevskiy Institute of Biology of Southern Seas of the Ukrainian SSR Academy
of Sciences.
A correlation expressed by a linear regression equation in a do0ble
logarithmic scale is found from 115 simultaneous measurements of the color index
and chlorophyll concentration in water samples taken on a ship. The analysis
includes data obtained in the Atlantic Ocean and adjacent seas which have a large
range of change in the chlorophyll concentration. Possible use of the results
from measuring color index from the ship for a rapid evaluation of the biologi-
cal productivity of the studied region is shown.
Noncontact optical methods for determining the content or organic substances
in the ocean have been developed in recent years. It was shown in [11 that t1e
sea water color is influenced by the phytoplankton pigments. The authors [2]
measured the radiation spectrum ascending from the sea from an airplane. Spatial
inclination of the ascending radiation showed a correlation with the content of
pl oplankton pigments, whose concentration was measured from a ship on the same
rout, as the airplane.
The authors of [3] obtained a quantitative link between the chlorophyll con-
tent a and the radiation trightness emerging from the sea in two close spectral
sections (a l = 443 nm and a 2 = 525 nm). They found a linear correlation between ►
the logarithm of chlorophyll concentration a and the difference between radiation
intensities emerging from the sea at given wavelengths. Water samples in which
the chlorophyll content a was determined were taken from 0 to 10 m.
Study [4J used a small amount of statistical material during snipboard mea-
surements to obtain a linear relationship between average chlorophyll content
a, b and c in the upper 30-meter water layer and the parameter a which is close
to the ratio of spectral brightness coefficients of the sea with wavelength
a 1 = 430 nm and a2 = 502 nm at which measurements were made.
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Publication (5) further developed the idea of determining chloropayl.1 content
in sea water by an optical method from a ship. By using a two-flux approximation
and experimental data on the specific chlorophyll absorption and coefficients of
absorption of clean sea water with Xl - 462 nm and a 2 - 537 m, the autnors obtained
a correlation between the chlorophyll content in the water and the ratio of the oo-  /192
efficients of diffuse reflection with these wavelengths. The coefficients of diffuse
reflection, in turn, were conputed from experimental data by measuring the ratios of
brightness of the sky with two wavelengths and brightness of the sea with the same
wavelengths. The total concentration of chlorophyll a, b and c in the samples was
determined by the standard method and averaged for the depth of the translucent layer.
The analysis included 18 measurements of chlo%?hyll content in the samples and 62
optical analyses. A correlation graph was obtained which links the chlorophyll con-
centration determined by two methods. The nkLximum discrepancy does not exceed 1.8-
fold and is comparable to the spread of analyses of chloropnyll concentrations of
different samples taken at one station.
The spectral distribution of brigntness of light emerging fran the sea was meas-
ured in [6) using a monochrowator through a vertical shaft in the bottom of the ship.
It also recorded the spectrum of radiation falling on the sea surface. An analysis
was made of the quotient fran dividing these two spectral distributions, called the
conditional coefficient of sea brightness. The authors of the publication found a
link between the position of the second maximum of spectral distribution of the
conditional coefficient of brightness and the concentration of chlorophyll. However,
the correlation of relative depth of dip in the curve of this distribution at X
430 nm was higher. A comparison was made of the optical data with average total
chloroph-Ill content a, b, c, and pheophytin for three levels (0, 10 and 25 m). The
results of 19 measurements were used to obtain a correlation coefficient of 0.88.
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The chlorophyll concentration a and c was determined by the standard spectrophoto-
metric method w.cording to the technique presented in (8).
A special experiment was conducted to verify the rate of water exchange in the
shaft. A logarichmic photometer-transparency meter was submerged into the shaft.
Its readings were continuously recorded by a self-recorder. The water in the shaft
was further clouded by pouring in a certain quantity of milk. It was established
that in calm weather with ship velocity of 16 knots, water exchange in the shaft
occurred in 30 - 40 minutes. This was noted by restoration of the transparency meter
readings. With wave action of 3 - 4 points, this me was reduced to 10 - 15 minutes.
Consequently, comparison of the color index with the measured chlorophyll concentration
should be done in a time interval of -30 minutes before taking of the sample. During
this time the readings of the Dolor index gage must be averaged.
Parallel measurements of the chlorophyll content in the upper layer of the ocean
and the color index were also made on the 15th and 16th trips of the scientific
research vessel "Akademik Vernadskiy." The 175 joint measurements which were included
in the analysis were made in the following regions: Black Sea 1,42 samples), Medit-
erranean Sea (37 samples), eastern part of the North Atlantic Ocean near the coast
of Africa (61 samples), Sargasso Sea (23 samples), central region of the tropical
Atlantic Ocean (7 samples), Caribbean Sea (5 samples). The measurements covered
regions with very low (< 0.1 mg x m-3 )  and high ( -10 mg x m-3)  chlorophyll concen-
trations. The analysis did not include measurements made in shallow water near the
coastline and in regions of river run-off, since in these cases, the presence of a
considerable quantity of terrigenous particles made distortions in the quantity of
the color index.
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The wasur mmt results are presented in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows the
dependence of the chlorophyll concentration a on the quantity of the color index,
while Figure 2 shows the same dependence for total chlorophyll concentration in c.
The data are plotted on the graph in a double logarithmic scale.
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Figure 1. Ratio Between Concentration of
Chlorophyll a in Upper Layer of
Sea and Color Index
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Figure 2. Ratio Between Total Concen-
tration of Chlorophylls a and
c in Upper Layer of Sea and
Color Index
Coefficients of linear correlation were ommputed for both distributions. They
were equal. to 0.86 (* 0.04) and 0.83 ( t 0.05) respectively. The 958 confidence
intervals are shown in parentheses.
Ilie regression equations which provide an estimate of the average concentration /194,1
of chlorophyll with the assigned quantity of the color inkz% look like
and	 l;; c,,	 a 53 f 0.1 i Ig!,
0 21 -4-00i; Ih!,.
where ca and cac--concentration of chlorophyll a and the sum of a and c respectively,
expressed in mg x m-3 , is -color index in dimensionless units. During graduation of
the color index gage, the color index of the screen made of a white sheet of Whatman
drawing paper illuminated by the sun and scattered light of tie sky on a cloudless
day was taken as one. 'Ile instrument was graduated in hours, close to noon. Ilie
cTeen was located at an angle close to 90° in relation to the incident solar light.
In the figu ,:as, the dotted line shows lines which designate the sampling stan-
dard deviation of the measured values of chlorophyll concentration from the pre-
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dicted, which is determined in each case by the corresponding regression equation.
The nature of spread of the points on the graphs is such that under the most
unfavorable conditions, concentrations of chlorophyll which relate to each other as
1:6 for chlorophyll a and 1:10 for the sun of chlorophylls can correspond to the
same value of the color index. On the boundary of the sampling standaro deviation,
this ratio is 1:1.8 to one side of the regression line, i.e., in 708 of the uses,
the measured chlorophyll concentration uiffers from the predicted given by the
s
7
regression equation, by not more than 1.8-fold. One can name several reasons for
fthe spread of points on the x-axis. First of all, the measurements of chlorophyll
I	 corx-entration were only made in the most upper layer of the sea, while the effective
^s 17
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thickness of the water from which the light is collected and is recorded by the
instr rant, is 25 - 30 m acoorc'ing to the estimates of publication (4) for clean
ocean water. In more turbid water, this thickness diminishes. Secondly,
	 the
water in addition to phytoplankton haL9 pzrticles of another type, detritis, mineral
suspension, which change the color index, by distorting infon;%ation regarding the
chlorophyll. Thirdly there are method errors in determining the concentration of
phytoplankton pigments. In our opinion, the contribution ro spread of points for
this reason is not definitive, since error in determining the concentration of pig-
nrents by the spectrophotcmetric method is -10% with concentrations of pigments up
to 10 mg x m-3 and increases to 20% with concentrations less than 5 mg x m-3  [9).
Spread of points of the same order was obtained in publication [10). It pre-
Bents the experimental result of simultaneous analysis of the ratio of coefficients
of diffuse reflection with two wavelengths A l = 430 nm and '2 = 560 nm, acid total
concentration of chlorophyll a and pheophytin a. The authors of publication [10)
present a theoretical calculation which agrees with the spread of points obtained
in the experi.msnt. In this case they indicate that in addition to selective absorp--
tion by phytoplankton pigments, the ratio of coefficients of diffuse reflection can
be significantly influenced by parameters of back-scattering of the marine suspen-
sion.
In summarizing, one can stress that extensive statistical material was used to
obtain a correlation between the chlorophyll content in the upper sea level and the
color index. In cx.timating the chlorophyll concentration frrm the quantity of the
color index in 70% of the cases, it does not differ by more than 1.8-fold from the
predicted provided by the corresponding regression equation obtained from experi-
mental data. The suggested method was verified in different regions of the ocean
21to
which, strongly differ in level of trcphicity, and can be used as a fast method for
estimating the biological productivity of regions during motion of a ship.
In conclusion, the authors are grateful to V. A. Hasharin and V. N. Voskresen- /L96
skiy for help in the work.
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EVALUATION OF CHLOROPHYLL CONCFNMTION IN THE SEA BY THE SPECTRUM OF
OtnTC3OING RADIATION FaR WATERS WITH HIGH CONTERr OF DISSOLVED ORGANIC
MATTER.	 V. I. BUF42M I A. P. VASIL'KOV, B. F. KEL'BALINWWV and
L. A. STEFANTSEV
A technique is suggested for evaluating chlorophyll content from the spec-
tral relationship of the brightness coefficient for productive waters with a
high content of dissolved organic substance. This technique considers absorp-
tion by the substance to the red spectral region. It is shown that the
radiation spectra from the sea can be confidentl) used to separate the low-
and highly-productive regions.
Study [lj has suggested a method for evaluating the chlorophyll content in
sea water by the outgoing radiation spectrum. Chlorophyll content based on this
method is proportional to the so-called "chlorophyll dip" in the spectrum of the
sea brightness coefficient p(A). For waters with a high quantity of dissolved
organic matter, the chlorophyll absorption band is masked by intensive absorption
of dissolved organic matter and the "chlorophyll dip" can be altogether missing,
despite the large chlorophyll content. [21 has developed a technique for evaluat-
ing chlorophyll concentration from the spectrum p(A) which is suitable for rela-
tively clean ocean waters. This work, based on material from the Black Sea expe-
dition of the Oceanography Institute c` the USSR Academy of Sciences in 1978, sug-
gests a technique for evaluating the chlorophyll content by 'Che spectrum p(a) for
productive waters with a high content of dissolved organic matter. Measurements of
thu spectral brightness coefficient of the sea and vertical attenuation index were
made from onboard the ship in the Gulf of Odessa in July 1978.
The gage for spectral brightness coefficient of the sea is a spect aphoto-
meter to measure the spectral density of radiation brightness emerging from the
sea m, spectral density of sky brightness at the zenith B H, and spectral radiation
of the sea surface 
o
 in the spectral range 400-700 nm with resolution 2.5 nm.
The sea brightness coefficient is expre4sed by the formula
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Here n is the refraction index of light by water, R - 0.02-- is the Fresnel
coefficient of light reflection with normal. incidence, T1--transmission coefficient
by the interface air-water of the diurnal light flux, T2--transmission coefficient
of the interface water-air of light diffusely reflected by the sea mass at the zenith.
Figure 1 presents typical spectra for the brightness coefficient of the sea for
the Gulf of Odessa, and also for comparison presents spectral relationships of the
coefficient of brightness obtained in July 1978 in the regions of Kerch' and the
southern coast of the Crimea. It is directly apparent that the spectra significantly
differ from each other: the maximum PH is shifted from 480 - 490 nm for water near
the southern coast of the Crimea to 570 nm for waters of the Gulf of Odessa. This
change was al.6o noted well visually*: the color of the sea changed from blue to
yellow-brown in the Gulf of Odessa. Shift in the maximum P(X) towards large a is also
accompanied by a significant decrease in the values P(a) in the short wavelength re-
gion of the spectrum.
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Figure 1. Spectral Dependence of Bright-
ness Coefficient p(A):l.for
measurements in region of the
southern shore of Crimea; 2.
in region of Kerchenskiy Strait;
3,4. region of the Gulf of
Odessa
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For the spectra of P; X ) measured in the Gulf of Odessa, the "chlorophyll dip"
was only reworded in the region a"440 nm in individual cases. The at3ence (in the /198
limits of experimental error) of a "chlorophyll dip" in the majority of measured
spectra apparently can be explained by the excessively high absorption of dissolved
organic matter. On its background, absorption of chlorophyll and pigments is in the
limits of experimental error. In fact, the simultaneous measurements of the index
of vertical attenuation a(A) showed that water in the Gulf of Odessa is characterized
by extremely high values of the absorption index R M - Figure 2 (absorption index is
determined according to a by the formula x - 0.8a). Such large values of K ( A ) are
not only associated with high bioproductivity of the waters, but also the efflux of
yellow substance from the rivers (Southern Hug, Dniepr), washing of yellow substance
from the shores and sludge(the depth of the Gulf of Odessa does not exceed 20 - 25 m).
The spectral curve xB M for absorption of substance contained in the sea water is
approximated well by the relationship
xNM —x n (440)e	 (2)
with coefficient Y = 0.0145 mm-1 close to the value y = 0.015 rnn-1 presented in Yerlov
[3].
In order to link the brightness coefficient with the primary hy&x)-optical 	 /199
characteristics, we will use a formula obtained in [4)
P(^) = 014141 . 	(3)?x(4)
where x180(A) °value of the scattering index for 180 0 . Based on formula (3), an
estimate was made of the spectral relationship of a180(a) according to the measured
relationships x M and p (A) . These calculations showed that essentially for all
measured spectra PM in limits of the experimental error, c7 180 0) does not depend
on a---Figure 3. For comparison, Figure 3 presents the relationship o l80 (a) -x-1.45
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Figure 2. Spectral Dependence of Absorp-
tion of Light by Sea Water 
in the Gulf of Odessa
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Figure 3. Spectral Dependences of Back-Scat-
tering a 180 U ) : 1) for measurements
of spectra P M 10180 (X) - 9 ( X) PM I
2) curve 0180(X)X-1.45
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suggested in (2]. It corresponds to back-scattering by primarily small particles.
This is generally fulfilled for the open ocean. Near shores and in the presence of
river debris, the content of large suspended matter can be significantly higher. It
apparently plays a decisive role in back-scattering. The findings confirm these oon-
I
	 siderations, since large particles scatter light nonselectively.
On the assumption of 01800)  - wnst, we have from (3)
1)( 4 )	 X- 1 (;.)	 (4)
Figure 4 compares the measured spectral relationship P N and that calculated
by (4) based on the experimentally obtained curve x (a ). The curves in Figure 4 are
superposed dt A = 570 nm. This is the wavelength which corresponds to the maximum
measured spectrum p ( A ) . As is apparent from the figure, the curves coincide with
good accuracy.
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Figure 4. Dependences of brightness Coeffic-
ient p (a) ; 1, measured in region
of Calf of Odessa; 2. curve p (a ) "
Ix (a) 
-1
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Thus, the waters of the Gulf of Odessa are characterized by excessively large
values of absorption by substance which is contained in the sea water, and nonselec-
tivity of back-scattering. These experimental facts and the correlation between the
chlorophyll concentration and the value SO
 
) , P - 450 470 nm) from publication
[5) were the basis for the suggested technique. It follows from (4) ( a - 450 - 470
nm in the further presentation)
is (600)
	
x.A)
p ( % )	 x.(600)4 x,(600)	 (5)
where x•--absorption index of clean water. In (5) with  - 450 - 470 nm, absorption
by clean water is ignored, and it is a distinctive feature of t;he technique that
absorption by substance is taken into consideration all the way to A= 600 nm. Assu-
ming in accordance with (2) that x B (600) = x B ( X ) e Y (600-a) , we have from (5)
U. (X) - xw (600) (p (k)/.7 (600) — e- z	
(6)
By having the values of x B P ) from (6) , and by using the correlation relation- /601
ship from (5) , the chlorophyll concentrations were computed from the measured spectra
of the brightness coefficient. Table 1 presents the calculated and measured chloro-
phyll concentrations cch in different regions of the Gulf of Odessa, as well as the
measured values of P ( ),J , used to restore the values xB P ) . We not- that the calcu-
lated values of ccll somewhat changed depending on the reference point wavelength 
in (6). The values in Table 1 were averaged for three reference wavelengths a = 450,
460, and 470 nm.
The findings do not make it possible to correctly evaluate the accuracy of deter-
mining cch by spectra PO ), although in individual cases the coincidence of the meas-
ured and calculated cch is good. ( We note that tree accuracy of the calculation is
apparently determined to a considerable degree by the correlation relationship (5)
obtained under different conditions). Nevertheless, the measurements make it possible
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TABLE 1. VALUES OF BRIGUrNESS COEFFICIMT A( A ) MEASURED IN DIFFLRE2U ROGICNS tF
THE GULF OF ODESSA, AND OORRESP0NDIIc VAU)ES tF MAMFM AND CALWLATED
tOROPHYLL CONCaTPRATIONS IN mg/m3
rf
Number Tame ==Laorn'
tratio
CoC^n
n '
a
42M	 440 am 4e0 .500 520 .;4u10 5M 600 620
Q
phy	
( of thLor_ tPl"
o	
' ophyll
Calculates
!ensured
I I1.011.7178 16.00-17.00 0..52 1.1 1,02 1,04 1,21 1.13 I,i'i'2 1. I, 19ti 2.01 1,62 1,28
12.7.78 1:1.00-14.00 41,S() u,-	 ,; 0.21) 0,32 0.42 0,70 0. S3 0,113 1,03 1,(1,5 1,130 0,61 0,29
12.7.78 14.30-15.00 0,76 0,14 0,23 0,27 0,44 0,59 0,70 0,87 1, 1 ►.; 1,'2:3 1,16 01.17 0,34
12.7.78 16,30-17.00 1,73 118 0.12 0,41) 0,70 1,0 1,21 1,3) 1.13 1,6,; 1,67 1,32 1,00
16.7.78 M00-16.30 1.76 2,0 O.,A) 0,51 0.54 1.07 1,40 1,55 1,73 2,12 2,27 1.iS 1,17
to state that this region refers to the highly productive. Thus, studies made in
recent years have shown that the spectra of radiation emerging from the sea can be
confidently used to separate low-and high-productive regions [1, 2, 61. It is fur-
ther expedient to establish gradations in water productivity which could be reli-
ably separated by measurements of p(a).
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AIRCRAFT RELORDING maiCYel
 R OF SE'A SURFACE BRIGHTNESS.
YE'I'Il+ +E+MM, I. D. N0VIKC1V, V. S. PELEVIN, V. N.
An aircraft reeoraing photometer of sea surface brightness in FAR-1 and FAR-2
nodifications is described. The first modification makes it possible to record dis-,
tribution over the sea surface of the brightness onefficient p at a = const with fre-
quency to 100 hz. This eorresponas to resolution on the surface on tie order of a
few peters.
.die second rmaification records tie ratio 01/02 with tie same frequency. Tiie
instrunp.-nt permits long-range evaluation of concentration of susFencied matter and
chloropaiyll in the surface layers of the sea, and also daternination of tle optical
water index.
It is indicated in [1] that measurenents of the brightness coefficient of tn p
 sea
p a in tie short wavelengt!,1 region of tae spectrum, or tie ratio of the brigttness
coefficients of tie sea in two spectral regions can be used to deteniine the optical
index of tie water type. It, in turn, makes it possible to obtain information about
the characteristics of light attenuation in these waters.
A number of publications [2 - 5] have focused attention on the fact that the
ratio of coefficients pa in two spectral regions can be used to evaluate the chloro-
puyll concentration in the upper layer of sea water. It is noted in [6] twat in the
coastal zone of the sea above tie shelf, the pX values at A =600 nm are proportional
to the concentration nsus of suspended substance in the interval nsur fraci, U to 	 9
mg/1.
This far from complete list of tae potentialities for long-range spectronetry
results in the need to construct a piiotorreter whicii records p a or tie p a 1/p a 1 ratio
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in current time, witaout subsequent numerical processing of the measurement data.
this requires equiLpment division of tm signals into each other.
The use of a photometer on an airplane or helicopter stipulates fairly high
fast•-response, the passibility of recording a signal with frequency of several tens
of hertzes.
This article describes two modifications of a developed photometer (aircraft
recording) designated below as FAR-1 and FAR-2. These modifications are respectively
designed to record Pa with fixed wavelength A and Pa1/ua 1 ratio for two previously
selected sections of the spectra, witli frequency of titre mmeterings to 1J0 hz. In
order to guarantee tl-is fast--response, both photometers use two photomultipliers each
with identical characteristics and a system of automatic signal nivision into each other
with recording of information on magnetic tape, and parallel, for visual control of
measurements on board the carrier, on a pen self-recorder.
The course of the FAR-1 rays•. is shown in the plan of Figure 1, and the external
appearance in Figure 2. Two optical systems made as identical as possible are placed
in a tube 500 mm long and 60 mm in diameter. one of the lenses 2 (left in Figure 1)
is aimed do4mwards for observation of the sea brightness at the nadir, the second 2'
is aimea at a plate made of frosted glass horizontally arranged and illuminated by
the light of the sun and the sky. lenses (2 and 2 1 ), interference light filters
0 and V) and photo detectors FLU-62 (4 and 4 1 ) of both channels are identical in
characteristics. Since t-iere are no two completely identical piiotomultipliers, their
characteristics are converged by balancing tiie voltage on both dividers.
A white frosted plate 5 is graduated in relation to the wni.te lambert reflector,
so that the actual right channel yields a signal U  which is proportional to brignt-
ness of the latter bo, while the left channel provides a signal Ux which is proportional
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Figure 2. Lxternal Appearance of FAR-1- -
sensor, recorder block and power
block
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U, U,
Figure 1. Plan of Lburse of beans in FAR-1
Key:
1. mousing in ginLal mount	 4,4-. FFA;-62
2,2'. lenses
	 5. plate made of frosted glass
3,;'. interference light filters 6,6 1 . diaphragms of visual field
7,7'. diaphragms of light force
dW
to urightness of tike sea at the nadir 84. Wtji photofluxes are intensified by a 	 /205
,jreamplifier anu are fed to the signal divider (Figure 3). It is constructed
deoording to a plan for transformation of one of tae signals to tike fra4uency of
pulse tracking, wiiile the other--to the duration of Lkese impulses witji subsequent
separation of the constant component of a number of pulses with the :telp of low
frequency filter (LFF).
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The resulting signal which is proportional to the U^ ratio is intensified
in power and fed to the per► of the self-recorder N- 384-1. The self-recorder is
made so that it guarantees movement of paper with velocity to 1 nVrdn. Both modu-
lated signals are recorded in parallel on a two-track cassette tape recorder.
kith this plan of measurements, we are actually recording the brightness ratio
of the sea b to the brightness of the white plate B 0 , while oX should be =grated
according to fornula [6]:
h,x-0,02 1P x
1	 AA
where BTa brightness of the sky at the zenitli. The error which develops when the
term 0 . 02 S,-h is ignores, depends on A and the weather conditions, and according to
our measurement data over the Baltic Sea, it is the quantity given in liable 1.
It is apparent from the table that in the long wavelength region of the spectrum / 207
ate ? 560 nm, the brightness of reflection of the sky by the water-air boundary in
clear sunny weather can be ignored, assuming in this case an error that does not
exceed 10% (for turbid waters of the Baltic Sea). In overcast weather, this error
increases (see table) .
With maafiPrrements of P A in a shorter wavelength region, one should continually
take into consideration the contribution of the term 0.02 Bt x . For this purpose it
is necessary to periodically remove the frosted glass and conduct a simultaneous
recording of brigntness of the sea and the sky. Ttie plan for the course of rays in
the photcmter of FAR-2  modification is similar to that shown: in Figure 1, but in
this case, both brightness meters are aimed downwards (see external appearance of
FAR-2 in Figure 4). The instrument is based on series •produoed field binoculars
which make it possible to aim botli lenses at tne same section of tue surface. both
char^hels differ only in wavelength of transmission X l and a2 of changeable interference
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Figure 3. Block Diagram of Divider of Signals and Recorders
Key:
1. FM-"x"---frequency modulator of channel "x'.
2. PF--pulse former
3. LFF--low frequency filter
4. PA--power amplifier
5. FM-"y"--frequency modulator of channel "y"
6. P--preamplifier
7. ARR• •-amplifier of reproduction recording
8. LFA--low frequency anplifier
9. T1 + TS--triggers
light filters installed at the inlet.
The systems of balancing the PM sensitivity, division of two signals and 	 /208
recording are t h`e same as in	 -1. Both instrument m odic ications were gir,bal-
mounted outside the cabin _^ the helicopter. This made it pc.ssible to Ni otcmeter
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the sea strictly at the nadir regardless of the angles of heeling and pitching of the
helicopter.
Figure 4. Lcternal Appearance of FAR-2,
Optical Sensor, Recorder block
and Pager block
: Lng - - -. MMMM I -f 
-1
QQ&L gj	 'nc thp aircraft reeordinQ Lbotometer. Gra&jation of the FAR-1
uses a portable "optical bench" 150 cm long and shown in Figure 5. Two reflecting
mirrors are installed on t1be ends of the bench, while a photometric lamp PZh type
is installed in the center on a rod 75 an long.
14:e optical FAI2--1 block is installed in the middle of the bench. Frosted glasses
are put on Moth lenses. A lamp is turned on, and mirrors direct the light to both
channels of the .instrument so that the light spot eon>pletely covers the frosted
,2-)
I
Nub.
f^F
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attachment. By balancing the voltage on botn PM througn potentiometers, one should
attain similar readings in both channels (i.e., at tha outlet of the instnm nt sig-
nal Ux/l;y - 1) . By reducing voltage on the plx,)tcroetric lanp, one should reach
equality of the readings in both photoaultipliera in broad limits of illuirination
at the inlets.
i
Figure 5. External Appearance of Graduated Bench for FAR-1
During calibrat.4on of FAR-2, its optical sensor is aimed at a uniformly illum- /209
inated surface, since toe visual fialds of both FAR-2 channels coincide. After
initially installing similar light filters on botli channels, the same readings are
achieved with different level of illumination of the shield. Then two working light
filters are installed, and with illumination of thewhite shield by solar light,
equality of both signals is again established.	 Now the instr u ent readings during
flight over the sea will equal the n X 1/) x 2 ratio with error that is mainly c3et:ermined
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by lack of consideration for mirror reflection of the color of the sky ley the our-
face. The quantity of this error can be estimatea with the help of the table pre-
sented below.
The design of the instruments is shown in Figures 2 and 4. 71w weight of the
optical blocks is not more than 1 kg each. The autonomous power block (completely
independent of the on-board circuit) with batteries weighs 5 kg. Mie overall dimen-
sions are 400 x 100 x 150 mm. The electronic circuit of the recorder, the tape
recorder and the system for recording the operator's voice are mounted on the body
of the self-reeoraer N-384-1, and are located inside its housing. TIm weight of this
recording block is 4 kg and the overall dimensions are 200 x 150 x 280.
MAIN 5PECir. ich IONS
1. Range of signal change Cx--40 ab.
2. Range of signal change Cy--30 db.
3. Error in the recording channel no more than 0.5%.
4. Range of recording frequency 0 - 100 liz, i.e., spatial resolution during
flight of airplane at velocity 1000 kg-nVh--3 meters.
An example of realization of instnzmnt readings during testing over the sea
is given in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Exanple of Realization Obtairood by
FAIT Photaneter. The photaneter
is installed on the prow of the ship
following from the depth of the
Geleudzhik Gulf (first bank) to exit
from the gulf into the open sea (third
bank). Interferences caused by foam
on the surface are visible.
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POSSIBI E LVAWATION OF THE DISTRMTION CF YELLOW
SUBSTANCE IN SEA WATER FRM THE SPECTRA OF OUTGOING
RADIATION. PELEVIN, V. N, GRUWVIa j
 A. K., AND
LCM, YA. F.
The authors compared the values for the ratio of brightness coefficient of the
sea PA at X : 369'nm and X - 550 nm and the concentration of "yellow substance" in
the sea, expressed in optical units. The distribution of this ratio For the water
area of the Gulf of Riga is constructed from the measurement data from a helicopter
on 19 and 19 September 1977.
The Baltic summer expedition of 1977, as well as the 1975 - 1976 expeditions
[1 - 31 made simultaneous measurements of the spectra of radiation emerging from the
sea and the concentrations of chlorophyll, suspended matter and light)- .absorbing dis-
solved substances of organic origin ("yellow substance") contained in the water samples.
This work presents data which evaluate the possible determination of the quantity of
"yellow substance" in the water from values of the brightness coefficient of tiie sea
Pa•
It is cannon knowledge that the spectral course of P X
 in a two-stream approxi-
mation is de..-.zibed by the formula [4, 5, et al.]:
Pa	
,A
xa + 'X
	 (1)
where as--back-scattering index, x a--index of absorption of light by the m-dium. The
absorption index of light by sea water in the visible and ultraviolet spectral re- / .2 1
gions can be presented in the form of the sum of the following cmWnents [3]:
X - XC
+Xpig ► +xys+"non
	 (2)
where X -index of absorption by clean water, 'pigm-- •by pigments of phytoplankton,
X,S -by yellow substance, X ^-particles of suspension which nonselectively absorb
lio, t.
We will examine the spectral course of the absorption indicators of light by
clean water, by phytoplankton pigments and by substances of organic origin dissolved
2:46
r:
Y:
..
°' Con
 I_, .i
0, 5
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in water (Figure 1) . It is apparent fram the figure that absorption of light by
yellow substance in the short wavelength region of the spectrum exoseds absorption
by other components. In turn, it follows from (1) that large concentrations of
yellow substance nest result in a decrease in values of PA in the blue and near
ultraviolet regions of the spectrum.
400	 500	 ouu	 rv" Anm
Figure 1. Typical Spectral Course of Absorption Indicator
of Light of "Yellow Substance" (1), Phytcplankton
Pigments (2) and Clean Water (3) .
However, in many cases an increase in concentration of yellow substance in sea
water occurs simultanoously with an increase in the concentration of suspended mat-
ter. As a consequence ^A rises. The rise in Sa in formula (1) compensates for the
increase in x a , and as a result, the oorrelax,..on p a with concentration of yellow
substance may not be observed. At the same time, an increase in sawith a rise in
concentration of suspended matter occurs over the entire spectru. This hakes it
/212 1
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very usttul to examine the PA 1/0A 2 ratio for two separate sections of the spectrum.
This ratio depends to a considerably lower degree on the change in the suspended
matter concentration. In this case, Al should be selected in the short wavelength
region of the spectr'Lm, where absorption of light by yellow substance dominates over
other components, while A2 -in the longer wavelength region where absorption by dis-
solved organic matter is insignificant. In addition, after using the p A 1AA 2 ratio,
one can significantly decrease the deperJenee of this photometered quantity on the
phytopl.ankton pigments. For this purpose, X1 should be selected in the near ultra-
violet region, while A 2
 in the yellow. Then the blue-green band of absorption of
chlorophylls and accompanying pigments of phytoplankton will mainly be located be wen
these spectral sections.
In the analysis of the experimental data we used the results of photometering of
the water area of the Gulf of Riga from a KA-26 helicopter on 18 and 19 September 1977.
Photometering was done in eight spectral sections a l = 369, 386, 426, 458, 556, 590,
664 and 690 nm with width of the spectral interval AX =10 - 15 nm. At the same time,
water samples were taken in certain points of the gulf from the surface for labora-
tory analysis of the content of suspended matter, chlorophyll and yellow substance.
The phetcmetering data were used tc ocmpute the pa
 values according to the formula [5]:
p x
	 B_La -0.02B a	 (3)
where k a --brightness of the sea observed at the nadir, At , -•-brightness of the sky at
the zenith, BOX --brightness of the horizontal light scatterer illuminated by the sun
and light of the sky.
It should be noted, that according to our measurements from a low-flying heli-
copter, the contribution of light of the sky, mirror-reflected by the water-air boun-
dary, in the near UV-spectral region is very significant. For a cloudless sky it is
50 - 70% of the observed brigntness of the sea. Because of this circumstance, changes
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in brightness of the sea in the blue and near ultraviolet regions must be maaa with
special caution, while calculations of pA are accot►panied by mandatory consideration
of Fresnel's correction in formula (3) .
71w content of yellow substance in the samples was evaluated according to the
technique described in [6]. As a parameter characterizing the concentration of dis- 4213
solved substances of organic origin, the indicator of absorption by yellow substance
was selected at short wavelength boundary of the spectral region of photometering at
X = 369 nm, i.e. , x ys369 • Z1le x ys369 values were computed from measurement results
of optical density of evaporated water samples on the "Spekord" spectrophotometer.
A total of 25 samples were taken. It was found that over the water area of the
Gulf of Riga, the ys369 values vary in limits from 1.0 to 3.5 m-1 (with natural base),
while for the Uaugava and Pyarnu Rivers it is 2.8 - 14.0 m7 1.
Preliminary examination of the measurement results confirmed that the absolute
values of p369 do not correlate with the concentration of yellow substance xys369 in
the corresponding samples. We therefore further relied can the ratio p369/p590, where
the wavelengths 369 nm and 590 nm were selected according to the coneiaerations pre-
sented above. In this case one can expect that at least in limits of the restricted
water area, the P369/P590  and x ys369 values will correlate among themselves.
We will trace the distribution of p369/p590 over the water area of the Gulf of
Riga (Figure 2). For this purpose, the rate of change in the quantity p369/'590 was
divided into six intervals which are marked on the map by conventional designations.
This made it possible to isolate the following regions in the Gulf of Riga:
I. Central part of the gulf and Irbenskiy Strait, through which water exchange
with the Baltic Sea mainly occurs. here the quantity of p369/p590 ratio changes from
0.9 to 1.35, while to the southwest of the Ruknnu Island it even exceeds these values.
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II. Vast spaces of the north and out sections of t m Gulf of Riga charac-
terized by values 0.6 < p369/p 590"0.9.
III. Sout4ern part of the water area of the gulf, its eastern coast and zones
of shallow water around Rukhnu and Kikhnu Islands with values p369/p590 from 0.4 to
0.6 inclusively.
IV. Sections with values P369/P590<  0.4 in the vast southeast zone of the gulf
and in the Fyarnu Strait where the currents carry away hignly proauctiv ►e water of
large rivers Liyelupe, Daugava, Gaui and lyamu. rLb the southeast of the mouth of
the Daugava River the ratio p369/
 x590 dintinisaes to 0.3 am even less.
It should be noted that the large range or c ►iange in tue A 369/p 590 ratio (5- fold
and Hare) onaca.jaratively linutea water area of the Gull of Riga and tae positively
traced geographic laws governing its distriLution make this quantity very useful in
studying the hydrological regime of the gulf.
Tice limited number of sar,ples taken does not make it possible to make a reliable
correlation between the concentration of yellow substance and the quantity of the
P369/P590 ratio. however we attempted to determine the nature of tais link. It was
found tiat for clarity it is more convenient to use tine opposite correlation, i.e.,
p 59U/ P369. Ziie values "ys369 were di.videu into three groups according to the site
of water sample taken in limits of the sections referring to a certain gradation in
tie quantity p 369/p590 (Figure 1) . For eaca group the average values kys3b9 and
pj90/p369 and their staneara aeviations were cmputed. The obtainea relationsnip
is indicated in Figure 3. Tne standard deviations of the oomparaule quantities was
also noted here. It is easy to see that the concentration of yellow substance in
tie surface g raters of tie Gulf of Riga rises with an increase in p y90/p369 ratio.
frith nigh concentrations of yellow substance this dependence has a rougnly linear
!
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Figure 1. DistriLution of Values P369/P560 over water
Area of the Gulf of Riga According to Data
of Flight on ld and 19 Septenber 1977.
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Figure 3. Comparison of Concentration of
'Yellow Substnnoe"s369 an"Ratio of the Coeffi4ents of
Brightness P 590A 3699 for a tamer
of Water Areas in the Gulf of Riga.
Zile average values and the stan-
dard deviation from tre averages
by samplings are plotteu.
The basic possibility of developing a long--range method for evaluating the con-
tent of dissolves substances of organic origin in sea waters follows from the pre-
sented data. fAmver, in order to pinpoint the detected links, ana to evaluate the
accuracy of the method and influence of other , possibly unconsidered factors, it is
necessary to further collect experimental data and perfect the measurenent technique.
It is also required that an explanation be found for the fact that for the rivers
Daugava and Pyarnu which contain a very large quantity of suspended matter and dis-
solved organic substances, the regression obtained for the waters of the Gulf of Riga
(Figure 3) is not maintained.
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MLMiOD FOR L hTING DISTURBED S -SURFACE by
DIVERGING LIGHT PULSE. PELEVIN, V. N.
A new nethod is suggested for sea surface location by a diverging short IR-light
pulse. It is spawn teat widening of a pulse reflected by the surface makes it possible
to evaluate the dispersion of aeviations in the elements of the disturbed surface. The
method is tested during location of the surface ,of the Baltic Sea frrem a helicopter
flying at altitudes 100 - 500 m.
There are different methods for light-location of a disturbed sea surface which
have tl:e purpose of evaluating its different geomel:rical characteristics [1 - 3, et
al.]. When the sea is illuminated at acute angles to the horizontal, the profile of
the wave is restored accordincg to the shape of the reflected pulse [1]. During loca-
tion of tne sea surface from a helicopter, by directed short pulse at changing angles
to the vertical, depending on toe amplitude of the reflected signal on the angle of
location, the uistribution function for the inclinations of the surface elements is
determined [2].
Tire is theoretical substantiation for the method of surface location by a
vertically directed short pulse, in which the distribution dispersion of tie surface
altitude is evaluated from the temporal expansion of the reflected pulse [3, et al.].
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71ai s work provides substantiation and description of experittuntal verification
of the new metthod. It consists of locating the surface of the sea by a very diver-
ging short Its-like pulse. It is shown taut widening of the pulse reflected by the
surface carries information about dispersion of tie inclinations of the surface
elements, and with high wind velocities, also about the quantity of foam on We sea
surface.
The Jrratlhod is based on the following concepts regarding the process of IR-pulse
reflection by the sea surface.
1. When tlhe water surface is illuminated by laser radiation with wavelengtn
a - 1.06 um, the primary percentage of the back-scattered signal is created L-y light
which is mirror-reflected by the air-water interface, and namely, the areas oriented /217
perpendicularly to the direction of the superposed source-receiver. Light x - 1.06 j,m
wnicah enters under the surface, is intensively absorbed by water, therefore the per-
centage of light which is diffusely reflected by the mass is relatively low.
1. The intensity of tike sicj;nal reflected by the surface is proportional to the
value of the distribution function of the inclinations Q(nx,n y ) with arguments that
correspond to the angles of surface location from a .helicopter. Tine course of the
functions Q(n k , 0) for aifferent dispersions of inclinations Q 2 (i.e., uifferent
"irregularity" of the surface) is slaws in Figure 1. The distribution functions based
on experimental data are assumed to be normal. It is easy to see t ►at c,nange in dis-
persion in inclinatia s results in a noticeable cuange in the value of the function
Q, and this means, also the intensity of the reflected signal, both with angles of
location Q close to 00 , and with angles on the order of 10 - 20° (depending on the
value of dispersion A. Foam on the surface is scattered according to Lambert's
law.
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Figure 1. Course of the Functions i?h x, 0)
for Diffirent Versions of Inclin-
ations a .
We will makes theoretical substantiation of long-range methods for determining
dispersion of inclinations of elements of the sea surface according to one reflected
pulse of a laser. The laser beam was defocused in limits of the angle ± T from the
vertical (T- 16 - 20 0 ). The angular diagram of the receiver of reflected radiation
corresponds to the same taper. The axis of tlx: light beam is vertical, like the axis
of the receiver. Reflection of light from different sections of the surface creates
a shift in the reflected pulses in time because of difference in the path through air,
depending on the angle of inclination of the incident radiation. This effect creates
expansion of the pulse. The influence of dispersion of elevations is not taken into
consideration. According to expansion of the reflected pulse, dispersion of inclin-
aUons of ti.e surface elements is computed.
The calculated formulas were derived as follows. Assume that tie laser pulse /218
with energy q J is uniformly distributed in limits of solid angle Q. TUe temporal
course of the pulse is described by the function p (T ) s l , and J p (T ) cur s 1. Then the
p(74er of the light wni.ch spread in the element of solid angle dw--see Figure 2,--
d„
equals I/P(t) , 	 W . After reflection from the surface, each of the elements of the
beams will be partially directed towards the receiver which has in put area S and is
located next to the source at altitude h from the surface. The axis of the visual
field of the receiver is vertical. Its angular aperture corresponds to the same
24J
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Figure 2. Plan of Location of Disturbed Sea
Surface by Short Divergiry IR-Pulse
from tnelicopter.
solid angle Q = 2 n(1 - cosy ) . A percentage of radiation equal to y (0) will return
to the receiver from each of the elementary beams, wiwre o--angle of inclination of
elementary beam to the vertical. This percentage will reach the receiver with time
lag equal to ^(0). As a result, the power of the received signal will be
fit (*) = 0	 -J(0)•p(t--D(9) dw	 (1)
With conical configuration of the incident beam dui-2adcos9.
We will examine what appearance the functions y(0) and ^ (0) have. Tlie proba-
bility of development of a reflecting area in the zone of incidence of the elemen-
tary beam is aescribed in the distribution function of the inclinations. We will
211 6
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consider it not to be different from the normal:
_lox _ Ily 	 (2)
	
1	 2092
	
Q (+1s. ny))
	 n Qa^^ X e
here	 qs =tgb:; ft—tg9y;	 Ox and 0,,--angles of inclination of the perpen-
dicular in relation to tae vertical, in two mutually perpendicular planes. Tne proba-
bility of incidence of rlie reflected Learn in the receiver, correspondingly equals
Q(n=, 0) • AO
	 (3)
where A O--solid angle at which the input opening of the receiver is observed from t ,
center of the area. Ieae,
 niult-iplier 1/4 takes into consideration t -ie change in direc-
tion of the reflected loam in relation to that which falls on the two-fold angle of
incidence. From obvious considerations (see Figure 2):
osAAO= 
1 
s
-v 
c
COO - 
s
S ' cOS3@, frm which	 (4)
U19) — F,- } 8 (ns.0) - M cos'9	 (5)
Fr --coefficient of Fresnel ' s reflection for teams falling perpendicularly on the
water surface (equal to U.02). As a result
	
y (e) =0.02	 ^	 e!Gn r to HH s COS39 (6)
	
K 1 a ll ay	 1, —2o9„ ) hs
The function 0 (Q) is determined from geometric considerations according to the
difference in courses of the vertical ant inclined beams:
(7)
Now the shape of the Laceived signal is generally equal to:
J-
	 2'•0,02	 ex^{	 )
t^:^A s COSIES X
	
Q, X	 27
-'x h2	 (^)	 /220
n
X P X 22 (sea--1) --t I d cosO
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titre the trigone:retric function U is unequivocally linked to T . If the function P
which stands under theintegral is  --function, the integration is simplified: all
the multipliers with change in the variables are removed from the integral sign.
We take into consideration that
(9)
4111 (IV
It follows from 0) and (9)
► (^)	 0,02	 q''T ' C r
	
L	
, 
u x 1) •_ A 1Tn.
	
U► ^T o^ 8 )a a • 0, t1 h	 CT }.'
al►
By introuucing the equipment constant into the quantity A-,,,02 8" ,
	 we obtain
tiie following dependence of Uie shape of the reflected pulse on X,a y and h:
-Lt--	 ► !	 (1U)
rl ► ( T ) =i1 -- !	 —)L!X1) _ i ► ?o	 811'(1,1.
(2h t
cT
It is apparent that the main parameter which m(T) depends on, equals Mi—
 = t. Its
meaning is that this is the dimensionless time where a unit corresponds to the time
for passage by light of double distance between the flying object and the nearest
point of the sea surface. W,.^ will pass to the variable t:
/	
(11)
This is Green's function which describes reflection of the diverging d - pulse
from the disturbed surface. We now take into consideration that, starting with a 	 /2;.1
certain wind velocity, the wave crests collapse and foam forms on the surface of
the sea. We will designate the percentage of the surface covered by foam as & 1 , and
the coefficient of reflection of foam as ^. The product & = C l x F'2 is the equiv-
alent percentage of surface which reflects according to Lambert's law with albedo 1.
The strength of light reflected by the Lambert surface illuminated by beam ►^ ^^lT) `(its
in direction of the receiver equals:
//tea c'uyH ..	 rlu^	 (12)
while the level of the received signal
^rl o=a...a	
.. g rin (T)	 (13)
^, 	,^.,	
^^^., e.
The signal received from the foam is obtained by integration
►n, (T) _ Lv •+ 	 P I 11' (;LOCO . 1) -T  cos'Rdw .	 (14)
aQ fi ll 	c
If p (T) d -function, Bien m (T ) --'pulse transitional function:
III (T) 
	 ,,n p I y^` (sicO I) T I cos 48dcosO=	 (15)TS?h^
	
r•
WS 	 (C-T +^	 ,	 t	 _b'C' (^•^I)_a/
where C. ME- _ ^n it=	 21. 1	 rs
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The temporal course of this function, as we see, does not depend on the quantity
of foam, but only on the altitude h, while its shape expressed through dimen-ionless
time is invariable.
On the whole, con"dzrrtion for foam on the surface results in summation of the
two ITF obtained above. We will ocmpare their amplitLdes (having dimensionality of
power) :
0,02gSc
	
II ► t ^^nx =	 — .8 'T u: (I ) P	 V	 (16)
gSc I 	 (17)►► t lNuax =
	
	 I
2 V
We note uaat with Q x Q y -* 0, i.e.,  in complete calm, the amplitude m,,,,wil.l not at all
approach - since in tais case S cannot be considered a finite quantity.
The order of the quantity Q x°Y for those wind velocities when foam develops, is
axay = 0. 01, while the aLuaerical multiplier before the expression for n} Mx about 0.08 •-	 I.
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this quantity will akost always be greater t11zn 4. It follows from here that the
amplitude of the reflected signal will always be formed by the mirror reflection
fron the area, and not by diffused scattering by foam. However, drop in the pulse
with some ,noticeable quantity of foam will be governed by the latter. One can judge
the quantity of foam on the water surface from the degree of widening of the pulse.
We will examine in more detail the case of low wind velocities in which foam-
formation is insignificant.
Calculation of the values for the width of the function m(T) in them with level
0.5, e'1 , 0.1 and 0.01 from the maximum, resulted in values presented in the table
for different flight altitudes. The dependence of a x2 on W is given from [4].
TABIE OF WIDTH OF F"LL-L111 D PULSE IN ps .
W Ml s	 ^,^	 7
	
h
OA05	 O,OO75	
Level
i
50 1,2 2,4 0.52,0 4,0 a-1
3,8 7.6 011
7,7 16,5 0,01
100 80 0_,54A
7,6 16,3 0,1
153 31, 0.01
__>00 4,7 9,4 0.^B 4O 16 e''
15,3 30,6 0.1
31 62 041
300 7. I I i.1 0.512 24 e.-I
23 A9 0.1
46,5 93 0,01,
by using the data of this table, or fonmila (11) one can estimate the dispersion
of surface deviations (with wind velocities not exceeding 7 m x s' l) by widening of
E'	 the short light signal reflected by the surface.
k
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In the Baltic summer expedition of 1977, an experimental verification was made
of the method. A system including a laser on AIG with Nd and receiver with high
temporal resolution was used as the helicopter lidar. The laser beam was defocused
by the lens in limits of- 20 11
 to the side and the receiver had the same visual field.
Measurements were made at a= 1.06 wn.
The measurements of the dispersion of inclinations of the surface elements
	 4223
according to temporal expansion of the reflected pulse were made at different flight
altitudes (from 100 to j0O m). An example of the obtained pulses is given in Figure
3, which schematically ;resents the initial pulse (1) and the pulse reflected fran
the surface from altitude 200 m (2). There is a noticeable increase in the wiat-i of
the reflected pulse because of the more gently sloping decline. With an increase in
flight altitude, a fur-tipar expansion of the pulse is observed which eorreslxxids to the
presented theory. Eva►.uation of dispersion of the inclinations yielded the quantity
11x2 
= 0.05 - 0.006. This Xjproxiwately corresponds to that calculatea in (4) with
the given wind velocity. It should be stipulated that wind velocity was measured not
directly at the paint of observation, but on the shore, a distance of several kilo-
meters. This circumstance does not make it possible to use the experimental results
to evaluate the accuracy of the method. It is further necessary to make simultaneous
measurements of wave action by long-range and contact methods.
Figure 3. Example of Obtained Pulse Reflected
by the Sea Surface (2) and Illus-
trated Together with the Original
Pulse (1) .
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LASER ME11,00 OF MEASURING DISPLRSION OF DEVIATIONS 	 1,e24
OF DISILRBLD SEA SURFACE. STEMKOVSNIY, A. I.
A method is suggested for measuring tie dispersion of inclination.-, of a disturbed
sea surface witn the hoop of a laser located on a flight craft. It consists of cont-
paring power of two pulses of nanosecond duration reflected from the sea surface at
different angles. Calculations of the optimal measurement conditions are presented.
Publications [1, 2, 3, 91 have established the appearance of statistical distri-
bution of surface elements of a disturbed sea according to the values of deviations.
The value of dispersion of this distribution is necessary in order to solve a number
of tasks of acoustics and optics of the sera, in particular, to calculate light fields
unaer a disturbed sea surface [6].
In order to determine the dispersion of deviation, radar [5] ann aerial stereo-
pirotograpry of the sea surface are used [7] . however, it is common knowledge that
radar meth have lower resolution as compared to optical, while processing of
aerial stereophotographs requires considerable time expenditures.
t
2 r..
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Publication [4] describes a method for deterntining dispersion of deviations by
the increase in uuratim, of the diverging laser pulse of infrared light of nano-
second duration during reflection from the sea surface.
This article describes a method for determining the dispersion of deviations
based on a conparison of the powers of two laser IR-pulses of nanosecond duration
reflected by the sea surface at two different angles. Tile sources of the pulses and
the receiver were arranged next to each other on board a flight vehicle. The orig-
inal pulse was divided with the help of a divider into two. One pulse was aired on
a vertical towards tie surface (0 1 = 0) , widle toe second at angle 0 2 (see tree figure) .
Consequently, the reflected pulses fall on the receiver at a different time. So that
the pulses are not sui)erWsed on the oscillogram, anu so that they can be compared in
amplitude, it is necessary for the difference in the baths traversed by the pulses to
exoeed their duration. Since this difference in the course is determineu py the size
of the angle 0 2 , the following conditions are placed on it
(
I ,^ f") .CaSA242h,
where c--light velocity;
T --duration of pulses;
h--altitude of source of radiation and receiver above the sea. For example,
with T = 10 ns and It = 103 m, the angle 0 2 '_ 8.50.
Mie amplitude values for tie powers of the first and second pulses after reflec-
tion are determined as follows:
in,= } q IA QI(0; 0) . a0,	 (2)
rn1=
 4 9a^ FL
	
Q'NI; 90 .Og	 (3)
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Figure 1. Flan of Sensing Sea Surface and Distribution
of Deviations in Sensing Plane. Here p(n)
designates the distribution in direction of
wind Q (n X ; 0) or transverse Q (0; n y ) .
where ql and q2--pavers of pulses before reflection; Fri -coefficient of reflection
according to Fresnel,
Q(n ),; n y)--density of proLebility of distribution of deviations whim nas tt;e appear-
ance (:) suggested in [9] and pinpointed in [2].
	
*C	 )
	
(4)	 /22(
a y	 L a	 2,ys
2>r
where qx—tg0x; 4r=t9Qr; - Ox and V-angles of inclinations from vertical in two
rutually perpendicular 1.lanes, one of which is oriented in direction of the wind;
OX  and cy2--dispersions of deviations;
A01 and e02-801id angles at which the inlet opening of the receiver is visible from
the reflection point.
10 1 	%02— S- re - cos'92,
h	 h
where Sre —area of inzut opening of the receiver.
Assuming that at the sites of reflection of the pulses, the dispersions are the
same, we will write a logarithm for the ratio of (2) to (3) in the form
a"° +rye
 ==In  "" j Ink f 31n cns9p,	 (5)
i 7 	 1114
wnere k designates the ratio q2/ql.
Determination of ttie unknown quantity ( ux , a y ) from equation (5) is possible w,ien
wave action is isotropi,, a x^ = a y2 , or the direction of the wind is kno%ni. In the
latter case, we will assume either nx = 0, or ny = 0. 1 ne following equation will be
ccmron for these cases	 3 
In 
,n, +1nk+31n cos02	 (6)
2:2	m:
which contains only one unknown, designated as a 2.
During photographic recording of pulses from the oscillograph screen, and subse-
quent processing of the oscillograms, it is convenient to select the parameter k such
that
^l:arz.
In k+31n cOS02=0
With o 2 = 10 ° , the parameter k = 1.05. Then 02=	 qa=
In ni t —Inrn_
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It will be convenient to use this expression in logaritlmic reception of the signals.
Measurement of 02 can be automated by controlling the quantity of parameter k
such that the condition In m ' 2'00	 is fulfilled all the time. In this case, from /227
(6) by using the correlations
co992— --1	In( I +gs=) "^ qO.-;
k	 P 1+n^'
we obtain
(T r=
	
	
n''
21nk-30k
We will trace the dependence of the power of the secona impulse on tnze altitude, with
regard for the fact that
n22= (
I+ 7')3__I.	 (7)
MAs equality can lie obtained fran the condition (1). It is apparent from it
that the relationship 1)et.eui n 2` ana 1i with h xr c 1 is inversely proportional. Taus,
with low altitudes, the angle 0 2 must be large. The power of the second inpulse in
this case will be small because of the low probability of reflection at large angles.
With high altitudes the power will also be low, since it diminishes inversely prop-
ortional to the square of the altitude. Consequently, there is an altitude at which
the second pulse has Cie nkixim m power on the condition of separate reception with
the first inpulse.
We will rewrite equation (3) in the form
	
_ 3	
r	 lm3 h-3. (^1-}-^^)
	2-r 
	 exp l
ea J2e'
we will replace in it n2 according to (7) and will solve the task for finding
the extreme. As a result, we can pass to the equation
E
	 t3+2t3 +(i1 +aa) t-2o==0
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where t - c T/2 h. Since a 2 «1, we can write
N+2t2+1--•2a= -0.
The only actual root of this equation lies in the interval ( a2 ; 0 1. Because of the
smallness of the root, it can be found from the equation
t-20=0
fram which
h °=0	
2a' 
►
w)iere n0--optimal altitude of sensing. 	 With T - 10 ns, )o - 50 m for n2 - 14.6 x 10-3
(wind velocity W = 6.J nVs); no - 280 m for a 2 - 2.7 x 10-3 (W - 1.8 m/s).	 Tne value
of o2 here and below is taken fran (2J.
We will examine the basic sources of errors in this method. Random error of 4228
measurements of dispersion can be ooaputed according to the following formula
k (M,
 1	 (8)
Aa.
a a^A^ + 2 . Ak + 2	 /
as	 win 2 • Bj	 In f	 k	 In Z
(MI \ 
►
III J
where	
11
	
z= r2
	
['wA•k•cos'2—exp 	
'
Inz = 2 with optimal values h and n2.
It is apparent fran (8) that instability of the source does not influence the
accuracy of determining dislpersion. Decrease in measurement accuracy can occur be-
cause of fluctuations in the quantities ml and m 2 , which may be observed during
reflection of the entire incident power of the beans from small angles of the dis-
turbed surface. It is ):^xwm from (3, 101 that these fluctuations diminish Loth
with an increase in the illun ►inated area ana with a rise in irregularity of the sea
surface. Thus, sufficient rivasuremezt accuracy of dispersion can be reached by
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reducing the level of fluctuations with an increase in divergence of the beam or
increase in the measurement altitude. By knowing the law for distribution of fluc-
tuations and the dependenoe of the parameters of this distribution on the dimensions
of the reflecting field and the characteristics of wave action, one could conpute
the optimal solid angle wl and w2 occupied by the beam. However, the authors did
not know this information.
The second factor which significantly influences the accuracy of dispersion
measurement is foam on tae sea surface. When there is foam, part of the reflected
signal will be governed by reflection from the mirror areas, and part by the diffused
reflection in the foam. For both pulses one can write
01_(I__ tt). ►►iI+Z'.m,,
µ:—'(I—go) -inj =g, tn3
where Cl--percentage of surface covered by foam.
For signals from foam which we will consider a Lambert emitter, expressions are
obtained (see (81)
r,
M2 ,: 
=—' q J02 • cosvb
where Q--coefficient of foam reflection;
-c 7x16 and oos2 a--average cosines of reflection. With a 2 = 0 coal & = 1 ana 0082 a =
cas02 must be true.
We will find the ratio of u 1 to u 2, and will transform it to tiw following 	 /221
►`' •k•cos292— Ql+y'cos,A =Z
1 1=	 2=+ V • C(Tq'a
where V = --4'—'
r Fr	 I
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If Z is presented in the form of eXP.;1	 then
.70,
where apt- Tseudodispersion of deviations, since this quantity is not the dispersion
of true distribution of , viations, and depends on the parameter V, dispersion of
true distribution of a^6
 and t1w size of the angle 02 . Tables I and II illustrate
the dependence of the pseudodispersion on Cl and 02 . We assume r'2 - 1 and Fh . 0.02.
TABLE 2• WITH cox,Aa•l, cox^Aa^l, 0^^5,4 10-i 8'^6'.
5	 10	 20	 10
„°'ox 	(	 1.04	 1,15	 ^,	 1,16	 I	 1.80	 t'N)
The limiting value Cl according to (11] equals 308.
TABLE II. WITH	 '7==7,9-10- 1 &LM010%.
Ay I	 6' 7' I	 40 9'	 10'
I.17 (	 1.61 1,72 I	 1.84 2,00
C!MILSICNS AND RECCM NDATICXJS
1. The examined method for determlUaN dispersion of deviations is adopted if
the distribution of deviations is subordinate to a normal law, i.e., the wind veloc-
ities are not too great.
2. With nonisotropic wave action, the plane of sensing (plane in which both
1	 beams lie) must be oriented initially in the direction of the wind, and then in a /230
l	 transverse direction to it.
2 59
3. The azimuth of these two directions can be determined from the maximnn and
minir= signal refl--ted at angle ^, during rotation of the sensing plane.
4. There is an optiinwu altitude which depends on the dispersion of deviations
at which it is reomuendod that measurements be made.
S. In order to reduce systematic error introduced by foam in reasurewent of
dispersion, it is recomtended that sensing be done: with the smallest possible angles.
6. Measurement of dispersion can be done with the help of a laser of continuous
action, covering vertical ana inclined beams in turn.
In conclusion the author expresses his gratitude to Vadim Nikolayevich Pelevin
for statement of the task and discussion of the results.
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Estimates are given for the curvature of small sections of a disturbed sea surface
obtained by the method of photographing a system of flashes when the sea is illumi-
nated by an artificial light source.
Measurements of the curvature of small sections of a disturbed water surface .
were first made by A. Scooly [1) under laboratory conditions. We used the method
of A. Scooly in measurements on the sea.
The essence of the method is photographing with a short time lag a system of
flashes created on the surface of the sea by a light source of finite dimensions.
Orientation of the photo equipment and the course of the beams are identical [2].
Primary processing of the materials consists of measuring the distribution of density
spots on the film according to the dimensions with the help of a microscope. The
curvature of the reflecting surface elements is further computed with the hel y of
the formula
	
B
Rai	
( )
	
,2N=	 1
where g---dimension of flash on the film;
R radius of curvature of the surface element forming the flash,
r
L -diameter of the "light source,
f--focal distance of the camera,
H--altitude of the camera above the see surface.
Measurements were made in the open sea fram a ship, from a fiord scaffold at a
distance to 400 m from the shore, near the shore from a pontoon during implementation
of the Thernomor" program in the southern department of the Institute of Oceanography
of the USSR Academy of Sciences. During the experiments, measurements were made of
the density functions of the probability Pw(R-1) for distribution of surface elements
by curvature R 1 with different values of wind velocity W above the surface, in the
interval 1.0 - 8.0 m/s.
Distri.but_ois Pw (R 1 ) have the appearance of curves with one nk-odm n whose posi-
tion depends on wind velocity of the surface. The maximum of the curves does not go
beyond the limits of the range of values of curvature 4 - 7 x 10 -2 c=n 1. This corres-
ponds to the radii of curvature 25 - 14 can. The distributions are asymmetrical. The
right branches (region of larger values of curvature) ire more gently sloping.
The average values of curvatureR-1 increased with a rise in wind velocity.
With W > 3.5 m/s, the experimental points are satisfactorily described by the regres-
sion line
R 4,'= (
	
1,26+2,3W) . 10-2 .ctit'1,
	 (2)
obtained by the method of least squares. The standard deviations for values of curva-
ture ck with W >3.5 m/s increased linearly with wind velocity. Tice regression line /132
obtained by the method of least squares corresponds to the relationship
(3)
aN= (- 4,113+11,23 W) • 10-2. CM-1
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The equations of linear regression c yatputed by A. Scooly for the quantity-1
with Q k indicate the more rapid increase in the quantity with the increase in wind
velocity. Since the experimental conditions of P. '-ooly in this work significantly
differ, while as far as we know no other experiments ►:save been made to measure curva-
ture of elements of the sea surface, then it is not possible to make satisfactcry
comparison of the data.
Measurement errors in Pw(R 1 ) whFm working according to this technique are
formed of a) erroneous measurements of g on the microscope; b) errors caused byr the
use of a simplified expression; c) errors developing because of inaccurate value of
the altitude of the camera above the disturbed surface.
Evaluation of the {quantity of these errors yielded as a sum the error of com-
puting Rc^ for the given range W not exceeding 30% of the measured quantity.
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